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CROOKS CARING FOR SENIORS: THE CASE
FOR CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1998
U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:07 p.m., in room
SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles Grassley,
(chairman of the committee), presiding.
Present: Senators Grassley, Breaux, and Kohl.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES GRASSLEY,
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. I am Senator Chuck Grassley, Chairman of the
Aging Committee, and I am joined by Senator John Breaux, who
is the ranking Democrat and who has always been very supportive
and very involved with the work of this committee, and so, I welcome him, as he is always very regular in attending. We also have
other members who will be in and out, and we will give them a
chance to make some opening comments and ask questions as well.
Also, I am very glad to have Senator Kohl here, who is going to
speak shortly as well, because he is very instrumental in this hearing being held and in this bill-or this subject, not bill-this subject that is before the committee.
So, I want to call the hearing to order. This hearing today is on
the oversight of the quality of care in nursing homes. Our focus
today is on convicted criminals who get jobs in nursing homes and
then prey on vulnerable seniors there. It is not an enjoyable subject
to talk about, and it is not even enjoyable to think about, but it
is our duty to get to the bottom of it.
In all my years of meeting Iowans, I have never met anyone who
has said I am just dying to get into a nursing home. That does not
mean that nursing homes are places that you have to fear, but people obviously, in America, enjoy the quality of life that you have
had throughout your lifetime of being in a home, and so, it is not
unusual for people to not want to make that move.
But nursing homes, as a matter of fact, are a part of the continuum of care, one that we must turn to when we need more care
than we can receive in our homes or through ancillary services like
family caregiving and like home health care. By definition, seniors
who end up in nursing homes are more likely to be vulnerable;
more likely to be frail and possibly more isolated than other seniors. That is why these seniors need all of us, whether it is in Congress, or whether it is every relative and friend has an opportunity
(1)
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to be concerned about who is in nursing homes if we are going to
have an adequate oversight of the quality of life that they have in
the nursing home. So, we all need to be looking out for these people.
In late July, this committee held two revealing days of hearings
on the problem of malnutrition in nursing homes. What we learned
made all of the members of the committee very uneasy. In a number of nursing homes, residents were failing to receive food and
water necessary for life and were suffering terribly as a result.
Some of the stories we heard were simply tragic and the problem
to be overcome does not take the advice and thie study of some
rocket scientist. It is just the basic necessities of life: food, water
and to be turned frequently as a very minimum.
So, who is to blame? Well, we found plenty of blame to go
around. HCFA's oversight of nursing homes has been far from adequate, as the President acknowledged by announcing a series of
regulatory changes and initiatives in July. Of course, facilities that
fail to care for the residents while getting paid to do so obviously
have to be held accountable, particularly to the extent to which
there are just billions and billions of dollars of Medicaid money involved; One of the root causes of the malnutrition problem, we
learned, is inadequate staffing levels in these facilities. Often,
these low staffing levels result from problems finding nurses aides
at wages that nursing homes pay. This is an era of extremely low
unemployment, like, for instance, in my State of Iowa, where the
unemployment rate is below 3 percent. So, when there is a labor
shortage, employers may not be selective in their hiring practice,
and that is even going to exacerbate, to a greater extent, the problem that we are examining this very day.
Clearly, there are places where convicted criminals who have
paid their debt to society should be able to work. After all, if these
people cannot find work, they will not be able to contribute as productive members of society, which is our hope once they are released from incarceration. But if the crime was one of violence or
deception, my view is that nursing homes are not one of the places
that these criminals should work. If anyone doubts that statement,
I believe our first witness today, who has a horrific tale of abuse
by an ex-con nursing home employee, will persuade all of us otherwise.
Our first panel will highlight the problems and the potential risk
for our seniors. The second panel will focus on one proposed approach to it, and that is a national system of background checks.
A number of states have instituted their own background check
systems with mixed results. One of my constituents, Kim Schmett,
of the Iowa Department of Inspections and Appeals, who is the director there, will fill us in on an Iowa experience.
But one limitation of a state-based system is the ability of criminals to move from state to state one step ahead of the law, so to
speak. Another key question right now is the ability of HCFA to
administer a new computer background check system. Because of
the agency's failure to plan adequately for the Year 2000, they
have been telling us that they have very limited ability to institute
any new policies that depend on computers. It will be a difficult
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task for Congress to weigh the priority of the background check
system against its other health care policy priorities.
While today's hearing focuses on the bad apples, let me caution
us not to forget the vital work of nurse aides and other nursing
home employees and everything that they do. Nurse aides provide
the comfort, the care and the companionship for millions of older
Americans. While we cannot tolerate abuses of this trust, we
should also remember to praise the majority of nurse aides for the
light that they bring to our parents and our grandparents.
I now want to turn to Senator Kohl and then Senator Breaux
and say that Senator Kohl is the driving force behind this hearing.
I want to thank him for his interest and involvement in the Aging
Committee's efforts to protect our seniors generally but specifically
today in nursing homes.
Senator Kohl.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HERB KOHL
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank you and Senator John Breaux for holding
this hearing today. We will learn a great deal today about patient
abuse, its causes and what we can do to stop it. For too many people in nursing homes, the golden years have turned into a dark
nightmare. We will hear today examples of patients terrorized by
the people whose job it is to care for them, and we will hear how
easy it is for criminals to find work that allows them to prey upon
vulnerable patients again and again.
In 1996, there were 13,469 complaints of abuse, neglect and theft
in our nation's nursing homes and board and care facilities. In addition, 10 percent of nursing home staff admit committing at least
one act of physical abuse, and 40 percent admit to psychological
abuse. Thirty-six percent had seen at least one incident of physical
abuse by other staff members.
These stats may only scratch the surface. Abuse is typically
underreported, but in addition to the studies that have been done,
there is no shortage of news articles on patient abuse. Last year,
the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel ran a series of articles describing
how easy it is for people with abusive and criminal backgrounds to
find work in health care, and similar stories have appeared nationwide.
Before continuing, it is important to acknowledge that the vast
majority of health care workers are honest and professional. They
work hard under stressful conditions, often for low pay and few
benefits. Most care deeply about the wellbeing of their patients and
treat them with the respect they deserve. We also want to note
that most facilities do the best they can to ensure that they have
qualified staff. They, too, want to make sure that people with abusive and criminal histories are prevented from working with vulnerable patients.
Unfortunately, as we will learn today, providers do not have the
tools necessary to weed these people out, and that is where the government can step in. Current Federal and State laws are not
enough to protect patients. Federal law already requires all States
to keep a registry of abusive nurse aides, and 33 States have en-
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acted laws that establish criminal background checks for some
health care workers.
But as we will learn today, state registries are often not comprehensive or well-maintained, and more importantly, workers can
evade registries or state laws by moving from state to state. A
worker caught abusing patients in Illinois, for example, will have
little trouble obtaining work in a nursing home in Wisconsin.
Last year, Senators Grassley Reid and myself introduced the Patient Abuse Prevention Act, wAich would establish a national registry of abusive health care workers and require criminal background checks. In response to our work on nursing home issues,
the administration recently announced a series of steps they will
take to improve nursing home care.
As part of the administration's initiative, they recommended establishing a national registry and background check system modelled after our original bill. We have been working closely with the
administration as well as industry and consumer groups to develop
such legislation. This hearing will provide additional useful information as we write that bill.
The problem of patient abuse is one that can and must be solved.
The strength of our nation ultimately will not be judged by how
many missiles we have; it will be judged by how well we take care
of the most vulnerable in our society.
Today, we have the chance to make real progress toward protecting those in nursing homes from pain and indignity. I want to
thank all of you for ing part of that effort, and I thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kohl follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HERB KOHL

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank Senators Grassley and Breaux
for holding this hearing. We will learn a great deal today about patient abuse, its
causes, and, most imprtantly, what the federal government can do to stop it.
For too many people in nursing homes, the golden years have turned into a dark
nightmare. We will hear today exam p les of patients terrorized by the people whose
job is to care for them. And we will hear how easy it is for criminals to find work
that allows them to prey upon vulnerable patients-again and again.
In 1996, there were 13,469 complaints of abuse, neglect and theft in our nation's
nursing homes and board & care facilities. In addition, 10 percent of nursing home
staff admit committing at least one act of physical abuse, and 40 percent admit to
psychological abuse. Thirty-six percent had seen at least one incident of physical
abuse by other staff members.
These statistics may only scratch the surface, abuse is typically underreported.
But in addition to the studies that have been done, there is no shortage of news
articles on patient abuse. Last year, the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel ran a series
of articles describing how easy it is for people with abusive and criminal backgrounds to find work in health care, and similar stories have appeared nationwide.
Before continuing, it is important to acknowledge that the vast majority of health
care workers are honest and professional. They work hard under stressful conditions, often for low pay and few benefits. Most care deeply about the well-being of
their patients and treat them with the respect they deserve.
I also want to note that most facilities do the best they can to ensure they have
qualified staff. They, too, want to make sure that people with abusive and criminal
histories are prevented from working with vulnerable patients. Unfortunately, as we
will learn today, providers do not have the tools necessary to weed these people out.
And that's where the Federal government must step in.
Current Federal and State laws are not enough to protect patients. Federal law
already requires all States to keep a registry of abusive nurse aides, and 33 States
have enacted laws that establish criminal background checks for some health workers. But as we will learn today, State registries are often not comprehensive or well
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maintained. And more importantly, workers can evade registries or State laws by
moving from state to state. A worker caught abusing patients in Illinois would have
little trouble obtaining work in a nursing home in Wisconsin.
Last year, Senators Grassley Reid and I introduced the Patient Abuse Prevention
Act, which would establish a National Registry of abusive health care workers and
require criminal background checks. And in response to our work on nursing home
issues, the Administration recently announced a series of steps they will take to improve nursing home care.
As part of the Administration's initiative, they recommended establishing a national registry and background check system modeled after our original bill. I have
been working closely with the Administration, as well as industry and consumer
groups, to develop such legislation. This hearing will provide additional useful information as we write that bill.
The problem of patient abuse is one that can and must be solved. The strength
of our nation ultimately will not be judged by how many missles we have. It will
be judged by how well we take care of the most vulnerable in our society. Today
we have the chance to make real progress toward protecting those in nursing homes
from pain and indignity. I want to thank all of you for being part of that effort.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Kohl.

Senator Breaux.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN BREAUX
Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and witnesses who are going to be testifying for your effort in what I consider to be a very important endeavor by this committee. This is
part of a continuing effort by the Aging Committee under the chairman's leadership to really address problems that sometimes are not
addressed by other committees of the Congress that have legislative jurisdiction. We seem sometimes to be concentrating so much
on bills and legislation that we sometimes, I think, miss the opportunity to really look at problems, and I think that what you see
with this committee, we have been focusing a great deal of our time
and attention to what I think is a very noteworthy endeavor, to
look at some of the most frail and vulnerable people in our society:
That is why you see the work that this committee has done in the
area of home health care, for instance, and the area of nursing
homes and looking at the treatment of the most vulnerable among
us, and todays effort is a continuation of what I think is a very
important role that the Senate Aging Committee is exercising, and
we will continue to do so.
I think that my colleagues have said very clearly and very prop.
erly what today's hearing is about and why it is necessary. 1 would
say that what this hearing is not about, it is not about trying to
deprive people who have had problems with being able to seek
gainful employment when they have been rehabilitated and seek to
find a way back into society. I think all of us believe is something
that Americans should be able to do; we should encourage them to
do that.
The question, I think, is more should potential employers have
a complete record and background on potential employees, so that
they can then make a wise and informed decision about who they
are thinkinig about hiring? It is clear that there are some people
who are more fitted to be in prison than they are to be in health
care facilities, working and serving the most vulnerable among us.
But I think that the problem seems to me that States have been
able to require background checks for crimes committed in their
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State, but just go right across the border, as Senator Kohl has said,
and they have no information. In today's mobile society that we
have, it is clear that without that ability, potential employers are
going to be at an extreme disadvantage in knowing who they are
hiring. That is the bottom line. Legislation that we are considering
corrects that problem, and we want to hear from the people today
to talk about the seriousness of the problem. I would commend the
Inspector General, again, for a very good report. You all have really
helped in outlining the nature of the problem, and now, I think it
is incumbent upon us to respond to it in a favorable and affirmative way, and we intend to do that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Breaux follows along with
prepared statement of Senator Harry Reid:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN BREAux

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Senator Kohl for holding this hearing. Finding
ways to protect America's most vulnerable population, the frail elderly, is undoubtedly the most important thing we do on this committee. At a hearing on nursing
homes in July, we were asked to sit on our hands in an effort to empathize with
nursing home residents. That simple exercise helped me to realize how helpless
many of these people are. We need to ensure that those who cannot care for themselves receive the best possible care.
I want to emphasize that the vast majority of health care workers are qualified,
caring individuals who are dedicated to the patients in their care. Taking care of
the frail elderly is often a difficult and thankless job, but these workers take pride
in what they do, and I commend their efforts. Unfortunately, even a few abusive
workers can cause pain and suffering that cannot be undone.
Congress has taken some steps to ensure that nursing homes provide a safe environment for their residents. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 requires states to establish and maintain a registry of nurse aides who are unfit to
provide care because abusive or criminal histories. In addition to the registries,
many states require nursing homes to conduct criminal background checks on potential employees.
However, as we will hear today, further steps are needed. Despite current mandates, criminals are continuing to find employment in the long-term care industry.
States with criminal background check systems are only able to conduct checks
within their states. And, there are many instances in which criminals cross state
lines to find employment. In answer to these problems, today we will look at a national background check system as a solution.
At today's hearing, the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector General is releasing a report entitled "Safeguarding Long-Term Care Residents." The report amplifies the call to take further steps to prevent criminals from
working with long-term care patients. I look forward to hearing their findings and
recommendations.
There are many questions which I hope will be answered at today's hearing:
* is a national background check system feasible?
* how can we build on state systems that are currently in place?
* who will be responsible for paying for this?
* should we broaden the categories of employees included on state registries?
* should we aim these efforts at the entire health care industry?
I look forward to the testimony that we will hear today. I thank the witnesses
who have come to share their stories, particularly, Mr. Richard Meyer for his willingness to share his heart-wrenching story. Mr. Chairman, some of what we will
hear this afternoon will be unpleasant, but it must be heard. We can no longer pretend that the system is working. It is time to look for solutions. Thank you again
Mr. Chairman and Senator Kohl for calling this important hearing.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRY REID

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, and distinguished
panel of witnesses. I ampleased that the Committee has dedicated this hearing to
the problem of patient abuse in nursing homes and the need for a national criminal
background check system for long-term care workers. 1 would also like to thank all
of the witnesses who have agreed to testify before the Committee today.
Americans over the age of 86 are the fastest growing segment of our elderly population. There are 31.6 million Americans over the age of sixty-five, and as the
babyboom generation ages, that number will skyrocket. Over 43 percent of Americans will likely spend time in a nursing home. As our nation seeks ways to care
for an aging population, we must establish greater protections to ensure that our
seniors will receive the best care possible.
One of the most difficult times for any individual or family is when they must
make the decision to rely upon the support and services of a long-term care facility.
Families should not have to live with the fear that their loved one is being left in
the hands of an individual with a criminal record. No one can illustrate this point
more effectively than today's first witness Richard Meyer, whose 92-year-old mother
was sexually assaulted by a male certilied nursing assistant who had previously
been charged and convicted for sexually assaulting a young girl.
Unfortunately, the Meyer family is not the only one that has had to endure the
psin and outrage associated with learning that a loved one was violated or abused
by a long-term care facility worker with a criminal history. The systemic problem
of nursing home abuse by workers with a violent or criminal history was brought
to my attention just over a year ago. Shortly thereafter, Senators Kohl, Grassley,
and I introduced legislation that would require criminal background checks for potential long-term care facility workers and would create a national registry of abusive health care workers. This past July, and amendment authorizing nursing
homes and home health agencies to use the FBI criminal background check system
was included in the Commerce, Justice, State Appropriations Bill. This was an important step in the right direction.
I am pleased that the White House has recently acknowledged this problem and
called for tough new legislative and administration actions to improve the quality
of nursing homes. These iitiajtives include a criminal background check requirement and the establishment of a national abuse registry that were modeled after
our bill. Recently, Senator Kohl and I have been working with the Administtation,
the industry, and consumer groups to craft this important legislation. The information and solutions proposed by the witnesses at this hearing will serve as an important tool for completing this initiative.
I have visited numerous long-term care facilities in my home State of Nevada.
During these visits, I have always been impressed by the compassion and dedication
of the staff. Most nurse aides and health care workers are professional, honest, and
dedicated. Unfortunately, it only taks one abusive staff member to terrorize the lives
of the residents. That is why we must work to weed out the 'bad apples" who do
not have the best interest of the patient in mind.
Again, I thank the Chairman for convening this hearing and I look forward to
hearing from this distinguished group of panelists.
Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now it is time to go to our panel. I am
gn to introduce three of tihe people. I am going to ask Senator
ohli to introduce his constituent. So, I am honored to have the opportunity to welcome Richard A. Meyer from Libertyville, IL. He
and his wife of 40 years have three adult children, three grandchildren.
Today, Mr. Meyer will share with us the story of his mother's
tragic abuse in a nursing home when she was 92 years old. I understand that she just celebrated her 97th birthday, and, of course,
we want to extend a welcome to you but also a happy birthday to
her as well, and we appreciate your being here today so that we
can discuss with us these difficult circumstances.
Our next hearing is going to be Thomas Roslewicz. He is deputy
inspector general of the audit services at the Department of Health
and Human Services. In his testimony, he will reveal key findings
of the Office of Inspector General's report, Safeguarding Long Term
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Care Residents, as well as related information from studies in
Maryland and Illinois, and joining him is Tony Rubbo, audit manager from HHS/OIG, and now, Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. I am proud to introduce the woman who is going
to be our second witness today. She is from Wisconsin, and her
name is Claudia Stine. Claudia Stine is the director of long term
care ombudsman services for the State of Wisconsin's Board on
Aging and Long Term Care. In this capacity, she provides direction
and supervision for the advocacy efforts of professional ombudsmen
acting statewide. Ms. Stine will share her insight about patient
abuse in long-term care and discuss the frequency and nature of
complaints reported in Wisconsin.
We welcome you here today.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, Senator Kohl. Before you all start, I
want to advise you that without your asking, your entire statement, which, if it is longer than 5 minutes, will be placed in the
record, and we have asked you to summarize. I am not one of these
chairmen who cuts you off exactly when the red light goes on, but
I would like to have you finish your statement soon or your idea
that you are involved in at that particular time.
Mr. Meyer.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. MEYER, LEBERTYVILILE, IL
Mr. MEYER. Good afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meyer, you have 10 minutes, I have been informed by my staff, and you should proceed.
Mr. MEYER. Good afternoon. My name is Richard Meyer from
Libertyville, IL, and I have a story to tell. First, I want to give you
a little bit of a background. This is a true story, a tragic and devastating story about a caring and loving elderly woman with a declining mental faculty who entered a local nursing home seeking
compassionate care and security but within a period of 45 days was
a victim of a sexual assault by a male employee of the nursing
home.
I ask that you listen carefully to what I am going to tell you;
keep the following perspective in mind: the nursing home industry
is in this business to make a profit. Moral, competent personnel are
a nursing home's most important asset. A nursing home has a
moral and fiduciary responsibility to provide reasonable and compassionate care for its clients at all and any cost.
Are nursing homes and their insurance carriers just matter-offact accepting sexual abuse and lawsuits as a normal cost of doing
business instead of addressing and correcting the problem? I have
in my hand a $20 bill, my only exhibit for this testimony. Keep this
in mind. It represents the approximate cost, and it is my
uneducated guess, to do a background check, which the nursing
home did not do. But for the nursing home's desire to save $20 in
expenses, this incident could possibly have been avoided. Conversely, it cost the nursing home and their insurance carrier an estimated $1,250,000 for a sexual assault claim and related legal fees
that $20 possibly would have avoided.
The next portion of my testimony relates to the victim. The victim was my 92-year-old mother. She loved her family and her
home, and she enjoyed playing the piano and tending to her flowers
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and vegetable garden. She was a deeply religious person and always had a smile and a kind, sweet word for everyone she met, in
addition to a delightful sense of humor. God bless her. The Meyer
family is truly blessed to have her as a mother, grandmother and
great-grandmother.
She celebrated her 92nd birthday on January 29, 1993, and was
then living an independent life in her own home. Due to her continuing diminished mental faculty, moderate dementia, and becoming increasingly unable to properly look out for her own safety, her
immediate family felt it was best for her benefit and safety that
she should enter a nursing home to receive the necessary 24-hour,
around-the-clock care.
Mother had been found by family members outside her home several times that January in the cold weather and the snow. She was
unable to find her way back into her home. Mother entered the
local nursing home mid February 1993 but somewhat reluctantly.
She was a private-pay; she was not on state aid. On March 29,
1993, my mother, who was unable to properly defend herself and
with poor hearing, was sexually assaulted in her room approximately 7:30 a.m. by a male certified nursing assistant, an employee
of the nursing home.
The sexual assault was discovered by another female employee
of the nursing home upon becoming concerned that the male CNA
appeared to be taking too long to get mother up and dressed and
then taking her to the dining room for breakfast. God bless forever
and ever that female employee who had the foresight to check up
on this male employee and the tenacity to report her findings. How
many other people did she save from this tragic, criminal act?
Upon discovers of the sexual assault, mother was then transported by an am ulance to a hospital 20 miles away for medical examination in the emergency room and which included a rape trauma test, a rape trauma test for a 92-year-old lady, my mother. She
was returned to the nursing home in an ambulance with only a
blanket wrapped around her. Yes, her clothes were kept as potential evidence.
Local police officials were notified of the sexual assault and proceeded to investigate the matter with administrative and nursing
personnel at the nursing home and interrogate and investigate the
alleged perpetrator of this tragic incident. Officials of the Department of Public Health of the State of Illinois involved with nursing
homes were notified of the incident, and they commenced a review
of the situation. I do not recall the details or the outcome of their
review. The nursing home suspended the male employee pending
the outcome of the reviews by the local police and the health department.
Approximately mid-June 1993, our worst fears were confirmed.
DNA tests confirmed the sexual assault. The Meyer family was
outraged as to why and how this could happen to such a kind, caring and loving lady, and she had only been in the nursing home
approximately 45 days. We vowed to not let this tragic incident be
swept into a closet, the door closed and locked forever. Let the
prosecution begin! Let justice prevail!
Upon confirmation of the sexual assault, mother was then transferred to a different nursing home facility in northern Illinois mid-
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July. 1993. For approximately 3 years and continuing sporadically
yet, mother becomes very defensive, belligerent and sometimes outright mean when nursing home personnel touch her or attempt to
remove her clothes when helping her with a bath and preparing
her for bed in the evening.
Could it just be, could it just be that this incident has been
etched in her mind forever and ever, and it still comes back to
haunt her? Mother presently resides in a fine nursing home in
northern Illinois and celebrated her 97th birthday last January 29,
1998.
This next section, I want to talk a little bit about the perpetrator.
The following information related to the perpetrator is based primarily on documents I had access to and read during our prosecution of this criminal act in a court of law. The male employee of
the nursing home was approximately 43 years of age and was married; his primary occupations prior to being employed by the nursing home appeared to be that of truck driver and general laborer.
In 1985, this man was charged and convicted of the sexual assault
of a female minor child and served approximately 1 year in prison.
His nature and actions were apparent, and the record was then established in the legal enforcement files of the State of Illinois and,
therefore, accessible to those entitled to review it.
This man applied to and was admitted to a local community college to study for and obtain a certificate as a certified nursing assistant. A certificate as a certified nursing assistant was awarded
to him in June 1992. January 14, 1993, he was hired as a certified
nursing assistant at this local nursing home. This was apparently
based on their normal interviewing policy and procedures and without performing a background check. His starting pay was approximately $5 an hour.
On March 29, 1993, he sexually assaulted my mother in her
room at approximately 7:30 a.m. He had only been employed by the
nursing home for approximately 2Y2 months. The nursing home
suspended the employee without pay pending the outcome of the
reviews of the local police and the State of Illinois Department of
Public Health. Upon confirmation of the sexual assault via DNA
tests in mid-June 1993, this man was arrested and confined to the
local county jail. The state's attorney for the county then commenced legal proceedings for the prosecution of this criminal act.
With overwhelming evidence against him, in late August 1993,
this man, without a jury trial, voluntarily accepted a 25-year prison
sentence before a judge and within a few days was sent off to prison. Several members of the Meyer family, including myself and my
wife, attended the sentencing, a day we shall never forget. It is my
understanding from the local county state's attorney that this man
will probably be released from prison upon serving 50 percent of
his sentence. That will be the year 2006.
The next section has to do with outrage, prosecution and anguish. The Meyer family was outraged. All agreed let the prosecution begin! Let justice prevail! In July 1993, a major law firm in
Chicago was engaged to prosecute and handle this criminal action
against the nursing home on behalf of my mother. The attorneys
that accepted the case and worked on the case were as outraged
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as the Meyer family. In September 1993, I was appointed mother's
legal guardian of her person and her estate.
The original complaint was filed in Cook County in December
1993. The wheels of justice were in action. Meetings with our attorneys were held; depositions taken; private investigators hired; documents collected and evaluated; a video portraying a day in the life
of my mother in a nursing home was prepared for use in court in
case it was needed.
Expert witnesses were engaged to provide expert testimony on
all issues as necessary. Mediation hearings to effect a settlement
were held to no avail, and amended complaints were filed. Then,
additionally, the case was then transferred to Kane County, a collar county to Cook County. Finally, a trial date was set for late
April 1995. Ladies and gentlemen, 22 months have come and gone
since July 1993.
The day before jury selection was to begin, the presiding judge
for the trial was able to effect a $1 million settlement on behalf of
my mother. In mid-August 1995, net settlement proceeds of approximately $585,000 were put in a trust fund for the future benefit and care of my mother. Ladies and gentlemen, 29 months have
come and gone since March 29, 1993.
Additionally, in December 1996, we had to file a special final report with the Kane County trial judge who was assigned to our
case to conclude the activity involving this case and the court jurisdiction.
Due process of law? Judicial process? Justice? Collectively, perhaps an oxymoron in situations such as this; or, perhaps, it was I;
maybe I was just suffering from judicial process frustration and
litigation withdrawal. The outrage and anguish suffered by the
Meyer family during this period of time and this ordeal was enormous. We all felt the pain. Their help, the family, counsel, encouragement and support to me was immeasurable. It took me approximately one year to unwind from this ordeal. The compassion and
concern of our attorneys was deeply appreciated.
The next section has to do with resolution, what can be done?
What can I do? What can each of you do? What can the nursing
homes and their insurance carriers do? What can the Government
do? What can we all do to make a difference and protect our loved
ones? Collectively, I believe that all of us together can change this
tragic situation, because unless changes are made, could this situation or will this situation happen to your loved ones? Think about
it, and think about the consequences.
If, and or when it happens, prosecution of the criminal act is a
nightmare you have a hard time forgetting. Did it need to be done?
Absolutely yes. Would I prosecute again? Absolutely yes. It is sad
to say, but apparently, litigation is needed along with non-confidentiality agreements to expose the guilty parties. Let this testimony
and tragic story put nursing home management and their insurance carriers on notice: clean up your act. We will no longer tolerate this abuse or, for that matter, any abuse to be inflicted on our
loved ones. Where is your moral and fiduciary responsibilities?
Reality No. 1: to nursing home management and their insurance
carriers, think about it: A $20 investment for a background check
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just might save you an abuse claim and related legal expenses in
the amount of $1,250,000.
Reality No. 2: $1,250,000 will purchase a lot of background
checks. Use a portion of this money to pay for moral, competent
employees to care for your clients, who are our loved ones. We
would all appreciate that change of attitude and vision.
Reality No. 3: to the local community colleges and to all schools
of higher education that offer certified nursing assistant certificates, do a background check before awarding a certificate to an
undesirable person not worthy to be designated a certified nursing
assistant.
The last section, I label the crime scene revisited. On Tuesday,
September 8, 1998, a delightful lady from the Senate's Aging Committee called me at work to ask if I would participate in this bearing. I agreed. She is here, and I thank you. That Tuesday night,
after work, I proceeded to review past litigation documents to see
what I could contribute to this hearing and the efforts of the Aging
Committee. The documents that I have at home comprise two
banker boxes full of documents, depositions, videos, documents,
files, complaints, amended complaints; you name it, I have got it.
Well, I did not sleep well that night after looking at these documents for about 3 hours. In fact or the next couple of nights, I
did not sleep well, for I was revisiting the crime scene and reliving
the 29 months of outrage and anguish that I had experienced. Yes,
it was worth it.
Thanks for listening and for your attention, and God bless America.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Meyer follows:]
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Richard A Meyer
412 West Golf Road
Libertyville, EL

This is atrue story - a tragic and devastating story about a caring and loving elderly woman.
with a declining mental fidlity, who entered a local nrsing home seeking compassionate care
and security, but within aperiod of approximately 45 days was the victim of a samal assault
by a male employee of the nursin home.
I ask that you listen carefltly to what I'm going to tell you, and keep the following
perspective in mind:

- The nursing home industry is in this business to make a profit.
- Moral competet personnel are a nursing home's most important asset.
- A mursing home has a moral and fiduciary responsibility to provide reasonable
and compassionate care for its clients at all and any cost.
- Are nursing homes and their insurance carniers Just matter of fact accepting seual
abuse and lawsuits as a normal cost ofdoing business, instead of addressing and
correcting the problem?
I have in my hand a S 20 dollar bill - my only exhibit for this testimony. It represents the
approximate cost (my uneducated guess) to do a background check, which the nursing home
did not do. But for the nursing home's desire to save S 20 in expenses, this incident could
possibly have been avoided - conversely, it cost the nursing home and their insurance carier
an estimated S 1,250,000 for a sexual assault daim and related legal fees.
Thle Vitim
The victim was my 92 year old mother - she loved her family and her home, and enjoyed
playing the piano and tending to her flowers and vegetable garden - she was a deeply religious
person and always had a smile and a kind sweet word for everyone she met, in addition to a
delightfil sense of humor. God bless her - the Meyer family is truly blessed to have her as a
mother, grandmotber and great grandmotber.
She celebrated her 92nd birthday on January 29, 1993 and was then living an independent life
in her own home. Due to her continuing diminished mental facility (moderate dementia) and
becoming increasingly unable to properly look out for her owe safety, her immediate family
felt it was best for her benefit and safety that she should enter a nursing home to receive the
necessary 24 hour round-the-clock care.
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Mother had been found by famly menibers outside her home sevtal times that January, in the
cold weather and snow - she was unable to find her way back into her home.
Mother entered the local nursing home mid Febnzary 1993. but somewhat reluctantly. She
was a private pay - she was not on state aid.
On March 29, 1993, my mother, who was unable to property defend herself and with poor
hearing, was sexally assaulted in her room at approximately 7:30AM by a male Certified
Nursing Assistant, an employee of the nursing home. The sexual ssaut was discovered by
another female employee of the nursing home upon becoming concerned that the male CNA
appeared to be taking to long to get mother up and dressed, and then taking her to the dining
room for breakfist.
May God bless forever and ever the female employee that had the foresight to check-up on
this male employee and the tenacity to report her findings. And how many other people did
she save from this tragic criminal act?
Upon discovery of the sexual assault, mother was then transported by an ambulance to a
hospital 20 miles away for a medical examination in the emergency room and which included
rape trauma test. She was returned to the nursing home in an ambulance with only a blanket
wrapped around her - yes, her clothes were kept as potential evidence.
Local police officials were notified of the sexual assault and proceeded to investigate the
matter with administrative and nursing personnel at the nursing home, and interrogate and
investigate the alleged perpetrator of this tragic incident.
Officials of the Department of Public Health of the State of linois (involved with nursing
homes) were notified of the incident and they commenced a review of the situation - I don't
recall the details of or outcome of their review. The nursing home suspended the male
employee pending the outcome of the reviews by local police and the Health Department.
Approximately mid June 1993 our worst fears were confinned -DNA tests confirmed the
semial assault. The Meyer family was outraged as to why and how this could happen to such
a kind, caring and loving lady - and she had only been in the nursing home approximately 45
days. We vowed to not let this tragic incident be swept into a closet, and the door closed and
locked forever - let the prosecution begin, let justice prevail.
Upon confirmation of the sexual assault, mother was then transferred to a different nursing
home facility in Northern linois mid July 1993.
For a period of approximately 3 years, and continuing sporadically yet, mother becomes very
defensive, belligerent and sometimes mean when nursing home personnel touch her or attempt
to remove her clothes when helping her with a bath or preparing her for bed in the evening.
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Could it just be that this incident has been tched in her mind forever and ever? And it stl
comes back to haunt her?
Mother presently resides in a fine nuring home in Northen Illinois and celebrated her 97'

birdy last January 29. 1998.

The following information relaed to the perpetrator is based primarily on documents that I
had access to and read during our prosecution of this criminal act in a court of law.
The male employee of the nursing home was approodmately 43 years of age and was married.
His primary occupations, prior to being employed by the nursing home, appeared to be that of

truck driver and general laborer.
In 1985, this manwas charged and convicted of the sexual assault of a female minor child and
served approximately I year in prison - his nature and actions were apparent and the record
was then established in the legal enforcement files in the State of Illinois and therefore
accessible to those entitled to review it.
This man applied to and was admitted to a local community college to study for and obtain a
certidicate as a Certified Nursing Assistant - a certificate as a Certified Nursing Assistant was
awarded to him in June 1992.
On January 14, 1993, he was hired as a Certified Nursing Assistant at this local nursing home
-this was apparently based on their normal interviewing policy and without performing a

background check. His starting pay was approximately S 5.00 per hour.
On March 29, 1993, he sexually assaulted my mother in her room at approximately 7:30AM.
He had only been employed by the nursing home for approximately 2 %months. The nursing
home suspended the employee without pay pending the outcome of the revews of the local
police and the State of Illinois Department of Public Health.
Upon confirmation of the sexual assault via DNA tests in mid June 1993, this man was
arrested and confined to the local county jail. The States Attorney for the county then
commenced legal proceedings for the prosecution of this criminal act.
With overwhelming evidence against him, in late August 1993 this man, without a jury trial,
voluntarily accepted a 25 year prison sentence before a judge and within a few days was sent
off to prison. Several members of the Meyer family including myself and my wife attended the
sentencing. a day we shall never forget. It is my understanding, from the local county States
Attorney, that this man will probably be released from prison upon serving 50%/o of his
sentence (the year 2006).
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QM"age Prosecuton and Andtis

The Meyer limly was outraged and anlagreed - ltd the prosecution begin, let Justice prevail.
In july 1993 a major law firm in Chicago was engaged to prosecute and handle this criminal
action against the nusing home on behalf of my mother -the attorneys that accepted the case
were as outad as the Meyer flmily. In September 1993 1 was appointed mother's legal
guardian of her person and her estate.
The original Complaint was filed in Cook County in December 1993. The wheels ofjustice
were in action - meetings with or attorneys were held, depositions taken, private
investigators hired, documents collected and evahlated, a video portraying a day in the life of
my mother ina nursing home was prepared for use in court if needed, expert witnesses were
engaged to provide expert testimony on all issues as necessary, mediation hearings to effect a
settlement were held to no aval, and amended Complaints were Wled. The case was also
transfered to Kane County - a collar county to Cook County. Finally, a trial date is set for
late April 1995 - 22 months have come and gone sDice July 1993.
The day before jury selection was to begin, the presiding judge for the trial was able to effect
$ 1,000,000 settlement on behalf of my mother - in mid August 1995 net settlement proceeds
of approxmately S 585,000 were put into a trust fumd for the future benefit and care of my
mother (29 months have come and gone since March 29, 1993). Additionally, in December
1996 we had to file a special final report with the Kane County trial judge assigned to our cans
to conclude the activity involving this case and the court jurisdiction.
Due process of law. judicial process... justice ... collectivly, perhaps an oxymoron in
situations such as this. Or perhaps I was just suffering from judicial process frustration and
litigation withdrawal.
The outrage and anguish suffered by the Meyer family during this period of time and this
ordeal was enormous - we all felt the pain. Their help, counse, encouragement and support
to me was immeasurable. It took me approximately I year to unwind from this ordeal. The
compassion and concern of our attorneys was deeply appreciated.
Resolution - What Can Be Done
What can I do -what can each of you do -what can the nursing homes and their insurance
carriers do -what can the government do - what can we all do to make a difference and
protect our loved ones? Collectively, I believe that all of us together can change this tragic
situation.
Because, unless changes are made could this situation or will this situation happen to your
loved ones - think about it and the consequencesP1 !
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If and/or when it happens. prosecution of the criminal act is a nightmare you have a hard time
forgetting. Did it need to be done- absoitely YESIIII! Would I proseate again.
absolutely YES!!!!!

Its sad to say, but apparently litigaton is needed along with non-confideniality agreements to
expose the guilty parties. Let this testimony and tragic story put nursing home management
and their insurance carriers on notice - clean up your act - we will no longer tolere this
abuse (for that matter, any abuse) to be inflicted on our loved ones - where's your moral and

fiduciary responsibMles???M
Realityl!!! I To nursing home management and their insurance carriers - think about it, a $ 20
investment for a background check just might save you an abase claim and related legal
expenses in the amount of $ 1,250,000.
RealitylIl!I S 1,250,000 will purchase a lot of background checks Use a portion of this
money to pay for moral competent employees to care for your clients (our loved ones) - we all
would appreciate that change of attitude and vision.
Reality!!!!! To the local comunity colleges - do a background check before awarding a
certificate to an undesirable person not worthy to be designated a Certified Nursing Assistant

Crine Scene Re-Visited
On Tuesday September 8, 1998, a delightfil lady from the Senate's Aging Committee called
me at work to ask if I would participate in this hearing -I agreed. That Tuesday night, after
work, I proceeded to review past litigation documents to see what I could contribute to this
hearing and efforts of the Aging Committee.
Well, I didn't sleep well that night, or the next couple of nights -for I was revisiting the crime
scene and reliving the 29 months of outrage and anguish that I experienced. YES, it was
worth it. Thanks for listening and your attention -GOD BLESS AMRICA!!!! !!
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The CHARMAN. Mr. Meyer, we appreciate your testimony very
much, and I know it is just very difficult for you to relay it, and
for your coming here and doing it and suffering through it again,
we thank you very much.
Ms. Stine.
STATEMENT OF CLAUDIA STINE, DIRECTOR OF OMBUDSMAN
SERVICES, MADISON, WI
Ms. STINE. Good afternoon. I am Claudia Stine. I am the director
of long term care ombudsman services for the State of Wisconsin.
We are the program in our state that is charged under the Older
Americans Act to provide complaint resolution and informational
services to residents and families of nursing homes and those folks
living in board and care or assisted living facilities. I would like to
thank you for the opportunity to be here today.
In my state as well as most others, this issue is of the most critical concern to families and folks facing nursing home admission.
During the 1996-97 biennium, the ombudsman in Wisconsin received about 350 abuse complaints against Wisconsin's nursing
homes. This number represents about 7 percent of all of the complaints that we take about residents in nursing homes.
The vast majority of these complaints concern situations where
alleged abusers were caregivers employed by the facilities. We hear
about and we sometimes actually witness violations of residents'
rights to be safe and free of abuse. The kinds of incidents that I
am talking about here are primarily physical abuse: hitting, slapping, rough handling, twisting limbs and, yes, even rape of a resident. Use of profanity against the resident; threatening behavior;
yelling and callin a person names, these are common types of
verbal or mental aguse.
If that were not enough, we also see cases of gross neglect, including withholding necessary treatment, withholding pain medications, ignoring a resident's toileting needs or failing to promptly
and adequately attend for a resident's personal hygiene requirements.
Currently, Wisconsin's nurse aide abuse registry contains 460
names. That is pretty current as of August 3. About 69 percent of
these folks were determined to be abusive. The remainder were
people who were determined to be charged with misappropriation
of resident funds. While it is widely believed that nursing assistants or CNAs are responsible for almost all abuse situations, because after all, they are the ones who provide most of the handson care to residents, even so, we have found that other professional
nursing staff as well as other employees in the facility those folks
having direct access to residents have also been found to be abusive.
Just earlier this year, we investigated a case of a licensed practical nurse who, over the course of several weeks had hit a resident
several times, twisted her arm, yelled at her, and while the facility
fired this licensed practical nurse, this person is still free to work
in other health care settings.
We have also witnessed abuse committed by staff who provide
other kinds of services for residents, services that are not included
in the registry. These include housekeeping, physical, occupational
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and speech therapists, food service workers and administrative
staff. These people are not commonly thought of as potential abusers; yet, they have continual interaction with residents, and some
of them have access to resident funds. Nurse aides who are listed
on the registry are not precluded from working in other geriatric
care settings. Quite commonly, at least in our state, these persons
will go to work in board and care or assisted living facilities. Unfortunately, under current law, these folks are only barred from workingin nursing homes.
Other staff, such as nurses and folks who provide other kinds of
services may and often do find similar work in other health care
settings. A certified nursing assistant on the abuse registry, and,
for that matter, any caregiver found to be abusive in Wisconsin,
could go to another state to find employment, as those folks from
other States come to Wisconsin. We do not know how frequently
this happens, because there is no national system to track these
folks across state lines.
While some states have voluntary agreements to exchange at
least CNA abuse registries, that system, even, is sorely insufficient.
Currently, Wisconsin shares and receives lists from only nine other
States and, of course, those lists, in turn, go to the providers in
Wisconsin, but again, that barely scratches the surface of the problem.
Wisconsin recently enacted far-reaching law to address some of
these issues. Effective October 1, all health care providers in Wisconsin will be required to conduct criminal background checks on
all health care workers. But a major shortcoming in this new system is the inability to check for criminal convictions in other
States. If the provider has no indication to indicate that the person
lived and worked in another State, it has no means at all to discern
a person's criminal background that occurred out of the borders of
Wisconsin. No reliable data is currently available to determine how
prevalent this situation is, but we do know that it occurs.
We also know that abuse in nursing homes is greatly underreported. The most common reason is that families and residents
alike fear retaliation from the abusing caregiver and from the other
nursing home staff. Families cannot be in a facility continually to
protect their loved one. Particularly once they voice concern, that
person is even more vulnerable. We tear from residents themselves
when we go out to check on a situation, well, they are so overworked here, and here she is, doing the best she can. I do not want
to get anybody in trouble, and it was probably my fault anyway.
These are the kinds of things that we will hear from residents who
are able to express themselves.
For very similar reasons, some nursing home staff are reluctant
to report abuse. They fear retaliation; they fear the loss of their
job; they fear retribution of their peers who have contributed to the
inaction, and, to compound this, some facilities do not report abuse
as they are required to do under the Federal law. Sometimes, these
instances are uncovered, and surveyors will cite the facility. In the
licensed practical nurse that I cited earlier, the facility had been
aware but had failed to report it, and they were, in fact, cited. But
we are certain that there are many, many instances that neither
we nor the survey organization are aware of.
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As I mentioned earlier, our state's legislature recently enacted
legislation to mandate criminal background checks for all health
care providers, but we have no means to track these persons across
state lines; we do not have access to nurse aide registries of other
states to make sure that folks are not employed in Wisconsin.
Speaking for the Board on Aging and Long Term Care, we offer
every support that we can to the work of this committee in legislating remedies to these dire problems.
You know, some people should never be allowed to care for the
most frail in our society. I try to speak for them, because many of
these folks cannot speak for themselves.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Stine follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE AGING COMMITTEE
CLAUDIA STINE, Director of Ombudsman Services
September 14,1998
Good afternoon. I am Claudia Stine, Director of Long Term Care Ombudsman Services
for the State of Wisconsin. We are the program in our state charged under the Older
Americans Act to provide complaint resolution and informational services to residents
and families of nursing homes and board and care facilities. We also provide these
services to elders living in the community and receiving Medicaid and other supportive
services under a Medicaid waiver program.
I would like to thank Senator Grassley, Senator Breaux and Senator Kohl for inviting
me to appear here today. This issue is the most critical concern for those folks who need
and are receiving long term care. Will those people caring for me treat me right? I don't
want to go to a place that will hurt me. You hear so much....
During the 1996-97 biennium, Ombudsmen received 357 abuse complaints in
Wisconsin's nursing homes. (See Attachment #l) This number represents about 7%of
all the complaints taken on behalf of facility residents. While some of these complaints
were residents abusing other residents, the vast majority concerned situations where the
alleged abusers were caregivers employed by the facilities. We hear about and some
times actually witness violations of a resident's right to be safe and free of abuse. These
often involve physical abuse, which take the form of hitting, rough handling, or twisting
a limb. Use of profanity against the resident, threatening behavior, yelling and t'alling a
resident names are common types of verbal or mental abuse. We find cases of gross
neglect including withholding necessary treatment or pain medications, ignoring a
resident's toileting needs, or failing to promptly and adequately attend to a resident's
personal hygiene needs.
ADVOCATE FOR THE LONG TERW CARE CONSUMER
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It is widely believed that certified nursing assistants are responsible for almost all
abuse situations. After all, they provide most of the hands-on care to residents. But
we have found that professional nursing staff, as well as other employees of the
facility with direct access to residents, has also been found abusive. For example,
earlier this year, we investigated a case of a licensed practical nurse who hit a
resident several times, twisted her arm and yelled at her. While this facility fired
the nurse and the state's nursing home surveyors cited the facility for abuse, this
person is legally able to seek and be employed in another facility or with another
health care provider. The regional Ombudsman is requesting that the nurse's
license be revoked but in the meantime, this nurse may well be employed in another
health care setting.
Wisconsin's Nurse Aide Abuse Registry contained 460 names as of August 3, 1998.
Of these persons, 319 or about 69% were determined abusive. The remaining names
on the list are those people who were found to have misappropriated resident funds.
One person was culpable in both categories.
However, abuse committed by staff who provides other kinds of services for
residents are not listed. These may include housekeeping personnel, physical,
occupational and speech therapists, food service workers and administrative staff.
These people are commonly not thought of as potential abusers, yet they have
continual interaction with residents. Under current federal law, there is nothing
stopping these abusers from going to work at another facility or other geriatric care
setting. Nor is there a way for facilities to find out about this type of employment
history when they hire a new person. We know this happens because we have
found these folks working in other facilities. When that occurs, the Ombudsman
alerts the nursing home, but this circumstantial method is clearly woefully
inadequate as a protection for vulnerable seniors.
Similarly, nurse aides listed on the abuse registry are not precluded from working
in other geriatric care settings. Quite commonly, these persons will go to work in
board and care places. Unfortunately under current federal law, they are only
barred from working in nursing homes.
A certified nursing assistant listed on the Abuse Registry (and any other caregiver
found to have committed abuse in a nursing home in Wisconsin) could go to another
state to find similar employment. We do not know how frequently this happens for
there is no national system that tracks these persons across state lines. While some
states have voluntary agreements to exchange abuse registries, the system is sorely
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insufficient. Currently, Wisconsin shares and receives lists from only nine other
states.
Wisconsin recently enacted a far-reaching law to address some of these issues.
Effective October 1, 1998, all health care providers in Wisconsin will be required to
conduct criminal background checks on all health care workers. A major
shortcoming in this new system is the inability to check for criminal convictions in
other states. If the provider has no information to indicate that the aide lived and
worked in another state, it has no means to discern a person's criminal background
that occurred out of state. No reliable data is available to determine how prevalent
this situation is, but we do know that it occurs.
We know that abuse in nursing homes is greatly underreported. The most common
reason is that families and residents alike fear retaliation from the abusing
caregiver and from other nursing home staff Families cannot be in a facility
continually to protect their loved one against retaliation once they have voiced
concern about abuse. They're so over-worked here and h/she is doing the best they
can. I don't want to get anyone in trouble. It was probably my fault anyway". This,
too, is an often-heard response heard by regional Ombudsmen when talking with
residents about an alleged abuse. The resident is living in the facility 24 hours a
day and she doesn't want to 'make any waves".
For similar reasons, some nursing home staff members are reluctant to report
abuse. Fear of retaliation, of losing their jobs, or of retribution from their peers
contribute to this inaction. Most nursing home staff are caring people. A facility
employee might report abuse or neglect under the protection of anonymity or
request her name be kept confidential. Some facilities do not report abuse, as they
are required to do under federal law. Some of these instances are uncovered and
surveyors cite the facility. But we are certain that there are many other-istances.
Unexplained bruising, frightened behavior from a resident when the abusing
caregiver is near, and reticence to ask for help are all signs that something is
definitely wrong in the resident's life in the facility.
As I mentioned earlier, our state's legislature recently enacted legislation to
mandate criminal background checks for all health care providers employed in
Wisconsin. However, we have no means to track these persons across state lines,
nor do we have access to the Nurse Aide Registries of other states to assure that
these persons will not be employed in Wisconsin. Speaking for the Board on Aging
and Long Term Care we offer every support we can to the work of this Committee in
legislating remedies to these dire problems.
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Simply put, some people should never be allowed to care for the most frail of our
society. I speak for them because many cannot speak for themselves.
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The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Stine.
Ms. Roslewicz.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS D. ROSLEWICZ, DEPUTY INSPECTOR
GENERAL FOR AUDIT SERVICES, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC., ACCOMPANIED BY TONY
RUBBO, AUDIT MANAGER, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. RosLEwicz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Kohl, Senator Breaux. I am Tom Roslewicz, the deputy inspector general for
audit services at the Department of Health and Human Services.
Today, I have Anthony Rubbo with me, who is the manager for Inspector General's report that we are releasing today. I am pleased
to be here to discuss the safeguards for identifying people who pose
a threat of elder abuse and neglect in nursing homes and other
long term care facilities. Our recent review demonstrated that
there is no nationwide assurance that nursing home staff who pose
this threat are systematically identified and excluded from employment.
My statement today will highlight our findings on criminal background checks and registries, the employment of nursing home
staff with criminal convictions and the impact of current safeguards on elder abuse prevention. Overall, Mr. Chairman, the
states we reviewed used a patchwork of measures to identify persons posing a threat of elder abuse in nursing homes and to minimize and prevent such abuse. As seen in my first chart, you can
see the blue represents the states where there are no requirements
that background checks be done. The red shows states that require
that a background check be done. However, coverage varies widely.
For example, not all facilities serving the elderly are included. A
majority of states require checks of nurse aides seeking employment but not already employed nurse aides or other personnel such
as nurses housekeepers, contractor staff or volunteers.
To conduct criminal background checks, 24 States consult statewide records. Nine states permit the use of both State and the FBI
records, although two of these States do not, in practice, use the
FBI records. Many states have specified criminal convictions which
would automatically disqualify a person from employment, but
these crimes vary by state.
In addition to background checks, registries can be an effective
tool for identifying known abusers, provided they are promptly updated with court and independent investigative findings, but this
is not always the case. For instance, convictions for crimes committed outside nursing facilities were not systematically reported to
any of the 37 nurse aide registries surveyed. In Maryland, the registry did not record all findings of abuse or convictions. For 45 alleged abuse cases we reviewed, the nursing homes believed they
had sufficient evidence to terminate or suspend seven employees.
However, these cases were neither substantiated nor prosecuted
and consequently not flagged in the registry.
In addition, of 24 nurse aides convicted of abuse by the Maryland
Medicaid Fraud Control Unit, 12 were not flagged.
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Next, Mr. Chairman, I will briefly discuss the employment of individuals with criminal backgrounds at certain long-term care facilities. We obtained criminal data on all of 1,068 current employees at eight randomly selected nursing homes in Maryland. Of this
total, 51, or 5 percent, had been convicted of a variety of crimes.
Chart two shows the kinds of crimes that we are talking about: assault, theft, drug violations, welfare fraud, disorderly conduct, battery, robbery, forgery, prostitution, child abuse, handgun violations,
alcohol violations, property violations.
We believe this number is actually understated, because both the
FBI and state criminal information systems lacked conviction data
on more than half of the crimes committed. The individuals with
convictions include nurse aides as well as staff holding jobs not
subject to criminal background checks, such as nurses, dietitians,
and housekeeping staff, just as Claudia Stine has indicated.
If I may, on chart three, entitled "51 Employees with convictions," the red shows that 27 of the 35 direct care employees who
are certified nurse aides. Eight of the direct care employees were
nurses, and 16 were non-direct care employees-the housekeeping,
dietary and other staff who work in nursing home facilities. Illinois, the only state in our survey that requires checks on current
and prospective employees, found a similar number of convictions
for current staff. Of 21,000 checks conducted, 5 percent had disqualifying crimes. We also noted that 15 nurse aides and two other
employees with prior disqualifying criminal backgrounds would
have been identified and excluded had the Illinois law been in
place before their employment. All 17 of these employees were later
involved in instances of alleged elder abuse.
So, what is the impact of the states' screening systems? Although
we attempted to answer that question, data was not available to
conclude with certainty on an increase or decrease in elder abuse.
However, we did gather evidence, some of it anecdotal, suggesting
the benefits of current safeguards. In general, nursing home officials viewed background checks as a strong deterrent to elder
abuse, because applicants with criminal histories are either identified through the background checks, or they do not apply because
they know the checks will disclose their crimes. A number of officials believe the checks had reduced the instances of abuse.
The effectiveness of these checks is, of course, only as good as the
criminal data in the state and the FBI systems, which we have
found to be incomplete at times. Also, most states do not subject
prospective employees other than nurse aides or any current employees to background checks. We believe both of these requirements would add a large degree of protection to the elderly.
While we support the states' efforts, we believe that stronger
Federal oversight, as well as stepped up collaboration with the
states, would improve the safety of the elderly. Our report, which
we are releasing today, includes specific recommendations to HCFA
and the Administration on Aging. Chart four pretty much sums up
what our recommendations are. We recommend that they consider
first of all establishing Federal requirements and criteria for performing criminal background checks of all workers in all long-term
care facilities, and second, assisting in developing a national abuse
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registry and expanding the current state registries to include all
abusive workers.
If a national abuse registry is approved, we suggest that it be included in an expanded version of the current Health Care Integrity
Protection Data Bank, which the Office of Inspector General is developing, as required by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. We will be happy to work with the committee and the department to effect this expansion.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. At this time, I
would be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Roslewicz follows:]
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DVThODUCMON
Mr. airmansad members of the Committee, I am T
In

or General for Audit Servi.

bomas
D. Roaewicz, Deputy

of the Department of Halth and Human Services. I am

pleased to be here today to discuss safeguards fbr identifying people who poew a possible
threat of abuse and neglect to residents of nursing homes and other Iong-tesmncare btclites.
We share the Commitce's onsn

ing
irest inpreserving the aft of these residentf

We reoetly completed a review in this are which demonsuated that there is no nationwide
assurance that nursing home staff who could plsce elderly residents at rs ae systematically
Identified and excluded fnom employment We ae recommending stronger Federa
oversight, as wellas stepped-up collaboration with the Stes, to improve the safety of Ihe
elderly. Our recommendations, as well as a detailed discussion of our finding, are provided
in a report which we ae releasing at this hearing.

repotconsoldat

info

ton

gathered during audits of two Stat and surveys of Stae and nursing home officals

My testimony today will highlight our significant findings on the States' requirements for and
ue of aiminal background check and registries, the employment of nursing home staff with
criminal convictons, and the impact of the various safeguards on elder abuse preventio
Frs, however, I would like to briefly describe c= t Federal requirements for id fying
and preventing potential abusers from woreng in nursing homes.
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CurrentRequirements
Residents of nursing homes and other long-term-care fcilie have the right to reside in a
safe and secure environment, fe from abuse and neglect, as reflected in the Medicare
statute and regulations. To help achieve ths type of environment, each State is required to
establish and maintain a registry of nurse aides which includes information an ny finding by
the State survey and eification agency of abuse, neglect, or misappropriaion of poperty
involving the elderly. Tbe Health Care Financing Ad

on (HCFA), which

administers the Medicare program, does not require registries for other health care providers,
such as registered nurses (RN), licensed practical nues (LPN), or medical practitior

Nursing facilities must report to the State nurse aide registry o apropriate licensing
authoitie any knowledge they have of court acfons against an employee that would indicate
unfitness for service as a nurse aide or other facility staff. Additionally, HCFA prohibits
acilities from employing individuals who have bem found guilty by a cout of law or who
have had a finding entered into the registry for abuse, neglet, or mistreatment of residents or
misappropriation of their property.

Although the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of. 1994 permits States to
conduct national criminal background checks, there is no Federal requirement to conduct
these checks of current or prospective employees of federally assised long-term-cm
dcilities. States, bowever, arepeted to prvide te Offie of Insper Geniral (OG)
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with information on individuals convicted of elde abue or neglect Using this information,
the 01 exclu

those individuals from participatio in Federal health care programs and

publishes a monthly Cumulative Sanction Rqot, available on the Internet, which ienfie
those individuals and entiti excluded from participatlon. No program payments may be
made for itnms and services furnished, ordered, or prescribed by excluded parties.

Objectives and Scope of Review
Me objectives of our review were twofold. First, we determined whether Stat

required

background checks of curnt and prospective employees of long-term-care fcilities and, if
so, we solicited their assessment of the results achieved. Second, we determined if States
maintained registrie on various health care workers. At a selected number of States, we also
assessed whether registrie properly identified individuals involved with elder abuse or other
cimes.

We reviewed applicable State laws for the 33 States that require criminal background checks.
We interviewed officials of 52 nursing homes in 6 States (Illinois, Indian, Maryland,
Minnesota, Ohio, and Virginia) about their procedures and experiences relatin to
background dcek.

In a few selected States, we also tested the accuracy of the registrie in

recording (flagging) individuals who abused residents of nursing homes.

In Maryland, we used the FBI criminal histoy record system to obtain criminal background
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data on all employees at eight uandomly sel

nursing homes recerving Medicare and/or

Medicaid funds. We also compared the individuals convicted of elder abuse by the Maryland
Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) with those cited in the FBI system and in

ryland's

registry to determine if that information was properly recorded and if individuals had prior
convictions. In Illinois, we obtained criminal background data on a selected number of
individuals who bad a substantiated finding of abuse to determine if any had a prior criminal
recod.

Crimdnal Background Checks
Overall, Mr. Chairman, the States we reviewed used a patchwork of measures to identify
pesns posing a possible threat of elder abuse in nursing bomes and to minimie and prevent
such abuse. While 33 States require criminal background checks, coverage varies widely.
For example:

*

Not all facilities serving the elderly are included.

*

A majority of States require checks of nurse aides seEing employment but not
already-employed nurse aides or other personnel, such as owners, nuses,
dietitians, housekeeping staff, contractor staff, or volunteer

*

The sources used to make criminal background chech vary. State records ae
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used by 24 Stat.

NMe States ban laws permiting the use of both State and

FBI records, although two of these States do not, in practice, use FBI records.

*

Many Stte hafe specified crimes which, when individuals we convicted of
sich crimes, would au

cally dilify a

these crimes vary by Stat

Almo only a few Stae have Identified A-trs to

Dnfrom employment but

consiD in determining suitability for employment when a po has a
disqullifying conviction, such as the level, sriousness, and date of the crime.
Thus, nursing home officials, parIcady in States without disuliing
crimes, use their own judgment in deciding whether to employ applicants with
criminal records.

many acilities conducted more comprehenve checs than required by their Stue law.
Some smid they requested Statewide criminal baclwound checd on all of thei applicants, not
merely those covered by State requirements. Othes indicated they automatically excluded
from employment everyone with a criminal convion, including convictions for crimes not
specifically cited as disqualifying. Regardless of how they applied the various requirements,
nursing home officals generally believed that badckround checks provided the most relle
source of information during the employment pr
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I will elaborate on this latr in my
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Ste Regiries
In addition to background checks, registries can be an effective tool for idenfng known
abusers, provided they ae promptly updated with court and independent investigative
finiings. All 37 States we contacted maintained registries for nue aides, LPNs, RNs, and
medical practitioners, although only the nurse aide registry is reuired by HCFA regulations.

In our opinion, Mr. Chairman, the usefulness of the registries could be improved. For
instance, all registry officials indicated that convictions for crimes committed outside nursing
facilities were not systematically reported to the nurse aide registry. Such information could
be obtained during background checks and recorded in the registry. Also, of the 37 registries
suveyed:

*

94 percent did not initiate criminal background checks on applicants when they
applied for certification or licensing,

*

29 pecent did not require prior arrest or conviction information on renewal
applications, and

*

13 pcent did not provide a penalty for making false statements on the
certification or license application.
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According to registry officials in all 37 States, facilities are required to report alleged abuse
and neglect so that an investigation can determine if the allegations are substantiated. If so,
the findings must be recorded in the nurse aide registry. In Maryland, the registry did not
always record findings of abuse or convictions. For 45 alleged abuse cases we reviewed, the
nursing homes believed they had sufficient evidence to take action on 7 cases and either
terminated or suspended all 7 employees. However, these cases were neither substantiated
nor prosecuted and consequently not flagged in the registry.

In addition, as described in our November 1997 report to Maryland, many aides convicted of
abuse by the State Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) were not flagged on the registry.
Of the 24 aides who were found guilty or who pled guilty in a court of law for elder abuse,
12 were not flagged.

Our May 1998 report, which focused on Illinois, also noted some shortcomings. We
ampled 88 closed cases of alleged abuse by nurse aides and found that in 13 cases, Illinois
did not substantiate, through independent investigations, whether these allegations had
occurred. Although all 13 aides were terminated from employment or had disciplinary
actions imposed, they were not annotated on the registry and were free to seek employment
at other long-term-care facilities or allowed to continue their employment, which could place
residents at fArther risk. We also noted that Illinois is the only State that records background
check results (both positive and negative) in the registry. However, convictions for crimes
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otber than those desgated as disquaifyg by State law are not provided to the regsry or
the employing faciity. The diualifying crimes in linoi ane abuse/neglect of an adult or
cbild, arson, asult, kidnaping and abduction, murder, and theft.

Employed Nursing Home Stqff with CiinalConvicions
Since Maryland's background check requirements do not cover on-board staff, we obain
criminal data On all 1,068 current enployees at S randomly selected nursing homeL Of this
total, 51, or 5 percent, had been convicted of a variey of cnimes-many involving serious
offenses. We believe this number is actually undersated because both the FBI and the State
crminal informaton systen

lacked convicton data On more than half of the crimes

commitned. If that information were available, the numbers of people with crixminal

convicti

working in nursing homcs ould be a high as 10 pernetL

Many of the individuals with convicdons worked in oopaions pv

direct cue to

ridents They inuded nuse aides, as well as staff holding jobs not subject to criminal
background che

, such as nurses, dietitians, and housekeqing saff.

Based on data from the FBI and State sytems, the 51 employees had 97 convictions for Such
crimes as asult; dcild abuse; poneson, manufacturing, and distibution of illicit drugs;
robbeay with a deadly weapon; theft and handgun viotons On their job applicaon, 43
of these employees did not tnru
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to the question.

Although contractor staff ar not required under Maryland law to undergo backround
checho, the dietary service contractor at one nursing home allowed us to obtain criminal
background data on all26 cumnt contract employees. Ie dat showed that 5 of the 26 had
bem arrested for 55 crimes. According to the FBI system, 4 of thee employees had 18
convictions for such crmes as fourth degree

offene, various ault charges, baty,

larceny, and armed robbery. Records did na show conviction information on die fift
employeet

In Illinois, the only State in our survey that requires ch
employees, a similar number of convicto

on curent and prospective

wu found fbr currently employed nurinj home

staff. Of 21,000 checks conducted, 5 percent had disqalifn cimes; 759 nurse aides were
fired and 216 were granted waivers.

However, before Illinois implemented the law which now requires background checks, we
noted that many individuals with a disqualifying criminal conviction were employed in
nursing homes. We found that 15 nurse aides and 2 other employee with prior disqualifying
criminal backgrounds would have been identified and excluded had the Ilinois law been in
place prior to their employment All 17 of thes employees were later involved in instances.
of alleged elder abuse. Forteen of the 15 nueade
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frolities; 7 were terminated a

result of substantiated finding of abuse and 7 were

dismisd or resigned subsei ent to the abuse allegation The remaining aide was tanseed
to a nondirect resident care position

he two non-amse aide employs were terminated by

the facility due to elder abuses We also noted in Maryland that 6 of the 24 nure aides who
were convicted of abuse orneglect by the MFCU had prior convictions

Impact and Shoacomings of Cwent SWfegua*
So what is the impact of the States' screening systems? Although we attempted to answer
that question, data was not available to conclude with certainty on an increase or decrease in
elder abuse or in the employment of abusive employees However, we did gather evidencesome of it anecdotal-suggesting the bendits of current safeguards, and we want to share this
evidence with you today, along with our thoughts on how these safeguards could be
improved.

In general, nursing home officials viewed background check as a srong, but not abslute,
detenent to elder abuse because applicants with a history of criminal offense are either
identified through the checks or do not apply because they ksnow the check will disclose their
crmes. A number of officials also believed that background checks had reduced the
instances of abuse. However, of the 33 States that required checks, only.Maryland
maintained data to measure their effectiveness. Maryland's legislatively mandae review of
the impact of criminal background checks credited the chec
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applicants with criminal rer

from 22 percet in the third quarter of 1996 to 19 percent in

the fourth quarter.

Our attempt to obtain nationwide data on the trends in elder abuse from AoA Headquarters
was also unsuccessu. The AoA was able to furnish elder abuse data only for 1995, which
29 States had voluntarily provided, but did not have data on all State or for any States over a
multiyear period.

We believe that criminal background checks offer long-term care facilities an important
safeguard against hiring persons who abused or neglected vulnerable elderly residents or who
have been convicted of other serious crinms. The effectiveness of these checks is, of course,
only as good as the criminal data in the State and FBI systems-which we have found
incomplete. For instance, between 1989 and 1996, Maryland's MFCU identified 35 nursing
home staff (including the 24 nurse aides mentioned earlier) who were found guilty or pled
guilty in a court of law to elder abuse. AU of them individuals were sanctioned/excluded
from participation in Federal health care programs by the 010, but arrest and conviction data
on 10 of the 35 individuals was not recorded in either the State system or the FBI system.
Clearly, more comprehensive and accurate reporting to thes criminal information systems
would improve the effectiveness of background checks. Also, as mentioned earlier, most
States do not subject prospective employees-other than nurse aides-or any ourrent
employees to background checks. We believe both of thes equirements would add a large
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degre of protection to the elderly.

Similarly, St registries can be an effective preventive measure, provided thai abusers ame
promptly flagged for all substantiated findings. As we bave already stated, however, the
Maryland and Blinos registries omitted some abusers, and most St

registries did not

include information on substantiated crimes committed outide nrsing f-ilities. So this,
too, is an area where improvements are needed. Additional opportunities for identifing
potential risk to the elderly are available from the 010 Cumulative Sanction Report But
none of the nursing homes surveyed in aix States was aware of thi list or its availability on
the Internet

To conclude, Mr. Chairman, there iscertainly no question of the value in the Stat'

use of

current safeguards. But the situation remains that the safety of the elderly cannot be assured
because potentially abusive nursing home staff are not fully and systematically identified and
excluded from employment.

Recommendationsfor Improving Safeguards
While we support the Stata' efforts, we believe that HCFA and AoA should consider
additional measures, at the Federal level, to provide a safe and secure environment for
residents in nursing homes and other long-term-care facilities reimbursed by the Department
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As a mult, in our report to HCFA and AoA, we recommended that they

COnD

(I) establishing Federal requirements and cditeia for performing

criminal background

of all woer in nursing homes and other

long-term cpre facilitie and (2) assisting inthe development ofla national
abuse registy and expansion of the acent State registries to include al
workers who have abused or negected residents or miappropriaed their
property in files that receive Federal reimbursemenL

Work collaborauvely with the Ste to improve the Ufety of l

on

residents and to strengthen safeguards against the employment of abusive
workers by elder are falities.

Require improved State reporting of abuse statistics to beher moni

national

trends in the rise or decline of abuse

As we indica in our report, HCFA and AoA agred with our recommendations and have
kn action to implement them. Specifically, aonJuly 29, 1998, the Administration
forwarded proposed legidation to the Congress, based on HCFA'a recommendatos, which
addresse the need for criminal background cecks, the expansion of State re
development of natoal abuse registry. We note, Mr.
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co-sponsonr of an earlier bill introduced by Senator Kohl, that would establish a national
registry of abusive workers in the health field. The HCFA is also considering, in
consultation with AoA, further studies to identify additional preventive measures. This
would include examining the relationship between abuse of residents and such factors as
employee working conditions and pay. In addition. AoA plans to determine the extent and
types of data appropriate for focusing on the incidence of abuse and neglect and to deiate
related State and Federal roles.

If a national abuse registry is approved, we suggest that it be included in an expanded version
of the current Healthcare Integrity Protection Data Bank (HIPDB), which the OIG is
developing as required by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.
The expanded data bank would be a Healthcare Integrity and Patient Protection Data Bank.

Our work in the area of nursing homes is continuing. We are, for example, examing
trends in data maintained by State Adult Protective Services, Survey and Certifieation
programs, and Ombudsman regarding conditions of nursing home residents.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chainnan. Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
At this time, I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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The CHARmAN. Thank you; I appreciate very much your agency's
involvement in this. We get very good studies out of agencies like
yours, and we thank you for your contributions to the knowledge
and background and in helping us define the problem.
Mr. Meyer, and I would like to have the time so we can do that;
thank you. You gave credit to a female CNA who filed a complaint
against a male CNA who was found to be the abuser of your mother. To the extent that you can recall, can you go over the developments of the investigation, and, for instance, things like this: what
point did you and your family get involved? Did you have to file
a complaint yourself? Did you meet or talk with facility management or the local ombudsman?
Mr. MEYER. In response to your first question, the female employee apparently was very cognizant of the fact that this male employee was taking too long. She got concerned; went to mother's
room; she opened the door, and there was the gentleman zipping
up his trousers. Mother was on the bed; her nightgown pulled up
to her chest. I do not think I have to tell you any more or describe
what this lady felt had happened. God bless her; like I said before,
she had the-she knew that this was wrong, and she had the tenacity to report it.
Well, what can I tell you?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, after that happened was your family notified about it?
Mr. MEYER. Yes, yes; I live approximately 100 miles away from
the nursing home. I have brothers and sisters in the area, in the
local area of the nursing home and, what, 20 miles away; but anyway, yes, family members were informed about itThe CHAmIMAN. Within a day or within an hour?
Mr. MEYER. Oh, that morning.
The CHAIRMAN. That morning? OK
Mr. MEYER. That morning, and, in fact, I think three or four of
the family members were at the hospital when mother was brought
in for the examination.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have to file a complaint as a family?
Mr. MEYER. What do you mean, a complaint?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; a legal complaint.
Mr. MEYER. Oh, the
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, charges.
Mr. MEYER. Oh, you mean, on the criminal act?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MEYER. Yes, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. OK
Mr. MEYER. Yes; it was-it was-when confirmation of the sexual assault occurred via DNA tests mid-June 1993, we said this is
it; we are not going to sit back and let it just happen; you know,
let the prosecution begin!
The CHAIRMAN. What sort of conversation did you have with facility management about this, or did You not even mess with that,
and you just went immediately to the Taw?
Mr. MEYER. Well, it is my understanding I think one of my sisters and one of my brothers-I am one of nine children.
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
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Mr. MEYER. I have four brothers and four sisters. And our total
extended family is somewhere in the area of 130 by last count. I
cannot keep track of them all. But it is my understanding that that
morning or that afternoon or the next day, a brother and a sister
of mine met with management at the nursing home. The nursing
home administrator had talked about the incident. I did not have
contact with them at all.
The CHAIRMAN. Did your family feel that the nursing home management was fully willing to express their grief about what happened, as you would expect them to do, maybe.
Mr. MEYER. Well, I was not there, but based on conversations
that I had with my sister and my brother, they were kind of nonchalant, well, it happened.
The CHAIRMAN. I see, yes.

Mr. MEYER. And that further inflamed the family. It is-you
know, it inflamed the family. And again, I did not have any contact. I was not appointed legal guardian until September 1993. But
once the confirmation of the DNA came back, I contacted a major
law firm in Chicago. Can I mention the name of the law firm?
The CHAIRMAN. I am not a lawyer.
Senator BREAUX. You can.

Mr. MEYER. They did an outstanding job: Wildman, Harold, Allen
and Dixon, and I can only praise those two primary attorneys that
took this as a cause upon themselves and really pursued the case.
The CHAIRMAN. My next question would be both to you, Mr.
Meyer, and then to Ms. Stine. We often hear that families refrain
from reporting on abusive situations because they fear retaliation
by the facility or by a particular staff member. Mr. Meyer, did you
or your family experience any form of retaliation, or do you know
of other families who have experienced retaliation due to reporting
abuses? And then, Ms.Mr. MEYER. I cannot say that we felt that there was any fear of
retaliation, because once confirmation of the sexual assault, mother
was out of the nursing home within a month; not only that, I did
not give a damn if they did.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Stine, from the standpoint of your view of
the entire state that you work and live in.
Ms. STmJE. We have had reports from families after an abuse has
been investigated in which they felt that their loved one was retaliated against, and it takes a very insidious form: letting a call light
go for a half an hour, for example; not giving enough time to allow
someone to eat properly; not changing someone quickly enough;
those are the kinds of things that families have reported once they
have voiced concern about abuse in a facility and left their loved
one in the facility.
The CHAIRmAN. From your standpoint as a policymaker and enforcer, do you have any suggestions of whether assuming that is
a problem, we should not-a situation we should not tolerate, anything that can be done about it in the way of policy?
Ms. STINE. We believe that there needs to be more active enforcement on the part of the survey agency to get at those kinds of care
problems, particularly when the family has had-has complained
about abuse; has complained about the quality of care in the facility, yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. I will call on Senator Breaux now.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much, and I thank all of the
witnesses for their testimony, particularly you, Mr. Meyer. It has
been very helpful that you have made the decision to present the
evidence to the committee. I mean, what you are doing goes as far
as anything to try and rectify what happened to your mother, to
make sure that it never happens again anywhere. It is inexcusable;
it is behavior that just goes beyond anything that is even hard to
imagine, but hopefully, by your testimony, you can make things
better for future generations, and I know that is why you are here.
Mr. MEYER. Well, I hope so.
Senator BREAUX. Apparently, I am looking at the form that this
person actually filed to go to work for the nursing home, and one
of the questions that he answered: have you ever been convicted of
a felony within the last 7 years? No; he answered, I take it, honestly, because he had been convicted of a felony within the last 8
years. So, he was legally correct by 12 months. Do you think, or
can anyone comment on whether they think that any requirement
on reporting past convictions, should there be any limits? I mean,
should you pick a number, 5 years, 3 years, 2 years, or should it
cover a person's lifetime?
Thomas. Mr. Roslewicz.
Mr. RosLEwicz. I do not know that you could just honestly pick
a number at random, say, 5 years. I really think one should consider the circumstances of the crime or how serious it was. Certainly, I believe people can be rehabilitated. There has to be a system that somehow leaves room for discretion in terms of the nature
of the crime itself.
Senator BREAUX. Well, knowing what you know now, how would
you write the law?
Mr. RosLEwicz. I do not think I would put a number of years in
there. I do not know exactly how I would phrase it, but I would
like to leave some room for reviewing each particular case as to,
the efforts of the individual to rehabilitate himself and what kinds
of programs was he in?
Senator BREAUX. Well, now, that seems to me to be an argument
to say that there should be a national requirement of people who
are applying for work at these types of institutions, and I am not
sure it is just nursing homes; it should perhaps be extendedMr. RosLEwIcz. Right.
Senator BREAUX [continuing.] Should be required to report any
prior convictions, and we can decide whether it is felonies or misdemeanors as well or just felonies related to the type of work they
do in their past lifetime, and then, the employer can take that information and do the appropriate interviews to determine whether
they think this person still should be hired, because the felony was
not related to this type of work they are going to be doing or that
they think this person has been truly rehabilitated. Would that be
a correct statement?
Mr. RosLEwicz. Yes; what we have found as we were going
through our reviews is that was variance between the states as to
even what is a disqualifying crime. States differ in terms of identifying the kinds of crimes that should be included. So, the problem,
I think, is everyone needs to sit down and look at this and say, OK,
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now is there a specific category of crimes that would disqualify employment? Maybe if you murdered somebody-is it really possible
for the murderer to ever recover from that?
Senator BREAUX. I do not think we are going to pass a Federal
law that says everybody should fill out a form of any prior convictions in any State in the United States in their past lifetime that
would be related to the type of job they are applying for. Now, let
us be reasonable. We aren't going to do that.
Mr. RosLEwicz. Right.
Senator BREAUX. If we did that, we do not get anything out of
that anyway. So, I mean, I think that what we ought to do is say
anybody who has been convicted of a felony has to report it, and
then, the employer can take a look to see whether that type of felony was related to the type of concern they would have in hiring
that person, right?
Mr. RosLEwicz. I would agree. I would think, though, that you
would not say that if the felony was committed beyond the specified period, the person does not have to report it. That is the part
I have some concerns with.
Senator BREAUX. OK; I agree with that. We are not going to put
a time limit. I would not want to put a time limit on it, and 1 would
not want to put a restriction on the type of felony. I would want
them just to report whatever they have been convicted of.
OK; here is my third question. Suppose that the law in this case
was that he had to report any felony at any time in his lifetime,
and when he got down to have you ever been convicted of a felony
within your lifetime, and they have got two boxes to check, and he
checks no, and he has been convicted of five felonies the last year;
I mean, what is the obligation of the employer to do detailed background checks?
Mr. RosLEwicz. Well, I would think you would have-I would
hope that they would have done a background check and found this
information in the system as to whether or not he was, in fact, convicted of these crimes.
Senator BREAUX. The reason why I am asking that question; I
mean, is the Federal law that we are going to e considering to
pass, No. 1, going to be one to say have you ever been convicted
of a felony at any point in your lifetime, any type of felony; and
then, the second requirement would be a Federal requirement that
all of the states have to be involved in this, not just the state
where the person is seeking employment.
The third and final concern is what obligation do we put on the
back of the potential employer for them to do further checks if the
person just says no? What is the obligation of the employer in this
case? Can they just accept the no? I mean, they have to look at the
answer and then look at what they get from the, I guess, from the
police or the law enforcement officials. Is that sufficient? Or should
they have an obligation to do even more than that?
Mr. RosLEwicz. I think the obligation, the duty, should be more
than that.
Senator BREAUX. Should be more than that?
Mr. RosLEwicz. More than that, yes, sir. In the Medicare program, we have a right to expect that the elderly will receive proper
care in these homes. Part of that is to make sure they do appro-
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priate background checks; that they do some inquiries before they
hire the people to come on board.
Senator BREAUX OK; well, suppose a nursing home employer
says, well, he filled out the form, and he said that he or she had
never been convicted of a felony and that nothing shows up in any
of the police reports that I have received, and I like him or her,
and so, I have hired her. I mean, what is their obligation other
than relying on the absence of a red light warning signal coming
from the military-I mean, from the police? I mean, you say that
there should be more than just that; I guess what I am trying to
figure out is what other requirement or urden or standard, if you
will, should we put on the back of potential employers, if any? How
far do we go? I mean, how far do we tell them they have to hire
honest and good people?
Mr. Rubbo. Can I add?
Senator BREAUX. Sure; because I know a lot of nursing homes
and employers are going to say look, we have thousands of people;
I mean, we cannot-how far do we have to go? Do we have to, you
know, check with their parents and their grandparents, their
schools, their colleges, their teachers? How far do we have to go in
order to meet whatever Congress is getting ready to tell us we have
to do?
Mr. Rubbo. Well, the alternative source, sir, for information concerning abusive employees would be a registry in that state or a
national registry, if it is established. If the registry is maintained
adequately and completely, it should give the history of that particular individual has he ever been involved in abuse before? Does
he have any kind of criminal past?
Senator BREAUX. Suppose he has been charged three times with
sexual abuse but never convicted?
Mr. Rubbo. Well, then, I think you have to go with the conviction. I mean, yes, he has been brought up on charges, but was
there sufficient evidence at the time to prosecute? Apparently, no.
Senator BREAUX. Should the employer have the right to say I am
not hiring him based on that?
Mr. Rubbo. The way it is currently structured right now, yes,
they have the right now not to hire that individual, because it is
left up to the nursing homes to make their own decisions. What
Mr. Roslewicz was talking about was disqualifying crimes. It would
be nice if certain crimes would be specified to come out and say in
these five or six instances, you will not employ that individual. I
think that should be left up to the panel of experts to determine
which ones they would be excluded from employment.
Then, the other ones would have to be analyzed to see how long
ago they occurred. Was he rehabilitated?
Senator BREAUX. It is a difficult area.
Mr. Rubbo. Yes, it is.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Now, Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just to continue along
the lines that Senator Breaux was pursuing, obviously, we cannot,
in this or in most anything, devise systems that are totally foolproof, but we are trying to move the ball forward. And, as you
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know, what this bill talks about is establishing a national registry
for abusive health care workers, No. 1 and then, providing a quick
turnaround background criminal check system that would provide
the information to any prospective employer about whether or not
that employee had had any conviction on any kind of a criminal
charge.
How helpful would this be, if we can get this done; if we can provide this national registry and if we can establish a quick-turnaround national background check system? In your experience, I
will ask you, Ms. Stine, to begin with. It is not foolproof. How helpful would this be, improving over what we have now?
Ms. STINE. I think this would be extraordinarily helpful. We have
now no way to track folks across states. For those of us who have
large labor markets across state boundaries it would be-I think
it would be extremely helpful. Wisconsin, right now, in its criminal
abuse law, requires a provider to-if that provider believes that a
person had worked in another state to, in fact, get hold of that
state and do a criminal background check, which could be costly
and certainly time consuming. So, I think for folks in Wisconsin,
we would really appreciate that system.
Senator KOHL. OK; Mr. Roslewicz.
Mr. RosLEwicz. In our review, we actually have found cases
where there were-for example, in Maryland, there were seven
nursing home staff who were convicted of elderly abuse at the
nursing home. We went back and checked their prior records and
found that they had criminal convictions against them. So, the fact
that a lot of this happens out of the state where the nursing home
currently is further exacerbates the problem, because if the individual is convicted, for example, in California, it may not show up in
the State of Wisconsin records.
We do have some examples where this actually happened. One
example, there was a certified nurse's aide who actually punched
and kicked a male resident and was terminated for abuse. This was
after the individual had been employed. We went back and checked
the records, and he had been convicted twice prior for armed robbery and once for burglary.
So, had this information been available, perhaps the nursing
home may have made a decision otherwise than to hire the individual. So, I think there is a great benefit to having a nationwide registry for the very reason that Ms. Stine pointed out.
Senator KOHL. OK; Mr. Meyer.

Mr. MEYER. What can I say? It happened. I think it ought to be
mandatory. Where is management? Where is the insurance carrier?
We just-at the company where I work, a couple of months ago, we
changed insurance brokers. The gentleman came out to assess personally himself risk and exposure from an insurance standpoint.
He came out to our plant. We talked about risk and exposure and
the consequences if we did not have it covered. Where are the insurance carriers? Are they not going out to the nursing homes and
investigating the process and the procedures and saying look, if you
do not check the background, this is going to be the consequence?
Where are the insurance carriers coming from? I do not put the
blame totally on them. Management has the responsibility for the
compassionate and reasonable care; a fiduciary responsibility over
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their clients. It has got to happen. It has got to happen. Maybe people will feel different when it happens to them.
I may be biased; yes, I may be biased, but it is not a fun process,
and it has not been a good story.
Senator KOHL. Mr. Rubbo, do you want to comment on the helpfulness of this bill if we can get it passed?
Mr. Rubbo. I believe it would be extremely helpful. You may not
be identifying all abusive workers, because some of the information
that we have showed that are first-time offenders. I mean, you are
not going to prevent all abuses. In our example, we found 5 percent
of employees had convictions. Further we have examples where
abuses could have been prevented had a law requiring background
checks been in place earlier or applied more comprehensively. So,
I believe it would greatly help.
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
Well, I think it has been a great panel.
Yes, Mr. Meyer.
Mr. MEYER. Senator Kohl, let me just go back to the point of
what is the cost of a background check? What is the cost of a background check? Is it $15, $20? I do not care about the time it takes
to do that. But if a nursing home has to hire 20 people, 20 times
20 is what? $400? Is that not better to do than to pay out a potential claim of $1 million and have legal expenses of $250,000, let
alone the anguish and outrage with the victim and the family? It
has got to be done. Somebody has got to take the lead and the
charge and say we have got to protect the people in the nursing
homes. I may be there; you may be there.
Senator KOHL. Thank you; thank you, Mr. Meyer.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BREAUX. I mean, we do it on so many other occasions;
I mean, I think I did a home loan the other day, and I had to spell
out whether I was ever convicted of a felony just to get a home
loan. I mean, if you are going to be putting people in a situation
every day caring for someone in that capacity, I think that is not
too much to ask.
Do you know, Mr. Meyer, whether after this happened that the
nursing home in question, did they change their hiring practices
any? And if they did do you know how they changed it?
Mr. MEYER. I really do not have knowledge as to whether or not
they did change. I am aware of the fact that the State of Illinois
subsequently, I think, early 1995, it was or late 1994, early 1995,
required a background check, and this came about as a result of
an article in a newspaper.
Senator BREAUX. Well, thank all of you, and thank you in particular.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have one more question for you,
Mr. Roslewicz and also Mr. Rubbo, if he wants to respond. An important point was made that the effectiveness of any background
check is, of course, only as good as the criminal data in the system,
whether that is the state or the FBI systems. It seems that all of
your reports revealed pitfalls in the transfer of the data. I understand that the OIG has a proposal that would give the OIG the authority and responsibility of maintaining and operating such a system. So, could you elaborate on how OIG would handle this respon-
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sibility? Also, could you tell us a few ways how our national system
would improve upon existing state systems and particularly, how
would a national system improve recordkeeping of criminal abuse.
Mr. RosLEwicz. OK; let us start with the first part. Yes, the OIG
is currently authorized to establish what is referred to as the
HIPDB, which is the Health Integrity Protection Data bank. What
we would like to see is to have that expanded to include a national
registry of this sort. Ms. Stine pointed out which were quite interesting to me, because a lot of the cases that are reported through
the family members do not get into the registry. The anecdotal information we have, the family members would often say, 'Well, the
person was fired, so we are happy."
But that person was fired and went on, and that data was not
recorded in the registry. So, there needs to be some way in which
to be able to get all of this data in a system. The other half of the
problem is that if it is only a state system, it is very difficult and
time consuming and even problematic if you have to make entries
into many various splintered systems. Rather than doing that, it
makes sense to me to have a central system where all of this data
can be funneled. That would make it easier for the various states
to go through the registry and find out if there are any convictions
on some of their potential hirees or even on their current staff.
With regard to the IG doing this, we certainly would have to discuss this further with the committee and with our Department and
find out how could the current HIPDB, the data bank that is currently proposed by the legislation be expanded to incorporate a central registry. That is where we are right now. We are in the process
of discussing that with this Department, and, of course, we had
mentioned that to the committee, and we are working with the
committee staff as well.
But the underlying problem is the fact that we have information
where people have committed crimes in other states, and they have
moved into another state and were hired, but nobody ever really
knew that, because they either did not do the backgound check or
the data was never put into the system as it should have been.
So, there are problems out there. You will never have a foolproof
system. One of the things that concerns me is no one really knows
when is the first time that an individual, an abuser, is going to
abuse. You cannot catch that through any kind of a system you establish. So, you will never have a foolproof system. People ask what
do you consider significant? Is 5 percent significant? Ten percent?
Well, like Mr. Meyer, I would have to say my mother has been
in a nursing home several times, and if she were abused, as Mr.
Meyer has said, that, to me, would be extremely significant. So,
significance cannot be determined based upon setting 5 percent, 6
percent, 10 percent. I think it is all very relevant to all of us who
have potential family members in nursing homes; perhaps even
myself some day, you know, because I am approaching that age.
But I really, honestly would encourage the committee to look at
this. In terms of simplifying the system, it would probably make
it easier if there was one central system to report to, so there is
no confusion as to which system should collect the data. It makes
sense to me to have a central system.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am going to say thank you for a second
or third time, because it has been a very good panel, as Senator
Breaux has said. We appreciate very much your information and
particularly, as sad as it is, Mr. Meyer, your bringing your experience to us as a perfect example of the need for a different legal environment.
Yes?
Mr. RosLEwicz. Can I just make one more comment?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you may.
Mr. RosLEwicz. On a personal experience I had.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. RosLEwicz. I was recently out in Montana on vacation, and
a friend of mine provides 24 hour care to an individual. The reason
why she has to do this is the individual is paralyzed and cannot
get out of bed by herself. But the problem, when I visited this
woman, who had been receiving home health services, was that she
had been robbed several times. So, now it is necessary to have
somebody there 24 hours a day just to protect her from those kinds
of abuses.
I think, again, a system of this sort could help eliminate some
of those potential concerns.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; Mr. Meyer.
Mr. MEYER. Just one last comment. If it is going to take litigation and lawsuits to bring it to the attention of nursing home management and insurance companies, let the family members of the
sexual assault victims set on the jury!
The CHAIRMAN. OK
Mr. MEYER. That, I am sure, will get their attention once that
verdict is rendered.
The CHAIRMAN. OK; thank you all very much.
I am going to call the next panel now, and will you come even
while I am describing who you are? The first panel, as I indicated
in my opening comments, is made up of Kim Schmett. He is director of the Iowa Department of Inspections and Appeals. This department is a regulatory and licensing agency for my State of Iowa
health facilities. Mr. Schmett will share his insight and discuss his
experience with Iowa's background check system. He will also discuss the necessary features of an effective and cost-efficient system.
Next, we will hear from Lee Bitler. Ms. Bitler is director of
human services at the Country Meadow Nursing Home and a representative of the American Health Care Association. She will address her facility's experience with state background checks and
emphasize the need for a national background check system to act
as an interstate barrier to applicants with criminal histories. Her
testimony will also discuss the necessary features of an effective
and cost-efficient system.
Following Ms. Bitler, we will hear from Richard Reichard. Dr.
Reichard is executive director of the National Lutheran Home for
the Aged, Rockville, MD. Dr. Reichard will discuss his experience
with state background checks and emphasize the need for a national background check system as an interstate barrier to applicants with criminal histories. He will also discuss the features
needed for an effective and cost-efficient system.
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Finally, we will hear from Melissa Putnam. She, for many years,
has worked as a certified nurse aide. She has worked for the past
6 years at Beverly Manor, a nursing home in Reading, PA. She will
describe her work as a certified nurse aide and will discuss her
views on the need for an effective criminal background check system. She brings a very important perspective, and we are glad that
she is here as well.
So, I look forward to the panel, and we are going to go Mr.
Schmett, Ms. Bitler, Dr. Reichard, Ms. Putnam. Go ahead, Kim.
STATEMENT OF KIM SCHMETT, DIRECTOR, IOWA DEPART-

MENT OF INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS, DES MOINES, IA
Mr. ScHMETT. Chairman Grassley, Senator Breaux, Senator
Kohl; good afternoon. I am honored to be here today to discuss
Iowa s experience with requiring criminal history background
checks for nursing facility employees. Since July 1, 1997, Iowa has
required that all nursing facilities obtain a criminal history background check on prospective employees prior to hiring the individuals. To date, more than 56,000 background checks have been performed by the Iowa Division of Criminal Investigation on prospective employees. On average, 12 percent of those background checks
have identified potential nursing facility employees who have some
form of criminal conviction, whether it be for armed robbery, assault or even murder.
We, in Iowa, believe our criminal background check is keeping
some of society's most violent offenders from preying upon one of
the most vulnerable segments of our society, the residents of our
states' more than 430 long-term care facilities. While the current
law may be providing a sense of security for nursing facility residents and their family members, that has not always been the
case. Prior to July 1, 1997, nursing facilities had the option to
check an employee's criminal history, but few administrators ever
did so.
Two Iowa legislators, State Representative Mona Martin and
State Senator Maggie Tinsman, responded to the concerns of their
constituents and spearheaded passage of legislation which required
nursing facilities to conduct criminal history and dependent adult
abuse record checks prior to their employment. The law also requires that if a person has been convicted of a crime or has a
record of child or dependent adult abuse, the Iowa Department of
Human Services will evaluate whether the crime or founded abuse
warrants prohibition of employment.
The evaluation takes into consideration the following factors: (1)
the nature and seriousness of the crime or founded abuse in relation to the position sought or held; (2) the time elapsed since commission of the crime or founded abuse; (3) the circumstances under
which the crime or founded abuse was committed; (4) the degree
of rehabilitation; (5) the likelihood that the person will commit the
crime or founded abuse again; and finally, the number of crimes or
founded abuse committed by the person involved.
If the evaluation determines that the individual has committed
a crime or has a founded history of abuse which warrants prohibition from employment, that individual will not be employed in any
facility licensed by the State of Iowa.
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How effective is our law? According to the analysis of statistics,
facilities are requesting evaluations for about one half of the potential employees with criminal records or founded abuse. Of those
evaluated, our Department of Human Services has determined the
following: approximately 60 percent of those individuals are
deemed to be employable without further restrictions. Twenty-nine
percent of the individuals are deemed to be employable with some
restrictions, and the remaining 10 percent are determined to be unemployable under any circumstances in a nursing facility setting.
While there is no list of crimes or abuse circumstances that will
automatically preclude someone from employment, the following offenses do warrant serious evaluation: crimes against people; crimes
involving firearms; repeat offenses. Also, if an individual has been
involved in an alcohol or drug-related crime, he or she must provide proof that they have had substance abuse training to cure that
problem.
Also, the Iowa law requires facilities to conduct a criminal history and child and dependent adult abuse record check for anyone
who is employed through a temporary agency that supplies personnel to a nursing facility as well as anyone who provides services
to nursing facility residents under a contract for services, such as
physical therapists, who provide direct care to facility residents.
Failure on the part of a facility to conduct the required checks
or obtain proof that employees have clean records could result in
a conditional license or denial, suspension or revocation of a nursing facility's license. Also, the Department of Inspections and Appeals could issue a citation to a facility for violations of the law.
Fortunately, despite many objections to our law, only one nursing
facility has been fined for failure to conduct criminal history and
dependent adult abuse record checks.
While we have been fortunate in Iowa in implementing our
criminal history record check, there has been some opposition and
obstacles to overcome. A few nursing facility administrators have
expressed concern regarding the $13 fee per record check cost, as
an additional burden placed upon them. In order to obtain a complete criminal history, a facility must submit every name used by
a potential employee, including all maiden and married names. A
twice-divorced individual, therefore, could require as many as three
or four record checks at a total cost of $39.
While this may seem insignificant in relation to the overall operating costs of a nursing facility, industry representatives report the
statewide cost of criminal history checks as exceeding $600,000 per
year. However, it has been determined that this cost is reimbursable under current Federal Medicaid and Medicare guidelines.
The industry is also concerned that the time involved in the process is too long and prevents facilities from hiring needed employees
in a timely fashion. Currently, the Division of Criminal Investigation is able to conduct its criminal history and dependent adult
abuse record checks within 24 hours of receipt of an application.
Likewise, the Department of Human Services is able to complete
its evaluations within a period of 2 to 10 days, depending upon the
information submitted by the applicant and the nature and/or seriousness of any claims of founded abuse.
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In closing, let me make a few comments regarding Federal legislation requiring criminal history background checks. In order for
any system to be effective, it must provide timely service. Nursing
facilities are facing a growing shortage of employees. If a job applicant is required to forego employment for any significant period of
time prior to completion of a criminal record check, that applicant
is simply going to accept employment in another industry. A high
percentage of nursing facility employees receive very minimal
wages. People in this segment of society cannot afford to wait for
a paycheck; the industry cannot afford to lose willing employees.
A viable criminal record check also must be cost-effective. Money
spent by a nursing facility to conduct criminal record checks is
often money that may have been spent to provide additional direct
care and services to the facility's residents. While the criminal
record checks are vital to assuring the safety of nursing facility
residents, they are obtainable at an often considerable cost.
As indicated earlier, the only way to truly establish an individual's identity and, therefore, determine whether a criminal history
exists, is through fingerprints. This procedure will be costly, and
additional resources will need to be added in order to address the
timeliness issues. A criminal history check based on an individual's
fingerprints will prevent individuals from changing jobs by changing locations, as often happens in border areas of our state.
A significant factor in implementing a fingerprint based identification system is the technical expertise involved in getting the actual prints. The average nursing home employee is not experienced
in doing this, and, therefore, prospective employees will have to endure extra time and expense associated with traveling to a local
law enforcement office to have fingerprints taken.
Also, Federal legislation may be necessary to authorize states to
share data in the various criminal history records. Standardization
also needs to be addressed. We have seen instances with the current nurse aide registry where states differ in their interpretation
of what constitutes abuse. The only way the shared data will be
helpful is if a minimum set of standards is established for criminal
history records, while, at the same time, states are encouraged to
establish even higher standards.
It has often been suggested that professional licensing records
also need to be examined if we are going to truly identify potential
abusers of nursing facility residents. A professionally licensed employee at a nursing facility who abuses a resident in his or her care
may not be prosecuted by local authorities. However, the final report of the survey agency's finding is automatically and routinely
sent to the appropriate professional licensing board for future disciplinary action. Unless a hiring facility contacts the professional licensing board, the facility may not be aware of past disciplinary actions. In such an example, a criminal history background check
alone would find nothing to concern the hiring facility.
I would suggest that Congress may want to also consider expanding background checks to include the multitude of data maintained
by professional licensing boards throughout the country, which has
just recently become accessible with the advent of modern computer systems. Finally, I urge Congress to stand firm in its commitment to residents of our country's long-term care facilities.
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We have an opportunity to protect and improve the quality of life
for millions of Americans living in long-term care facilities. I urge
you to seize that opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schmett follows:]
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Testimony Delivered by Kim D. Schmett, Director
Iowa Department of Inspections and Appeals
Before the Senate Special Committee on Aging
September 14, 1998

Mr. Chairman, Senator Breaux, Senator Kohl, distinguished senators ... good afternoon.

I am honored to be here today to discuss Iowa's experience with requiring criminal history
background checks for nursing facility employees. Since July 1, 1997, Iowa has required that all
nursing facilities obtain a criminal history background check on perspective employees prior to
hiring the individuals. To date, more than 56,000 background checks have been performed by
the Iowa Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI) on perspective employees. On average, 12
percent of those background checks have identified potential nursing facility employees to have
some form of criminal conviction - whether it be for armed robbery, assault, or even murder (see
attachments I and 2). We, in Iowa, believe our criminal history background check law is
keeping some of society's most violent offenders from preying upon one of the most vulnerable
segments of our society - the residents of our state's more than 430 long-term care facilities.

While the current law may be providing a sense of security for nursing facilities residents and
their family members, that hasn't always been the case. In December 1996, the Quad-City
Times published a special six-part series entitled "Abuse and Neglect: An investigative report on
Quad-City nursing homes." As part of his year-long investigation, Quad-City Times reporter
Clark Kauffman studied literally thousands of state inspection reports, court files, police reports,
and nursing home records. In one particular instance, Mr. Kauffman found an area nursing
facility was routinely hiring violent criminals, thieves and drug users to work as caregivers.
Take, for instance, the following example:

Daniel Ghys worked in a Davenport, Iowa, nursing facility's kitchen, yet he has faced charges of
theft and forgery. In 1993, he allegedly used another person's credit card to buy S1,900 worth
Page I of 9
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of jewelry and merchandise. He was unemployed at the time, but was hired soon after to work
at a Rock Island, Illinois, health care center. He lost that particular job when he failed to appear
at work after 'partying' the night before. In 1994, the Iowa Department of Corrections reported
that Ghys should be imprisoned due to his criminal record, his prior imprisonment, lack ofjob
stability and his continuing to "commit criminal acts to support himself." At about the same
time that report was issued, he was working at the Davenport nursing facility.
This example, while blatantly showing how a convicted felon can move from nursing facility to
nursing facility - even across state lines - isn't the worst illustration. In its series, the Quad-City
Times chronicled the employment history and criminal records of numerous nursing facility
workers who had been convicted of domestic violence, assault, burglary, even murder. Prior to
July 1, 1997, nursing facilities had the option to check an employees' criminal history, but few
administrators ever did so. Why would someone hire an individual to care for our senior citizens
without knowing about the individual's character? Perhaps James Brennan, a former nursing
home administrator who now works as a consultant, best explained the hiring practices at health
care facilities.
"In the nursing home industry, we have what I call a medical hire -which means that you hire a
person if they have a pulse," Brennan explains. "Then, one step up from that, you have the
appliance hire - which meas you hire a person who has a telephone and an alarm clock and who
might show up for work on time."
The administrator of a former Davenport, Iowa, nursing facility - which has since been dosed by
my Department for numerous violations - said she didn't have time to monitor the off-duty
activities of her employees. "We hire down and outs," she explained. "And we know that as
soon as they are back 'up' spin, they'll be gone." Some nursing facilities were so desperate for
workers that they'd hire applicants on the spot, pay them a S200 sign-up fee and have them
report for work that same night Never once was an individual's criminal history checked or
onnsidered.
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As a follow-up to its special report the Quad-City Times' editorial board called upon Iowa
lawmakers to pass legislation requiring nursing homes

to

conduct criminal background checks

on aides, nurses, maintenance workers and other personnel. "Nursing homes always have had
the option of making criminal record checks, but some of them refuse
why convicted killers, robbers and thieves are caing for the elderly

to

be bothered

-

which is

. ," the board said. Thank

goodness the plea of the newspaper didn't fall upon deaf ears.

Two Quad-City area legislators, state Representative Mona Martin and state Senator Maggie
Tinsman, responded to the concerns of their constituents and spearheaded passage of legislation
which required nursing facilities to conduct criminal history and dependent adult abuse record
checks prior to employment (see attachment 3). The law also requires that if a person has been
convicted of a crime or has a record of founded child or dependent adult abuse the Iowa
Department of Human Services (DHS) is to evaluate whether the crime or founded abuse
warrants prohibition of employment The evaluation is to take into consideration the following
factors:
The nature and seriousness of the crime or founded abuse in relation to the position
sought or held;
The time elapsed since commission of the crime or founded abuse;
The circumstances under which the crime or founded abuse was committed,
The degree of rehabilitation;
The likelihood that the person will commit the crime or founded abuse again, and
The number of crimes or founded abuse committed by the person involved.

If the evaluation determines that the individual has committed a crime or has a founded history
of abuse which waremts prohibition from employment that individual is not to be employed in
any facility licensed by the State of Iowa.

How effective is the new law? According

to

an analysis of statistics, facilities are requesting

evaluations for about one-half (47 percent) of the potential employees with criminal histories or
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founded abuse (see attachments 4 and 5). Of those being evaluated, the DHS has determined the
following:
*

Approximately 60 percent of the individuals being evaluated are deemed to be
employable without any restrictions;

*

Twenty-nine percent of the individuals are deemed to be employable with some
restrictions; and

*

The remaining individuals, about 10 percent, are determined to be unemployable under
any circumstances in a mining facility setting.

While there is no list of crimes or abuse circumstances that will automatically preclude someone
from employment, the following offenses warrant serious evaluation: Crimes against people,
crimes involving firearms, and repeat offenses. Also, if an individual has been involved in an
alcohol or dnug-related crime, he or she must provide proof that something has been done to deal
with the substance abuse problem.
Also, the Iowa law requires facilities to conduct the criminal history and child and dependent
adult abuse record checks for anyone employed through a temporary agency supplying personnel
to a mnusing facility as well as anyone providing services to nursing facility residents under a
contract for services. This latter category could include occupational or physical therapists who
provide direct care to facility residents.
Failure on the part of a facility

to conduct

the required checks or to obtain proof that employees
have clean records could result in a conditional license or denial, suspension, or revocation of a
facility's license. Also, the Department of Inspections and Appeals could issue a citation to a
facility for violations of the law. Fortunately, despite some objections to the law, only one
nursing facility has been fined for failure to conduct criminal history and dependent adult abuse
record checks.
While we have been fortunate in Iowa in implementing our criminal history record check law,
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there has been some opposition and obstacles to overcome. A few nursing facility administrators
have expressed concern regarding the $13 per record check cost, as an additional financial
burden placed on them. In order to obtain a complete criminal history, a facility mut submit
every nme used by a potential employee, including all maiden and married names. A twice
divorced individual, therefore, could require as many as three or four record checks at a total
cost of S39. While this amount may seem insignificant in relation to the overall operating costs
of a nursing facility, industry representatives report the statewide cost of criminal history checks
is exceeding 5600,000 per year. However, it has been determined that this cost is reimbursable
under the federal Medicaid and Medicare guidelines.

'te industry also is concerned that the time involved in the process is too long and prevents
facilities from hiring needed employees in a timely fashion. Curently, the Division of Criminal
Investigation (DCI) is able to conduct its criminal history and dependent adult abuse record
checks within 24 hours of receipt of the application. Likewise, the Department of Human
Services (DHS) is able to complete its evaluations within a period of two to 10 days, depending
upon the information submitted by the applicant and the nature and/or seriousness of any crimes
or founded abuse.

Just how good are the criminal history and dependent adult abuse record checks? In truth, the
record checks are only as good as the information provided by the applicants and facilities. Iowa
uses an individual's nane, birth date, and social security number as the basis for the criminal
history checks. Most law enforcement officials will tell you that the only true way to determine
an individual's identification is through the use of fingerprints. In fact, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) keeps its criminal history records only on the basis of fingerprints. The
problem associated with records maintained by name, date of birth, and social security number is
best illustrated by the following information from the DCI. Of the more than 350,000 criminal
records on file in Iowa, 260 of them contain identical names, birthdays, and social security
numbers. Also, a records check based on names and social security numbers does not detect
assumed nanes and duplicate social security numbers used by the criminal element in our
Pa 5 of 9
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society.
An additional problem faced by facilities is that some states prohibit the release of criminal
history data to all but authorized law enforcement agencies. While a facility could contract with
a private investigation or security firm to conduct criminal history checks in other states, both
the cost and paperwork hurdles could be high. The problems associated with evaluating
individuals with out-of-state criminal histories, likewise, could be staggering and time.
consuming. For instance, fingerprint checks conducted by the FBI are currently taking between
30 and 60 days to complete.

And what about the 'potentially abusive" individuals who have fallen between the cracks of the
system? Unfortunately, not all abusive caregivers ever face criminal actions for a multitude of
reasons, including a resident's fear of retribution by a caregiver against whom a complaint has
been filed or a local prosecutors reluctance to take to trial a seemingly insignificant case. Often,
even though disciplinary action has been taken against an individual by a professional licensing
board, this information is difficult to obtain. On more than one occasion, a licensed practical
nurse or registered nurse has been able to continue working in a long-term care setting simply
because nobody contacted the Board of Nursing. Under federal law, certified nurse aides who
have a history of founded abuse are prohibited from ever working in a federally-certified longterm care facility. Most nursing facility administrators are aware of this federal mandate and
routinely contact the Department's Nurse Aide Registry to verify a certified nurse aide's
employability

Recognizing this lack of information, Iowa lawmakers during the last session enacted new
legislation creating a "single contact repository" which will allow facilities to access not only criminal history and dependent adult abuse records but also data maintained by the state's
professional licensing boards and child and dependent abuse registries. I believe accessing the
information may alow the detection and prevention of hiring abusive individuals before their
behavior has attained a criminal level. The computerized repository will allow for a
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simultaneous records check for every applicant at an Iowa nursing facility. Unfortunately,
funding for this particular project was appropriated at a level which only allows for the initial
start-up costs, estimated at S125,000. We are hopeful that the Legislature will fully fund the
remainder of this unique, and vital, service during the 1999 session.
In closing, allow me to make a few comments regarding federal legislation requiring criminal
history background checks. In order for any system to be effective, it must provide timely
service. Nursing facilities are facing a growing shortage of employees. If a job applicant is
required to forego employment for any significant period of time prior to completion of a
criminal record check, that applicant will simply accept employment in another industry. A high
percentage of nursing facility employees receive very minimal wages. People in this segment of
society cannot afford to wait for a pay check. The industry cannot afford to lose willing
employees.

A viable criminal record check must also be cost-effective. Money spent by a nursing facility to
conduct criminal records checks is often money that may have been spent to provide additional
direct care and services to the facility's residents. While criminal records checks are vital to
assuring the safety of nursing facility residents, they are obtainable at an often considerable cost.
As indicated earlier, the only way to truly establish an individual's identity, and therefore
determine whether a criminal history exists, is through fingerprints. This procedure will be
costly and additional resources may need to be added in order to address the timeliness issues. A
criminal history check based on an individual's fingerprints will prevent individuals from
changing jobs by changing locations, such as often happens in the border areas of our state. A
significant factor in implementing a fingerprint-based identification system is the technical
expertise involved in obtaining the actual "prints". The average nursing facility employee
generally is not experienced in "rolling" fingerprints, thus prospective employees have to endure
the time and expense associated with traveling to a local law enforcement office to have his or
her fingerprints taken. While this precautionary step is necessary to obtain an accurate and
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complete criminal history records check, it does place additional burdens on the prospective
employee, the hiring facility, and local law enforcement agencies.
Also, federal legislation may be necessary to authorize states to share data contained in the
various criminal history records. Standardization, too, may need to be addressed. We've seen
instances with the nurse aide registry where states differ in their inerpretations of what
constitutes abuse. In fact, some states will place a nurse aide on its registry if the individual is
late in making child support payments or has failed to pay local income taxes. The only way the
shared data will be helpful is if a minimum set of standards is established for criminal history
records while, at the same time, states are encouraged to establish even higher standards.
It has often been suggested that professional licensing records also need to be examined if we are
to truly

identify the potential abusers of nursing facility residents. Take, for example, a situation

not unlike that sometimes found by DIA health facilities surveyors. A professionally-licensed
employee at a nursing facility who abuses a resident in his or her care may not be proseouted by
the local authorities who deem the crime "too insignificant"

to take to court

However, the final

report of our findings -if a 'professional' has a founded instawce of abuse -is automatically and
routinely sent to the appropriate professional licensing board for further disciplinary action.
Unless a hiring facility contacts the professional licensing board, the facility may not be aware of
past disciplinary actions. In such an example, a criminal history background check alone would
find nothing

to

cause concern to the hiring facility.

It was this sort of problem, untangling and making sense of the vast number of data bases
maintained by various professional licensing boards, that Iowa General Assembly wished

to

address in its 'single contact repository' legislation that I briefly mentioned just a while ago. I
would suggest that Congress, too, may want

to consider

expanding background records checks to

include the multitude of data maintained by professional licensing boards throughout the country
which has just recently become accessible with the advent of modern computer systems.
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Attachment I

Criminal Background Checks Completed
July 1997 Through July 1998

Pi
Mouth

Posite 'Hita'

Crialud Checka

of Total
'dIfib'
Cheeks Cameted

July 1997

3,321

445

13.3 %

August 1997

4,003

502

12.5 %

Septembe 1997

4.286

482

11.2%

October 1997

4,786

598

12.5%

November 1997

3,671

491

13.4%

December 1997

3,667

460

12.5 %

Jantuary I19

4,389

553

12.6%

February I19

4,233

508

12.0%

March 1998

4,117

521

12.7%

April 199S

4,349

521

11.9%

May I199

4,539

519

11.4%

5.054

547

10.8%

56,170

6,769

June 1998

622

July 1998 *5155
TOTALS

IngL%
12.1 %

*Beginning on July 1. 199. the list of heh care providers subject to the "tte'scriminl badound
check provisions was expanded to include: (a) an employee of a ho^mama= homehulth ade homecare aide. adult day care, or other pmvider of inhome services if the employee provides direct s vices to
consumers: (b) an employee of a hospice if the employee provides diect service to onswm ; ad (c)
an employee who provides direct services to constnmers unde a fedeud home and commumity-based
services waiver.

Source: Iowa Division of Criminal Investigation
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Finally, I urge Congress to stand firm in its commitment to the residents of our country's longterm cae facilities. We have an opportunity to protect and improve the quality of life for
millions of Americans residing in nursing facilities. I urge you to seize that opportunity.
Thank you.
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Attachment 4

RECORD CHECK EVALUATION

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
July 1,1997 - December 31,1997
Total number received - 1,399

Number deemed employable without restrictions - 840
Number deemed employable with restrictions - 400
Number deemed unemployable - 71
Singular, minor offense over 10 years old - 56

All record check evaluations are acted on within 24
hours.
The average time for completion is 48 hours.
Total criminal/abuse checks done by OCI - 23,734

Percentage of persons applying for jobs in facilities [23,734 divided by 46,905 (total positions in health
care as listed in Iowa Workforce Development)] 51%
Total number with criminal/abuse histories - 3,007 - 13%
Total number of requests for record checks - 1,399 -

47%
Spot checking child abuse - # checked: 550, founded
child abuse: 166
30%

Source low bepartoerit of wmon Services
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Attachment 5

Impact of Criminal History Checks
Total positions in health care facilities - (As listed with Iowa
Workforce Development) 46,905
Total criminal/abuse checks done by DCI 7-1-97 through 12-31-97
- 23,734

Percentage of persons applying for jobs in facilities in 6 months (23,734 divided by 46,905) 51%
Total number with criminal/abuse histories - 3,007 - 13%
Total number of record check evaluations - 1,399 - 47%

Total direct care providers in home care - 4,835 ( As listed with
Iowa Workforce Development)
Estimated criminal/abuse checks for six months - (51% of 4,835)
2,467
Estimated number of persons with criminal or abuse histories (13%) 320
Estimated number of requests for record check evaluations (47%) 150
Estimated number of direct care providers in home care (Many
part time) (Estimated 30,000 - 60,000) 45,000
Estimated criminal checks for six months - (51% of 45,000)
22,950
Estimated # of persons with histories - (13% of 22,950) 2,984
Estimated # of requests for record check evaluations - (47% of
2,984) 1,402

Source: Iowa bepartment of Human Services
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schmett.
Ms. Bitler.
STATEMENT OF LEE BITLER, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, COUNTRY MEADOW, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION, HERSHEY, PA
Ms. BrFLER. Thank you.
Good afternoon. My name is Lee Bitler, and I am the director of
human resources for Country Meadows Corporation in Hershey,
PA. Country Meadows owns and operates nursing homes and assisted living residences in towns and cities across the state. We
have 21 facilities, housing 3,000 residents and employing 1,585
people.
I am here also as a representative of American Health Care Association, AHCA, a federation of 50 state associations representing
over 11,000 non-profit and for-profit subacute, nursing facility and
assisted living providers nationwide. I appreciate the opportunity
to come before you today to speak on a very important topic and
to relate my experiences with the criminal history and abuse prevention requirements in Pennsylvania.
On behalf of America's long-term care providers, we fully support
a national criminal background check system for prospective longterm care employees. In fact, we have been working for several
years to create and implement a national system for criminal background checks and a system which would link state data bases and
abuse registries. We have been working on this initiative not because of any legislative or regulatory mandate but because providers like Country Meadows make taking care of residents our life's
work.
Protecting them from criminal abuse, theft or mistreatment is an
important ingredient in assuring their wellbeing. We have developed a three-prong approach that will advance us on this course.
First, it is essentially th at Congress nationalize the nurse aide registries that contain important background information on nurse assistants. Under the current system, nurse assistants can move from
state to state and nursing facilities without the benefit of being
able to access other state registries. Second, we need in place an
easy-to-use, one-stop shopping, national criminal background check
system for prospective ong-term care employees; and third and
perhaps most significantly, we recognize that education and prevention are crucial.
Having put forth these three principles to move forward on protecting our residents, I am compelled to also make clear the following three areas of caution, which are critical to the success of this
initiative. First, vulnerable elderly and disabled citizens need to be
from criminal harm regardless of where they reside. These background checks should apply to home health workers and any other
long-term care providers. Second, these checks must be paid for.
Preventing criminals from abusing the vulnerable residents in
long-term care settings is a legitimate function of the government,
and as such, government must allocate the resources necessary to
accomplish this noble goal.
As care providers with very high reliance on Medicaid and Medicare, we have limited ability to make any adjustments in pricing
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to pay for additional costs. We are often faced with the difficult dilemma of making cutbacks in operations, service, maintenance or
other critical functions to pay for a new mandate. I would recommend fully funding the Department of Justice to carry out what
I see as their duty, protecting citizens from criminals.
Third, I cannot stress enough that the results of these checks
must be returned in a matter of days, not weeks or months. It is
my understanding that if every prospective employee of ever nursing facility were required to undergo a Federal check, the FBI
would have over 1 million additional checks to perform every year,
1 million. Add this to the current delays in results, and we could
have several serious problems. These problems include: severe and
dramatic shortages of caregivers while we wait for results; if there
is no provisional or temporary work authorization, these applicants
would likely find work elsewhere if the results took more than 15
days. If there is a provisional work authorization, a system in
which results were not returned for several months or more could
do more harm than good. It would give our residents a false sense
of security, while creating a window in which those who seek to do
harm are allowed to enter the door.
In Pennsylvania, we take this system extremely seriously. I can
report to you with complete confidence that our providers are using
this system and trying hard to make it work. There are severe penalties for facilities and administrators who fail to comply fully with
our law. Nursing facilities will lose their licenses if they do not
check every resi ent; on top of this, administrators are held personally liable for compliance of their facilities. They are personally
subjected to both fines of $2,500 and being thrown in jail.
Our experience in Pennsylvania could be instructive as to the
strengths and difficulties of such a system. In 1995, the state
passed a law requiring criminal history background clearance on
all employees in specific long-term care settings, including nursing
homes, personal care homes, home health agencies, domiciliary
care homes and other in-home service settings. This law applied to
every employee including those on contract, and prohibits employment of individuals with specific criminal convictions from being
hired or continuing employment. In 1996, our state legislature revisited the act and added strengthening amendments to improve its
applicability.
The amendments removed a provision allowing employment if
the convictions were more than 10 years old, thus preventing hiring of persons convicted of crimes from ever working in long-term
care. Additionally, two companion acts were signed into law that
are designed to eliminate resident abuse through education and
mandate reporting of abuse. Act 13 of 1996 requires all staff to report incidents of abuse and suspected abuse to protective service
agencies and to law enforcement agencies when the resident has
been physically harmed. This law establishes very specific followup procedures and stiff penalties for failure to make the mandated
reports.
Act 14 requires a criminal history background clearance on nurse
aide training candidates prior to enrollment in training programs.
This act also expands the curriculum of the training programs to
include a course of study on resident abuse detection and preven-
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tion. Each of these proposals is being implemented through Pennsylvania's regulatory review process now, and training programs
have been teaching these techniques since May 1998.
Pennsylvania's system presents numerous challenges to providers.. With Pennsylvania's unemployment rate at an all-time low,
providers are struggling to staff facilities. Add on a slow response
rate, and our difficulties are increased, particularly when an employee must enroll in a training program. Pennsylvania's law requires Pennsylvania State Police clearance on applicants who have
been residents for at least 2 years and an FBI clearance on those
who have not been a resident for 2 years. The turnaround time for
a state police clearance is approximately 30 to 45 days, and an FBI
check can take 90 days or longer. With the added volume of 50
states requesting clearance on an estimated million applicants per
year, the system could grind to a halt.
Very few applicants are willing to wait to start training and
begin work. A national system must turn around requests for clearance in less than a week in order to be effective and workable for
the industry.
Another difficulty created by the Pennsylvania system is the output. If a request to the Pennsylvania State Police uncovers a hit
or a criminal record, the state police send the requesters an actual
rap sheet. Nursing home and personal care administrators and
human resource directors such as myself are forced to interpret
these often incomplete rap sheets to determine whether the individual can be hired or retained. I have attached a list of crimes
that prohibit employment. We have no argument with the selected
prohibited crimes, but it is extremely difficult to distinguish by
reading the rap sheets whether an employee has been convicted of
a barrier crime. I would recommend a national system that would
respond to an administrator's request for a clearance with a simple
yes or no answer and leave interpretation of criminal records up
to the experts.
I hope this hearing and the Senate's Aging Committee focus will
yield serious and thoughtful deliberation on how we can best equip
our nation's facilities with the tools needed to maintain quality
staffing. With the leadership of Senators Kohl and Reid, I am confident that Congress will continue to work with law enforcement
and long-term care providers to meet the challenges that confront
those who are America's seniors.
We are an industry that has undertaken a huge responsibility of
caring for our most vulnerable citizens. We cherish the awesome
responsibility and will continue to work tirelessly to improve upon
delivery of quality service.
Mr. Chairman, we are already a part of finding the solution and
hope that you and this caucus will join us in the efforts. Thank you
for your time, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We prepared statement of Ms. Bitler follows:]
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Testimony of Lee Bitler,
Director of Human Resources
Country Meadows
September 14, 1998
Senate Committee on Aging

My name is Lee Bidler, and I am the Director of Human Resources for Country Meadows
Corporation in Hershey, Pennsylvania. Country Meadows owns and operates nursing homes
and assisted living residences in towns and cities across the state. We have 21 facilities,
housing approximately 3,000 residents, and employ 1,585 people. I appreciate the
opportunity to come before you today to speak on a very important topic, and relate my
experiences with the criminal history and abuse prevention requirements in Pennsylvania.
On behalf of America's long term care providers, we support a national criminal background
check system for prospective long term care employees. We have developed a three-pronged
approach that will advance. us on this course.
First, it is essential that Congress nationalize the nurse aide registries that contain important
background information on nurse assistants. Under the current system nurse assistants can
move from state to state, and nursing facilities are without the benefit of being able to access
other states' registries.
Second, we need in place an easy-to-use, one-stop shopping, national criminal background
check system for prospective long term care employees.
And third, and perhaps most significantly, we have recognized that education and prevention
are crucial.
In 1995, Pennsylvania passed a law requiring criminal history background clearance on all
employees in specific long term care settings, including nursing homes, personal care
homes, home health agencies, domicilliary care homes, and other in-home service settings.
This law applied to every employee, including those on contract, and prohibits the
employment of individuals with specific criminal convictions from being employed or
continuing employment. In 1996, our state legislature re-visited the Act and added
strengthening amendments and increased its applicability. The amendments removed a
provision allowing employment if certain convictions were more than ten years old, thus,
prohibiting employment of persons convicted of crimes from ever working in long term
care.
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Additionally, two companion acts were signed into law that are designed to eliminate
resident abuse through education and mandate reporting of abuse. Act 13 of 1996 requires
all staff to report incidents of abuse and suspected abuse to protective service agencies and
to law enforcement agencies when the resident has been physically harmed. This law
establishes very specific follow-up procedures and stiff penalties for failure to make the
mandated reports. Act 14 requires a criminal history background clearance on nurse aide
training candidates prior to enrollment in a training program. This Act also expands the
curriculum for the training programs to include a course of study on resident abuse detection
and prevention. Each of these proposals is being implemented through Pennsylvania's
regulatory review process now, and training programs have been teaching these techniques
since May of 1999.
Pennsylvania's system presents numerous challenges to providers. With Pennsylvania's
unemployment rate at an all-time low, providers are struggling to staff facilities. Add on a
slow-response clearance process, and our difficulties are increased, particularly when an
employee must enroll in a training program. Pennsylvania's law requires a Pennsylvania
state police clearance on applicants who have been a resident for at least 2 years, and an FBI
clearance on those who have not been a resident for two years. The turnaround time for a
state police clearance is approximately 30 to 45 days, and an FBI check takes 45 to 90 days.
Very few applicants are willing to wait to start training and begin work. A national system
must turn-around requests for clearance in less than a week in order to be effective and
workable for the industry.
Another difficulty created by Pennsylvania's system is the output. If a request to the
Pennsylvania state police uncovers a 'hit" or a criminal record, the state police send the
requester an actual "rap-sheet". Nursing Home and Personal Care Administrators and
Human Resources Directors are then forced to interpret these often incomplete rap-sheets to
determine whether the individual can be hired or retained. I have attached a list of the
crimes that prohibit employment. We have no argument with the selected prohibitive
crimes, but it is extremely difficult to distinguish by reading the rap-sheets, whether an
employee has been convicted of a barrier crime. I would recommend a national system that
responds to an administrator's request for a clearance with a simple yes or no answer, and
leave interpretation of criminal records up to the experts.
Pennsylvania's law makes no mention of unemployment compensation, if an employee is
dismissed because of a criminal record. Our law is being tested now in the courts by
employees who have been dismissed. The facility is caught squarely in the middle and may
be forced to bear the costs of unemployment compensation for an employment decision that
is clearly out of their hands. I would recommend that the national system operate between
the employee and the clearance agency, and leave facilities out of the decision process.
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Lastly, I would strongly recommend that a national system take precedence over any
inconsistent state laws. By having differing systems in many states, people with criminal
records will continue to slip through the cracks. Companies working in many states will be
better able to assure compliance.
The American Health Care Association (AHCA) has joined with the National Association of
Attorneys General (NAAG) and have developed a unique partnership that teams the long
term care industry with law enforcement on a national level. Our goal has been to work
together to develop a system that will effectively weed out potentially abusive employees,
while at the same time recognizing the staffing obstacles nursing facilities face.
In May of last year, in Boston, former president of NAAG, Attorney General Scott
Hashbarger, convened at Elder Summit. At that meeting, AHCA and NAAG announced that
they would work together to find a solution. Since that time these partners have worked
closely with the Senate Aging Committee (in particular Senators Grassley, Kohl and Reid)
to identify and propose solutions to contentious issues that surround the criminal background
check issue. The partnership is a work in progress. And because the challenge before us is
complex, we welcome the participation of interested parties to constructively address the
issues we face in pursuit of this goal.
Let me outline for you the principles agreed to by AHCA and NAAG in pursuit of this
legislation. We support the following:
* Law enforcement, local and federal government, and the long term care profession will
work in a partnership towards reducing and eliminating incidences of abuse and neglect
in our nation's long term care system.
* Nursing facilities and other long term care providers should have the ability to conduct
criminal background checks and access a national nurse aide registry through an
efficient, one-stop-shopping, and inexpensive national criminal background check
system that returns results within 24 hours.
* All states should have access to the successful and effective "Patient Abuse Prevention
Initiative."

Our partnership has also identified some problem areas where we need more input from
interested parties. The following are examples of unresolved concerns:
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Are only non-licensed facility employees subject to the checks? Some state licensing
boards may oppose doctors or nurses being subjected to the checks. Conversely, groups
representing nurse aides or other long term care employees might resent being singled
out.
What are the liability issues for facilities that fail to use the system? Or that fail to use it
correctly?
* How will the federal system integrate with existing state criminal background check
requirements?
Will the technology exist for us to reasonably expect that national criminal background
checks can be conducted in a prompt and inexpensive manner? For this system to work,
we need one-stop shopping and we need the information quick. Otherwise, we will end
up with more staffing shortages, putting more pressure on existing staff. Waiting 45 to
90 days for clearance from the FBI, which is our system in Pennsylvania, has created
problems already. We are unable to enroll nurse aides in training without the clearance,
and potential employees cannot wait that long to start work.
* Will there be mitigating circumstances for certain types of crimes and prospective
employees? If someone has a 20 year old drug conviction on their record, but has had a
clean slate since then, is that person barred from working in our facilities?
* Are there privacy issues that could prevent an early and swift implementation of the
system?
These are but a few of the issues we have encountered as we move toward developing
legislation. Both law enforcement and the industry are committed to this effort, but even
within the partnership, we sometimes approach the issues from different angles. We are not
intimidated by that, and on many of the issues we are in agreement. What we are committed
to is trying to find answers to these questions -- and finding them soon.
I hope this hearing and the Senate Aging Committee's focus will yield serious and
thoughtful deliberation on how we can best equip our nation's facilities with the tools
needed to maintain quality staffing. With the leadership of Senators Kohl and Reid, I am
confident that Congress will continue to work with law enforcement and long term care
providers to meet the challenges that confront those who are for America's seniors.
We are an industry that has undertaken the huge responsibility of caring for our most
vulnerable citizens. We cherish that awesome responsibility and will continue to work
tirelessly to improve upon the delivery of quality services. Mr. Chairman, we are already a
part of finding the solution and hope that you and this Caucus will join us in our efforts.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Reichard.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD REICHARD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL LUTHERAN HOME FOR THE AGED, ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HOMES AND SERVICES
FOR THE AGING, ROCKVILLE, MD
Mr. REICHARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee for this hearing on this most important subect. I am director of the National Lutheran Home, which is a 300bed nursing home with light, moderate and heavy care in Rockville,
MD. We have a very strong sense of mission, and people are our
only business, and we do our very best to make sure they are well
cared for and protected. We have tried to achieve high levels of
compliance and have been deficiency-free under nursing home regulations for 4 years in a row.
In Maryland, we have had significant experience with background checks. A law in Maryland mandated, as of July 1, 1996,
that all staff who are not otherwise backgrounded by the Health
Occupations Professional boards, such as nurses, nursing home administrators, doctors, all staff working in nursing homes who are
not certified by such boards will have a criminal background check
made on them. In the case of our National Lutheran Home facility
we have checked and have found an 8.3 return in positive criminal
backgrounds, records. We are allowed in Maryland to have a private agency do this, which has been most helpful in having a very
quick turnaround time, within 24 hours. So, we have the check results in hand before we even engage the employee, which we find
extremely beneficial. So, one of the considerations that the committee might make in the bill is whether or not a private agency type
check should be made, as compared to state checks or even FBI
checks, which, as you have just heard testified, can be very, very
long.
So, timeliness is extremely important to us. Most of our employees at the home, if they leave, they leave within the first 4 months
of their probationary period and typically because they have not
been able to meet our expectations in terms of performance. If the
background check takes 3 months to obtain, believe me, it will
produce an artificial and unnecessary stigma among certified nursing aides and others that they actually left because they had a
criminal background. So, that may be a minor matter, but among
peer group pressures and feelings, timeliness, again, is extremely
important.
We believe the criminal background check should cover health
care employees more broadly, not just nursing homes. I have been
in the field of long-term care for 31 years. I know nursing home
is one of the most emotionally laden terms in our society. I must
tell you: I know over 100 nurse assistants whom you would be
proud to know, doing work that no one else in our country is standing in line to do- certification of 75 hours' training to be certified
and then renewals of that certification have been extremely helpful
and important and has raised the level of nursing home performance in our country in a measurable and discernable way, and it
has been mentioned, I believe, by the chairman that, again, these
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are people who are very often very caring and very dedicated, but
there are nursing assistants also in home health care, assisted living, nursing home and hospital. We believe that health care settings more broadly should be suliect so that we do not keep them
out of nursing homes and then have those with criminal records
hop from one type of facility to another. So, we would certainly
urge that, but also that checks be kept affordable. Our checks in
Maryland, done by a firm contracted through our state association,
has a $7.50 charge for each check. We get the name, Social Security number, the nature of the offense, the date of conviction, the
penalty that was conveyed.
I have seen possible bills that say perhaps up to $50, and, v'ou
know, that may be all OK That may well be worth doing; but a so,
for those of us who have large Medicaid populations, and we have
60 percent, they should be reimbursable under Medicare and Medicaid rules, as I believe they would be.
So, affordability and timeliness are extremely important. Liability protection is extremely important. We need to be, if you will,
legally indemnified for taking the hard actions that we must take
to terminate someone whose record is unacceptable when we choose
not to either employ initially or keep employed, and there were provisions in the-I believe, Senator Kohl's amendments to the Department of Justice bill that would have allowed for a voluntary
criminal background check that had good liability protection provisions in that bill, and we would certainly opt for that. That was
S. 2260.
We believe also any effort in criminal background checks should
be coordinated among the law enforcement agencies, especially if
they have to be State or Federal, so that there is no redundancy.
The nationalization of the nurse registry would be a very important
development, a one-stop shopping, if you will, that is affordable.
I must conclude by telling you that we have zero tolerance for
abuse at the National Lutheran Home. We have not had a lot of
cases. Three months ago, we did terminate a nurse assistant who
was treating a very demented resident; lost her cool, slapped the
resident, bruised an upper lip; was heard by another nurse assistant who dutifully and honorably reported this event. We terminated her immediately. She had been employed by us for 8 years
without any prior record of this having occurred. I think those who
take care of demented people, there is absolutely no excuse, and I
do not want to be interpreted that way, but again, difficult situations where residents often become quite abusive themselves in understandable ways, perhaps because they are demented; terminated the employee- called the ombudsman; ordered by the state
survey agency to cali the police.
It concerned me because we are going to our third court hearing,
our director of nursing and this nursing assistant and the one who
is accused; the third court day; another one coming up in November, because in Maryland, you need a conviction to come off the
registry. It would be very helpful if there were an administrative
process to get the person off the registry first, and then, if it is
prosecutable, prosecute. The situation that we now have, at least
in Maryland if not other places, is prosecution only, and too often,
it may be that the penalty is, in this instance of a bruised upper
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lip, a fine or jail time may be further than we needed to go if there
had been a careful administrative remedy.
I realize I am over my time, and I apologize. I did want to share
this current case to let it be known to all of you that when an individual's rights are protected, of course, under the law, and the
abuse is reported, if it has to go to the State's attorney, it gets elongated and cumbersome in a way that, I guess, the old phrase was
one might throw out the baby with the bath water, and we need
to be very careful that that not occur.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Reichard follows:]
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Represenfing
THE MERICANASSOCUIA7ON OF HOMFESAND SERVICES FOR IHEAGJNG
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Richard Reichard, the Executive Director of the
National Lutheran Home for the Aged in Rockville, Maryland This facility, sponsored by the
Lutheran Church, has 300 nursing home beds as well as 114 independent living units.
I am here today as a member of the Amencan Association of Homes and Services for the Aging
(AAHSA), a national organization of over 5,200 not-for-profit nursing homes, continuing care
retirement communities, senior housing facilities, assisted living and community-based organizations.
More than half of AAHSA's membership is affiliated with religious organizations; the remaining
members are sponsored by private foundations, fraternal organizations, government agencies, unions,
P'id community groups. With our broad range of facilities and services, AAHSA serves more than one
million older persons daily. For the past thirty-six years, AAHSA has been an advocate for the
elderly themselves and for a long-term care delivery system that assures all those in need of high
quality services and quality of life.
We appreciate the opportunity to address the Committee on the issue of requiring criminal
background checks for health care workers. From the outset I want to note that even one incident of
abuse against a nursing home resident is one too many. We want to work with this Committee, with
other members of Congress, with the Health Care Financing Administration, and with state agencies
to improve the current system and ensure the highest quality of care for nursing home residents.
Backdiza/Nurse aide righM
The federal nursing home standards under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA)
and its regulations require each state to have a registry listing each individual who has successfully
completed a nurse aide training and competency evaluation program. The registry is maintained by
the state agency responsible for surveying nursing facilities.
In the event a nurse aide is accusedof any act of abuse, neglect, or misappropriation of funds against
a residnlt of a nursing facility, the state survey agency must investigate the allegation. If the state
agency finds merit in the complaint, it must enter into the registry the documentation of its
investigation, including the allegation and the evidence that led the state to conclude that the
allegation was valid, as well as a statement by the nurse aide disputing the allegation, if he or she
chooses to make one. This information must be entered on the registry within ten days of the finding.

I
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OBRA regulations required this information to remain in the registry permanently. This requirement
was changed by Section 4755 of the Balanced Budget Act, which enables nurse aides to have their
names removed from the existing registry on the grounds that their employment and personal history
does not reflect a pattern of abusive behavior or neglect and that the abuse involved in the original
finding was a singular occurrence. Names must be on the registry for a year before they can be
removed.
Under OBRA, these registries are kept by each state, but there is no requirement that states make the
information on their registries available to other states. The current lack of communication between
states makes it difficult for nursing facilities to obtain background information on a potential
employee who previously worked in another state. We are hopeful that the development of a national
background check system will lead to greater availability of information from nurse aide registries on
an interstate basis, detecting and screening out individuals who pose a direct threat to the health and
welfare of vulnerable older persons.
Facilities' exnerience under Maryland low
Maryland law requires adult dependent care programs to get a criminal history records check for any
potential employee who will have "routine, direct access to residents and the individual is not licenses
or certified under the Maryland health occupations article." In a three-month period, July through
September, 1996, a survey was taken of how many individuals with criminal records applied for
employment with AAHSA members in Maryland. Among these 106 facilities, there were 1,041
applicants for employment during the three-month period, of whom 226, or 22% had criminal
records. During the next three-month period, October through December, 1996, there were a total of
1,272 applicants for employment, of whom 237 had a criminal record. The percentage with a
criminal record was lower during the second period, 19%/. versus 22% for the earlier period.
These data indicate that the criminal background check requirement screened out a significant number
of people whose backgrounds made them unsuitable for work with nursing facility residents.
Arguably, the decline in the number of job applicants with criminal backgrounds in the second
quarter could be attributed to individuals' taking themselves out of consideration for these jobs
because of their knowledge that they would not pass a background check.
At my own facility, we have done background checks on 121 job applicants between July 1, 1996 and
August 31, 1998. Of that number, 10 individuals, or 8.3% of the total, had a criminal record in the
state of Maryland. None of the ten individuals who were screened out by the background check
were nursing personnel, but instead would have been classified as food service, maintenance, or
environmental service workers. Again, our experience shows that the background check has
succeeded in preventing individuals with unsuitable backgrounds from working in our facility.
However, our present system allows us to check only for an individual's criminal background in the
state ofMaryland. We have no means of checking whether ajob candidate may have committed
crimes in other states, and it is for that reason that a national system of background checks would be
useful.
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AAHSA supports the development of a national background check system. In our view, the
following issues must be addressed in any federal legislation:
Categories of emnlovees subject to a backuround check remuirement
Maryland state law and bills introduced in Congress last year apply the background check
requirement only to employees with direct, unsupervised access to residents. There has been some
discussion of extending the requirement to all employees of a nursing facility. We are unclear on the
usefulness or need for this expansion of the background check requirement to cover employees who
have little opportunity to commit crimes of abuse. Unless there has been evidence of abuse having
been committed by non-nursing employees, the background check requirement should apply only to
those employees who have direct and unsupervised access to residents.
Senator Kohl's own state of Wisconsin recently adopted a criminal background check law that
requires only employees who will have access to a facility's clients to undergo a background check.
Employees who provide infrequent or sporadic services, including maintenance services and other
servces not directly related to the care of a client, are exempt from mandatory background checks.
We feel that the background check requirement should focus on where the real problems lie.
AoRlv the background check requirement to all health care providers
If a criminal background check requirement is instituted at the federal level, it should apply to all
health care providers, not just to nursing facilities. Based on evidence and anecdotal information,
situations involving abuse or misappropriation of property have not been limited to nursing facilities
but also have taken place in hospital and home care settings. It does not makes sense, from a public
policy viewpoint, to bar individuals with criminal records from working in nursing facilities while
leaving them free to work in hospitals and other health care settings. If the background check
requirement were applied to all health care settings, nursing facilities would be better able to screen
out and avoid employing individuals who may have abused patients in other health care settings. In
addition, nursing facilities already bear the expense of training nursing personnel who frequently go
on to work in other settings where wages tend to be higher. We should not be in the position of
bearing the whole cost of checking into criminal backgrounds as well.
Looking at the Wisconsin law once again, it requires background checks to be conducted on and by
any facility, organization or service that is licensed or certified by or registered with the Department
of Health and Family Services to provide direct care or treatment services to clients. This definition
includes hospitals, nursing homes, home health agencies, hospices, personal care worker agencies,
and supportive home care service agencies.
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Financin2 and limitations on fees
Legislation must set limits on the fees that state and federal agencies may be permitted to charge for
doing background checks. Performing background checks will add considerably to nursing facilities'
operating costs. Facilities average 110 employees, with some employing far larger numbers, and
many facilities unfortunately experience significant turnover in employment. In the past, some states
have charged fees far above the actual cost to their agencies of performing a background check,
essentially converting the fee into a revenue-raiser for the state. Federal legislation must limit the
amount that facilities will be charged for a background check to no more than the actual cost, up to a
set limit.
For each background check that my facility requests, we currently pay S7.50, plus $0.25 for faxing.
So far, criminal background checks have cost us a total of 3937.75. On average, we do 4.65
background checks per month, at an average monthly cost of $36.07, or an annual cost of S418.50.
While not exorbitant, this has been a significant cost to the facility. We understand that a federal
background check might cost as much as $50. At our current rate of background checks, that fee
would increase our costs by 564%, to an average annual cost of $2,790, a substantial addition to our
operating costs.
AAHSA strongly believes that any fees that facilities are required to pay to obtain background checks
on their employees must be fully reimbursable under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. If
criminal background checks become a refular cost of hiring staff, the background check would be
directly related to the care that is provided to residents, and the fees charged for background checks
should be reimbursable by the federal programs that pay for nursing home care.
As indicated above, the cost of criminal background checks will be significant for nursing facilities.
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 already has imposed Medicare reimbursement cuts on facilities
under the prospective payment system, new administrative costs for consolidated billing, and
potential Medicaid reimbursement cuts through the elimination of the Boren amendment. We do not
think it would be equitable, and we do not think that the quality of nursing care would be enhanced,
by imposing a major new cost on nursing facilities and then denying'them reimbursement for it.
Furthermore, the recent hearing by the Senate Special Committee on Aging paid a great deal of
attention to staffing levels in nursing facilities. Requiring facilities to do background checks, but
denying them reimbursement for the cost, would be counterproductive to efforts to increase staffing
levels, since the heavy fees that would have to be paid for background checks would be a disincentive
to hiring more staff unless the fees could be passed through to Medicare and Medicaid.
Background check mechanics
* There should be reasonable and specific criteria for barring someone from working in a health
care setting. Only crimes or adverse findings that have a direct bearing on a person's suitability to
work in a nursing facility should disqualify them. There should also be due process protections to
enable a health care worker to enter his own statement about an adverse finding that has been
made against him on his record.
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* Any system for running criminal background checks on health care workers should be
coordinated with the state nurse aide registries that have been established under OBRA. In Ohio,
where a criminal background check already is required for nursing home employees, facilities
must do duplicative searches through two state agencies; one which maintains the nurse aide
registry and one which maintains criminal records. This duplicative system is time-consuming
and costly. Any federal system that is established should enable health care providers to obtain all
the information they need through one search with one agency.
! Some states, including Maryland, that already have instituted background check requirements
have permitted facilities to contract with private firms such as detective agencies to do the
background check. AAHSA members from these states have indicated that private agencies
generally have returned information more quickly, in more usable form, and for a far lower cost
than was possible for state agencies. If possible, we would favor an option for facilities to use
private agencies to do background checks.
* Any federal legislation must set time limits for state agencies to report the results of background
checks back to facilities. Since adequate staffing is required by OBRA, facilities must be able to
fill positions as quickly as possible. At the National Lutheran Home, we offer applicants ajob
conditioned on a satisfactory Maryland criminal background check. We immediately fax a
request for a background check to the agency, and the results of the background check are faxed
back to our personnel office within 24 hours of the time the agency receives our request. We then
are able to withdraw job offers from individuals who have criminal records in Maryland. Because
of the short turn-around time for the information on a records check to get back to us, the current
system has worked smoothly. If we are forced to wait a longer time, the process will become
cumbersome for both the facility and the potential employee.
* If a longer time is allowed for agencies to complete a background check, facilities must be
allowed to hire staff on a provisional basis, pending the background check, since facilities
generally must fill positions quickly in order to maintain a full staff. If an employee fails the
background check, the facility must be permitted to terminate him or her. The termination must
be counted as being for just cause for unemployment insurance purposes, in order to prevent the
facility from being charged for unemployment benefits.
Immunity from liability
Facilities must be protected from being sued by employees who are terminated for failing a
background check, a provision that is included in the Maryland law requiring criminal history checks.
Employers generally are reluctant to provide much substantive information on former employees
because of lawsuits that have been brought charging employment discrimination. There must be
provision in any federal legislation to specify that nursing facilities are not liable for any employment
action they take on the basis of a criminal background check.
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Additionally, in the perhaps rare event that the background check fails to reveal a job candidate's
criminal record, facilities must be held harmless for hiring such an individual as long as they have
followed all of the required procedures and taken due precautions.
Conclusion and sunmary
Abuse or neglect of older persons cannot and must not be tolerated. AAHSA supports the
development of a national system to verify that caregivers to the elderly do not have a history of
abusive behavior.
To summarize our recommendations:
* All health care providers should be required to obtain criminal background checks on those
employees that have direct and unsupervised access to patients.
* Searches must be kept affordable, and the timely return of accurate information will be crucial.
* Reimbursement under the Medicare and Medicaid programs must account for the costs associated
with the background check requirement.
The development of a national system by which the background of health care workers could be
checked for incidents of abuse or neglect of patients would be a us; rul tool for nursing facilities,
enabling them to avoid hiring those who are not suited to caring for vulnerable people. Any system
of this kind that is developed should coordinate with the nurse aide registries that already exist so that
background searches may be done as expeditiously as possible. Once the mechanism for doing
background checks is developed, it should be applied to all health care workers in order to prevent
disqualified individuals from taking jobs in a different area of the health care field.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are not saying in this instance you just report that that is a burden that as a nursing home, you do not want
to fill; you do want to cooperate with the poice
Mr. REICHARD. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing.] In every respect.
Mr. REICHARD. Absolutely. We wanted the police report done; it
was done. It is just thatThe CHAIRMAN. So, you are not being required to do anything
that you feel is unfair or too burdensome for you.
Mr. REICHARD. Well, I guess when I have my director of nursing
out for 3 days, that is probably not too burdensome for us administratively. I am afraid that when it takes another nurse assistant
to charge another nurse assistant, the more times that that person
must go in a courtroom and confront the person whom they have
charged and, again, then, by the peer group regarded as somebody
who ratted on somebody else
The CHAIRMAN. There could be a discouragement.
Mr. REICHARD. It could be a discouragement. I just think it is a
real world. We have got the ideal and the real, and I think that
the real just has to be part of every legislation and every consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. OK, Ms. Putnam. And you may have to pull that
closer to you, about 6 inches roughly. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF MELISSA PUTNAM, CERTIFIED NURSE AIDE,
BEVERLY MANOR, ON BEHALF OF THE SERVICE EMPLOYEES
INTERNATIONAL UNION, READING, PA
Ms. PUTNAM. Hi; my name is Melissa Putnam, and I am a single
mother of four children. I am a certified nursing assistant at Beverly Manor of Reading, PA. I have worked as a nursing assistant
for 9 years and at Beverly Manor for the last 6. I am also a member of the Service Employees International Union, Local 1199P.
Our union represents more than 100,000 nursing home workers
across the country.
Chairman Grassley and Senator Kohl and other members of this
committee, thank you very much for this opportunity to testify. I
am horrified by the stories we have heard today about abuse and
neglect of nursing home residents. I was drawn to nursing home
work because I enjoy working with people. Interacting with the
residents in my nursing home keeps me going. My days are filled
with talking and joking with them. I care about them very much,
and I would never want any of them exposed to someone who has
committed a crime in the past.
The problem that I see in nursing homes is that too many new
workers are constantly coming in the door. Because the job is extremely taxing and of the low wages, it is hard to keep good, committed workers. Let me explain to you what my typical day is like.
I work the day shift, which starts at 7 a.m. and ends at 3 p.m. I
usually have 13 to 15 residents to care for during my 8-hour shift.
I have to pass out breakfast trays, which takes up to 2 hours, because I have to prepare everyone's meals, fix their trays up with
the milk and cutting up their food, and I also have to feed two to
three of them who cannot feed themselves.
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Between 9 a.m. and 11, I do what is called a.m. care, which
means bathing and dressing everyone and getting them ready for
the day. Also, throughout the morning, I take people to the bathroom and turn and prop the sick ones. In between that, I also try
to take a 15-minute break, which sometimes, I do not have time
for. Then, I rush out to my lunch break as soon as possible, and
I come back to serve everyone their lunch, which means getting
some of them transported up to the dining room and helping others
eat in their rooms.
Twice a day, I drop everything and distribute nourishments, Ensure drinks, to about half of my residents. I also have a list of people that I have to walk. This means that I have to spend 15 minutes each day with these residents, helping them to walk or do passive range of motion activities.
Every few minutes throughout the day, I have to respond to call
bells or alarms that they have on their wheelchairs so they can remain restraint-free. Then, I do my rounds, which is toileting everyone and putting them down for a nap. Finally, at the end of the
day, I spend a half an hour doing my book work. For each resident,
I must record how they are performing the activities of daily living,
or ADLs, which means tracking how much they have eaten, moved
around; whatever they had; whenever they had a bowel movement
and other details.
As you see, I have so much to do and too little time. I run myself
ragged every day, and every day, I am frustrated, because I know
I should be doing more. I work as fast as I can, but it is not physically possible to keep up with the demands of my time. I stick with
it because I care for the residents, and I know they need my care.
They tell me how much they like me and that I am doing such a
good job and give me encouragement. Sometimes, I hear these
statements a lot; I hear how do you do this work, or do you like
your job?
Because we have a union, I also get paid more than the $6 to
$7 per hour that most nurse aides earn. At Beverly Manor, we do
not have turnover rates like 100 percent like most nonunion
homes, but we still have constant staff changes. This means
strangers coming in and out of the door to take care of the residents.
Recently, we have had some problems with stealing. A VCR and
other items disappeared, and we suspected that someone on staff
took them. Sometimes, people come in, do not stay very long, and
they leave for unknown reasons. Recently, I have found out that
one of our workers who had left is in prison, and that makes me
very uncomfortable. I do not want people like this coming to our
home, but until working conditions improve, there will be lots of
people coming and going. Most people cannot handle the stress I
feel every day. They wil find other work that is easier and pays
more.
A lot of people leave because the job is so dangerous. Workers
hurt their backs, and then, they try to lift residents alone because
there is no one around to help. It is no surprise that the injury rate
for nursing home workers is higher than the injury rates of coal
miners, construction workers and other people in the steel mills.
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Bec'ause of the problems keeping people on the job, I agree that
nursing homes should be required to run criminal background
checks on new applicants. We have such a law in Pennsylvania,
and to some degree, this makes it easier for me to feel comfortable
with the parade of new workers who rotate through the home
where I work. Criminal background checks can be useful protection
to weed out the wrong kind of people. If the Federal Government
is going to require them I urge you to avoid some of the mistakes
we have made in Pennsywvania to respect the workers' rights.
I have three specific suggestions: first, nursing homes should be
prohibited from passing on the cost of the checks to workers. In
Penns lvania, homes are charging applicants $10 to $15 for their

own checks. If Federal checks are also required, the cost will be

even greater. Asking the workers to pay is not fair. I do not know
if I was asked to pay $20 to $50 up front, that it would make me
think twice before applying for this job.
Second, there should be some kind of appeals process for people
who believe that they have been wrongly accused of having a criminal background. In big systems like this, there are always mistakes and people should have some way of protecting themselves
from being the victims of these mistakes.
Finally, systems must be in place to process these checks quickly.
If the scope of the check is broadened, and the Federal systems are
not ready to handle all of these checks, it will take much longer.
Workers should not have to linger for months on probationary status, waiting for their checks to be completed. A resident should not
be exposed to a long-term basis of workers who have not been
screened.
Let me sum up this by saying on behalf of my coworkers of Beverly Manor and my union brothers and sisters of SEIU, I support
criminal background checks for nursing home workers, because I
do not want to work with bedside criminals, and I do not want the
residents I care for to be in danger. I urge this committee to move
forward on this issue. As you are working on this issue, I urge you
not to forget about the root causes of these problems. Until nursing
homes are adequately staffed, and workers are properly trained
and fairly compensated, we will continue to have a revolving door
work force. High turnover rates compromise the quality of care and
leave residents at risk of abuse and neglect. For the wellbeing of
the workers and the residents they serve, I urge you also to address these larger and more challenging issues.
Thank you again for this opportunity to be here, and I will be
happy to answer any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Putnam follows:]
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My name is Melissa Putnam. I am a certified nurse aide at Beverly Manor
in Reading, Pennsylvania. I have worked as a nurse aide for nine years and
at Beverly Manor for the last six. I am also a member of the Service
Employees International Union, Local I 199P. Our union represents more
than 100,000 nursing home workers across the country. Chairman Grassley,
and other members of this committee, thank you very much for the
opportunity to testify.
I am horrified by the stories we have heard today about abuse and neglect of
nursing home residents. I was drawn to nursing home work because I enjoy
working with people. Interacting with the residents in my nursing home
keeps me going. My days are filled with talking and joking with them. I
care about them very much. I would never want any of them exposed to
someone who had a committed crimes in the past.
The problem that I see in nursing homes is that too many new workers are
constantly coming in the door. Because the job is extremely taxing and the
wages very low, it is hard to keep good committed workers. Let me explain
to you what my typical day is like:
I work the day shift which starts at 7am and ends at 3pm. I usually have 13
to 15 residents to care for. During my eight hour shift I have to:
* Feed everyone breakfast, which takes up to 2 hours because I have
to prepare everyone's meals and feed the 2 or 3 of them who can't
feed themselves.
* Between 9am and I 1am I do what I call AM care - that means
bathing and dressing everyone and getting them ready for the day.
* Also, throughout the morning I take people to the bathroom, and
turn and prop the sickest ones.
* Then I rush out for my lunch break and as soon as I come back it's
time to serve people lunch which means getting some of them
transported up to the dining room and helping others to eat in their
room.
* Twice a day I drop everything and distribute nourishments "Ensure" drinks - to about half my residents.
* I also have a list of people on the walking list. This means I have
to spend 15 minutes each day with these residents helping them to
walk or do passive range of motion activities.
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* Every few minutes throughout the day I have to respond to call
bells or alarms that we have on wheelchairs so people can remain
restraint free.
* Finally, at the very end of the day I spend 1/2 hour doing my
"bookwork." For each resident I must record howithey-are
performing the activities of daily living or ADL's, which means
tracking how much they ate, moved around, whether they had a
bowel movement and other details.
As you can see, I have too much to do in too little time. I run myself ragged
everyday and everyday I am frustrated because I know I should be doing
more. I work as fast as I can but it is not physically possible to keep up with
the demands on my time.
I stick with it because I like the residents. They tell me how much they like
me and that I'm doing a good job and give me encouragement. Because we
have a union, I also get paid more than the $6 or $7 dollars per hour that
most nurse aides earn. At Beverly Manor, we don't have turnover rates
over 100% like most non-union homes, but we still have constant staff
changes. This means strangers coming in all the time to care for the
residents.
Recently, we have had problems with stealing. A VCR and other items
disappeared and we suspect that someone on staff took them. Sometimes
people come in, don't stay very long and then leave for unknown reasons.
Recently I found out that one of the workers who left is in prison. That
makes me very uncomfortable.
I don't want people like this coming into our home. But until working
conditions improve there will be lots of people coming and going. Most
people can't handle the stress I face everyday - they will find other work
that's easier and pays more. A lot of people leave because the job is so
dangerous. Workers hurt their backs when they try to lift residents alone
because no one is around to help. It is no surprise that the injury rate for
nursing home workers is higher than injury rates for coal miners,
construction workers and people who work in steel mills.
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Because of the problems keeping people on the job, I agree that nursing
homes should be required to run criminal background checks on new
applicants. We have such a law in Pennsylvania and to some degree this
makes it easier for me to feel comfortable with the parade of new workers
who rotate through the home where I work.
Criminal background checks can be a useful protection to weed out the
wrong kind of people. If the federal government is going to require them, I
urge you to avoid some of the mistakes we have made in Pennsylvania and
to respect workers' rights.
I have three specific suggestions:

* First, nursing homes should be prohibited from passing on the cost of the
checks to workers. In Pennsylvania, homes are charging applicants $10$15 dollars for their own checks. If federal checks are also required the
cost will be even greater. Asking the workers to pay is not fair. I know
that if I was asked to pay $20 or $50 dollars up front it would have made
me think twice before applying for this job.
* Second, there should be some kind of appeals process for people who
believe that they have been wrongly accused of having a criminal
background. In big systems like this there are always mistakes, and
people should have some way of protecting themselves from being the
victims of these mistakes.
* Finally, systems must be in place to process these checks quickly. In
Pennsylvania, it only takes about a week now to complete the checks.
But if the scope of the check is broadened and the federal systems aren't
ready to handle all these checks, it will take much longer. Workers
should not have to linger for months on probationary status waiting for
their checks to be completed. And residents should not be exposed on a
long term basis to workers who have not been screened.
Let me sum up by saying that, on behalf of my co-workers at Beverly
Manor and my union brothers and sisters at SEIU, I support criminal
background checks for nursing home workers because I do not want to work
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beside criminals and I do not want the residents I care for to be in danger. I
urge this committee to move forward on this issue.
As you are working on this issues, I urge you not to forget about the root
causes of these problems. Until nursing homes are adequately staffed, and
workers are properly trained and fairly compensated, we will continue to
have a revolving door workforce. High turnover rates compromise the
quality of care and leaves residents at risk of abuse or neglect. For the well
being of the workers and the residents they serve, I urge you to also address
these larger and more challenging issues.
Thank you again for the opportunity to be here today. I am happy to answer
any questions you might have.
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The CHAIRMAN. I thank each of you. I have a few questions, and
I am sure Senator Kohl does.
First, Mr. Schmett, does Iowa share information about prospective employees with criminal records with neighboring states?
Mr. ScHMETT. No, we do not. We would if we had any requests,
but I am not aware of ever having been requested to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose contrary-wise, then, you do not check
with other states about prospective employees within Iowa, either.
Mr. ScHMErr. No, and that is a major fault. Iowa information is
available to people from outside of the state on criminal records.
Those records are controlled by our Department of Public Safety,
and there is a $13 charge per name, but anybody anywhere in the
United States does have access to the criminal records in Iowa.
The CHARMAN. An important point was made that the effectiveness of any background check is, of course, only as good as the
criminal data in the system, whether that be the State or the Federal, the FBI. So, I am going to ask Mr. Schmett, and I also ask
this of the Office of Inspector General. It seems that in both the
testimony that you gave and that he gave, there are a number of
examples of potential pitfalls in the transfer of data. My question
is how can recordkeeping of criminal abuse be improved, and is it
possible to avoid the types of problems that we see at the state
level if a national system were to be put in place?
Mr. ScHMErm. That is one of the big difficulties we have had with
implementing our checks. We do have a number of sources that we
go to in Iowa besides just criminal records, such as dependent
adult abuse, dependent child abuse, the nurse aide registry, professional licensing records. When we started to set up our system, we
were thinking for the first time, computerization is available, so,
this should not be difficult. What we found when we checked on
that was that the degree of sophistication of that computerization
varied greatly. For instance, my department's nurse aide registry,
a person can get on a telephone with a code number from being a
health facility, call in and instantly receive a yes or a no on whether a person is on that nurse aide registry.
We also found other lists that were literally a card file sitting in
somebody's filing cabinet that they went through hand by hand
each time. So, it has taken us a considerable amount of time to
make all of these systems work together, and we are still working
on a few files to be able to do that, where we have one check.
Our original goal was to be able to go to our surrounding states
and do the same thing. We have been waiting until we can get the
state's records together before we have approached our neighboring
states to try to do that, but we are foreseeing that we will have
the same type of problems on coordinating with other states when
the time comes. That is one reason I think national checks are so
important.
The CHAIRMAN. You made an observation about the element of
fingerprinting prospective job applicants. You mentioned that conducting a fingerprint would best be handled by local law enforcement and that this would add both time and resources to the process. Are there benefits to requiring a fingerprint check compared
to the current name and Social Security number requirements in
Iowa?
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Mr. SCHMETr. We currently do checks by name and Social Security number. Since a person can have multiple names, go under
aliases and so forth, often, we have to check each one of those
names. Also, that check is only going to be as good as the person's
honesty in giving us their name or Social Security number. You
and I probably have always used one Social Security number for
most of our lives. But in the past, I was an administrative law
judge. I can remember a hearing when an individual came in applying for some benefits that had to be accessed under Social Security numbers, and he opened up a shoe box and said, "I forgot
which one I filed under," and he probably had 40 or 50 Social Security numbers in there.
For a person like that, a Social Security check will not work.
Fingerprinting is the only thing that can give us a positive ID.
The CHAIRMAN. In the context of creating a national registry for
nurse aides with records of abuse or crime, it has been suggested
that such a registry should include additional information. Iowa recently created the single contact repository, providing an interesting model. I understand that it allows facilities and employers to
access not only criminal history and abuse records but also allows
access to data maintained by the state's professional licensing
boards and child abuse registries. Could you tell us more about
what initiated this design and, to the extent possible, tell us how
it is working and particularly your turnaround time?
Mr. SCHMETT. Approximately 2 years ago, one of our newspapers,
the Quad City Times, did a long study on nursing homes and abuse
in nursing homes, and as part of that, one of their suggestions was,
when they looked at Iowa, was that our neighboring state of Illinois had a criminal records check, and we did not. When we addressed that issue, we had some concerns that the criminal record
check alone was not adequate enough to give us a full picture of
the seriousness of the possibilities of abuse that were going on in
facilities and that we needed a broader picture there. We feel that
by adding those professional licensing checks, the adult and child
abuse checks, we are able to detect potential abusers before their
activities rise to the level of a criminal activity and that that protects us.
We are in the process of implementing a one-contact call on all
of those lists. We do require checks of those lists now. We are in
the process of computerizing that. The legislature provided half of
the funding last year, and it assures us we are going to get our
other half to complete implementation of that this year, but that
is a process that we are still working on.
The CHIRMAN. Ms. Bitler and Dr. Reichard, many times, nursing homes will dismiss suspects of alleged abusive employees without filing any charges or alerting the operators of the registry of
such abuse, and, of course, this leaves the employees free to move
on to other facilities, being unnoted for their abuse or crimes that
they have committed. What, if any, incentives could be put in place
to encourage nursing home administrators to alert officials when
they terminate employees of abusive workers? First you, and then,
Dr. Reichard.
Ms. BIMER. That would be ideal. I know currently, administrators involved in Country Meadows, who work for Country Mead-
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ows, have a network of their counterparts at other companies. For
example, Reading, PA is a neighbor of ours, and by suggesting to
our administrators to network with their counterparts at other
companies, without putting up an incentive, it is nice that they can
do that and find out information that could be crucial for these
background checks.
The CHAIRMAN. OK, Dr. Reichard.
Mr. REICHARD. We are blessed to have people with a very high
standard of care. Our director of nursing, for example, when I referred to zero tolerance, I really meant it. We feel the ultimate victim will be the institution, the facility's residents. If we have some
bad actors on the staff, we are determined to get them out.
Apart from insurance liabilities and the condonation of bad conduct, getting someone reported to the registry, again, I did express
my surprise awhile ago that it has to go immediately to the public
prosecutor. I think there needs to be an administrative means of
addressing the registry first, although some legal analysts may say
that you cannot remove someone from the registry until you have
convicted them. So, there may be issues of law and personal rights
there that I do not know of, but as a nursing home administrator,
I believe it is true that the moment that the state chooses to withdraw my license from the health professions, I am gone. I can sue
them later, perhaps and wonder why they did that, but there is
no such remedy, at least in my state, for a nursing assistant. It is
State's attorney only; court only, unless that person has confessed
and settled out of court.
So, I have real concern about whether the process breaks down
after the abuse charge has been reported.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley.
Mr. Schmett, your state's law requires background checks for a
variety of nursing home personnel, not just nurse aides, as you
know. Also, Iowa expanded the background check requirement to
include home care and hospice staff. Can you tell us what led your
state to conclude that all of these workers and providers should be
covered?
Mr. ScHMErr. Our concern was that if we were basically removing abusers from a nursing home setting, particularly in a home
care setting, basically, we were chasing those people over into the
home care setting, and that is even a much more vulnerable position for someone to be in, because very often, the person providing
treatment in a home care setting is the only person who sees that
person. In a nursing home, we at least have other staff who can
report suspected abuse.
Senator KOHL. OK, Mr. Schmett, you indicated in your testimony
that the State, Iowa, has run 56,000 background checks since the
law was enacted and that 12 percent of the applicants for work in
nursing homes had prior criminal convictions. That is an extraordinarily high percentage. What is your sense of that, and is it fair
to conclude that other states might also run that high a percentage?
Mr. ScHMETT. I would conclude that other states would run at
least as high a percentage if we are checking all convictions on
records there. We were amazed to find that high of a percentage.
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When we started, we were running 13½2 percent. Now, it is down
to about 11 percent. It has dropped off some, and I would expect
as we go on through the system, we are going to find that people
who have records, after they are kicked out one time, will not come
back, and I would expect to see that lower.
But I would presume that states that have not been running
checks would find that they would have at least the same level.
Senator KOHL. Would you then conclude that it is very necessary
to have that kind of a background check; if you have that high a
percentage of people with the background, the criminal background, you almost necessarily have to have that kind of a check
if you are going to provide the kind of assurances to your patients;
is that not true?
Mr. SCHMETT. I think we absolutely have to have a background
check.
Senator KOHL. OK Ms. Bitler and Dr. Reichard, I would like to
talk a little bit about the cost issue. We certainly do not want to
pass legislation that will cause nursing homes to be forced to cut
back on services elsewhere. But when the inspector general interviewed nursing home officials in six states, those officials found
that the costs associated with their .state background check laws
were reasonable. In all of those six states, the employer was required to pay at least part of the cost of the check. Do you have
any information to the contrary of what the inspector general
found? In other words, are you aware of facilities that either have
gone out of business or have had to cut back on services as a result
of the added costs of doing background checks?
Ms. BITLER.
Ms. BITLER. I am not aware of any facilities that have gone out
of business due to the expense of a background check. I know it is
a heavy burden, but I am not aware of any business that has been
terminated due to the expense.
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
Dr. Reichard.
Mr. REICHARD. As I mentioned, our cost has been $7.50, and we
are required to pay that. We cannot pass that on to the employee.
We are required as the employer to pay that. If it went to something like $50, that would be seven times as much. That might become a little painful at some point; probably still worth doing, but
the key point, and, you know, the Balanced Budget Act of 1997
took away a lot of Medicaid money or hopes to. We would like to
see these reimbursable under a normal cost reporting process for
Medicare and Medicaid.
Senator KOHL. OK; Ms. Putnam, clearly, you are an example of
the caring, dedicated and professional worker that we know can be
found in the majority of nursing homes. Can you describe how it
makes you feel as a nurse aide with 9 years of experience to hear
stories of abuse and mistreatment of residents?
Ms. PurNAm. It makes me feel very sad. I care for these residents so much, and to hear that someone can be hurting them, mistreating them or verbally abusing them in any way saddens me.
My eyes are open all of the time. I very seldom, in the 9 years
working, have ever seen, you know, any abuse. Some verbal abuse;
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it can be in the sense of not only bad language but just shut up;
sit down. I do not go for that. It bothers me very much.
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think this has been an excellent
panel and an excellent hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I have got a couple of questions I want to
ask, too, and then, we will be winding up shortly.
I think I would start with you, Ms. Putnam, because I think
through a daughter in law I have, I sense she has worked at a
nursing home both in the capacity that you had but starting out
as a maintenance worker as well and then, now, working at a nursing home, but I sense the sincerity of what you say through her
in the sense that she, even now in the hospital, develops this kind
of personal relationship with people who are sick, and I know how
bad she feels, not about people being abused, because hopefully,
she does not see them being abused, but just because people are
sick and because people die, and it bothers her tremendously.
So, I sense that in you as well, and thank you for-actually, it
is a dedication that Senator Kohl has spoken of your work. So, I
will start with you, and then, I also have one more question for Ms.
Bitler and Dr. Reichard. You were referring to the heavy work load
that you have on a daily basis, and that, we obviously commend
you for; it makes your job more difficult and probably makes you
feel guilty from the standpoint that maybe some of the quality
time, you could spend with your people to make their life more interesting; you are not able to do that quality of life.
But as part of your busy schedule, I understand that the new law
in Pennsylvania requires nurse aides to go through special training
programs on resident abuse and detection and prevention. Have
you or others you know gone through this training program, and
if so, did you find it to be helpful in offering strategies for handling
difficult situations?
Ms. PUTNAM. Yes, we have at our facility. We usually have these
mandatory in-services twice a year on different subjects of abuse.
They are helpful, even as the 9 years of working every year; it
seems helpful to even be there to hear about the different ways we
can stop the abuse. There is a lot of situations that have to do with
the residents being combative and the way they treat us, too, so
we need to know how to control a lot of different situations, but it
does help in our facility.
The CHAIRMAN. OK; did this training offer suggestions on what
to do when you suspect abuse by a nursing home staff member
whether that be a fellow CNA or a medical doctor or even a nurse?
Ms. PuTNAM. We were told to just report it immediately.
The CHARMAN. OK
Ms. PUTNAM. We are told that.
The CHAIRMAN. Not that you have had an experience like this,
but do you think that there might be some peer pressure not to report abuse?
Ms. PUTNAM. Definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. There is some?
Ms. PuTNAM. I believe so, yes.
The CHAuRMAN. And do you think-well you can probably speak
for yourself Do you think that that would be difficult for you to
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overcome the peer pressure" ,rwould you not have a-feel that you
would not have any problems reporting such abuse?
Ms. PuTNAM. I would probably do it, but I still feel I would have
a sense of a problem as a co-worker for maybe many years that
worked right beside me, but I would have to do it. I would have
to report it.
The CHAIRMAN. From conversations that I have had with CNAs,
they say it is very motivating when they are recognized by their
management nurse staff for their dedication and hard work. In
fact, they say little things, such as when the management knows
your name and notices your good work, that that makes a difference. Would you agree with this?
Ms. PUTNAM. Definitely. I think we need a lot more encouragement there of what kind of work we do and how well we perform
our duties.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there certain behaviors or practices on the
part of management that you would like to suggest and would like
to see more of along this line?
Ms. PUTNAM. As of encouragement orThe CHAIMAN. In regard to the sort of recognition or dedication
of services and stuff like that.
Ms. PUTNAM. We definitely need more thank yous from them in
any way that they could possibly give a thank you. It would be
more appreciated.
The CHAIRMAN. I know it meant an awful lot to my daughter in
law one time a few years ago; at the hospital where she still works,
she was recognized as the employee of the month, as an example,
and even had a little short picture of her on the television evening
news one time through part of the advertisement of the hospital as
an example. So, I think you are right.
My last question would be to you two, as I have suggested. Today's hearing is exploring the role of government in improving safeguards for identifying people who pose a possible threat to the safety and wellbeing of millions of frail elderly. It seems reasonable to
expect that the industry has a part in meeting the goal. As employers, what do you see as your role in protecting vulnerable nursing
home residents from the threat of abusive individuals who may be
seeking employment in your facility?
Ms. BITLER. As director of human resources for Country Meadows, I see it as my duty to support my supervisors and my administrators in administrating a standard, easy-to-use policy that is
not confusing State and Federal law; that is a standard policy, and
if we have that, if we are trained on implementing that, I could
support my administrators and my supervisors.
The CHAERMAN. And Dr. Reichard.

Mr. REICHARD. I guess the age-old term trust but verify applies.
We have a very careful process of interviews. We have an application that is filled out that asks do you have any criminal record of
any kind. It does not time limit it. The first thing we do when we
get the background check is to compare the background check with
the yes or no answer that was on the employment application. If
there was any falsification there, that employee does not have a
whisper of a chance of being hired.
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But also, then, when we hire them, the probationary period, extremely important. Some assessment of how much does this person
care about other people is a critical issue, and we have, again
found people, by and large, who care very deeply; serve their probationary periods; are hired to the permanent staff. So, that observation, we have RN supervisors, 24 hours, round the clock, who have
a roaming responsibility to support the nurses in the units. So,
there does need to be a management structure that affirms residents first and the staffs next, so that the reputation of the facility
will be strongly upheld and not blown to smithereens by the types
of cases that we heard described in here today.
The CHAIRMAN. Before I adjourn the meeting, there are a couple
of points, administrative as well as an issue I would like to make.
I would also like to call on Senator Kohl if he has something in
closing, but obviously, to repeat what I said to the previous panel,
and specifically to this panel, particularly because you have such
ongoing experience in this area, we thank you for the keen insight
that you bring to this subject of the problem of abuse of nursing
home victims at the hands of people with criminal backgrounds.
Senator Kohl, I want to thank you for urging this hearing. It is
a demonstration of your continuing input, interest and involvement
of the work of this very important committee. I would also ask each
of you, because other members could not be here, and maybe even
for Senator Kohl and me, that we might have some questions to
submit to you in writing. So, we would ask for your written responses to those, because time did not allow all questions to be
asked today. Those questions and your responses will become a
part of the record.
I would also reiterate that although this hearing has focused on
the problem of abusive nursing home employees, I do not want anyone walking away from here today believing that all nursing home
employees abuse their patients. This sort of intolerance that Dr.
Reichard expresses is just emblematic of that, and hopefully characteristic of a vast majority of nursing homes, but I happen to believe that a majority of nursing home aides are honest, hardworking individuals who provide the day-to-day care that is so essential to millions of older Americans. It is also a difficult and
thankless job, and they are to be commended for it. I hope we have
adequately expressed that through Ms. Putnam's work and contribution.
I believe today's hearing provides an important first step in understanding what can be done to prevent criminals from working
in nursing homes. So, I want you to know, as chairman of this committee, the Aging Committee, I will continue to work to protect our
most vulnerable citizens, and I look forward to working with my
colleague, Senator Kohl, along that line as well.
Do you have something you want to say in closing, Senator Kohl.
Senator KOHL. Well, thank you, Senator Grassley, for convening
this hearing and for this fine panel and the one that preceded it.
I have the strong feeling that this bill, while it is certainly not a
panacea and does not cure every ill, but if we can get it passed,
it will go some considerable distance in reducing the number of
eople who are being hired with abusive backgrounds or criminal
backgrounds. It will not go down to zero, but it will reduce that
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number by a considerable amount, and that is the purpose of this
bill, and I have been encouraged by this hearing and listening to
people who are involved in the industry that, in fact, this is something that is worth pursuing.
And so, I am very much appreciative of your attendance here
today, and I think it has been a great hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you; meeting adjourned; thank you for everybody coming, including the public that was here as audience.
[Whereupon, at 3:32 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OBJECflVES
The objectives of our review were to assess the effectiveness of the procedures established to
identify, investigate and resolve reports of elder abuse in Illinois long-tem ce (LTC) facilities
and to evaluate the accurady and completeness of the ertified nurse aide (CNA) registry. We
also deteemined whether LTC facilities employed alleged abuser who bad undisclosed criminal
backgrounds which would have been identified If the Illinois Helth Care Woekees Backgroumd
Caeck Act (HCWBC Act) had been implemented sooner.
FINDINGS
The Illinois Department on Aging (IDOA) and the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH)
share responsibility for the identification, investigation and resolution of elder abuse in LTC
facilities. although IDPH has primary responsibility. Our audit determined that some alleged
abuses reported by the LTC facilities were not fully developed or investigated by IDPH. While
employees in 13 ofg8 alleged abuse cases in our sample were terminated from employment or
disciplined, the IDPH did not determine whether the alleged abuses actally occurred. Although.
the actions taken by the LTC facilities and the reports of alleged abuse provide some indications
that an abusive situation may have occurred, IPH did not perform additional on-site
investigative procedures or initiate other evidence gathering procedures to substantiate the abuse

We found that IDPH was adequately maininng the CNA gistry for substantiated cases of
buse and that the registry was avsilable to the LTC facilities to smeen candidates during their
hiring process. Only one instance of substantiated abuse and one instance of abuse conviction
were not recorded on the CNA registry. We attribute these minor omissions to an administrative
oversight. We did find, however that background checks without disqualifying cdminal
histories were not recorded on the CNA registty in a timely manner. We also found that musing
homes terminated 10 CNAs they suspected committed elder abuse. However, bemuse IMPH did
not perform an investigation to substantiate whether an abuse occurred and should be posted to
the registry, these individuals were free to seek employment at other LTC fscilities or allowed to
continue their employment which could place residents at risk. The registry can be a valuable
resource by providing accurate and comprehensive information which could be used by the LTC
facilities in their hiring process. Therefore, we believe that the positive background check
information, as well as terminations for alleged abuse which was substantiated should be posted
to the registry.
Finally, the benefit from implementing the Illinois background check law is evident from tbe
reults of our review during the period prior to HCWBC Act enactm. We noted 15 CNAs and
two nori-CNA employees with disqualifying ciminal backgrounds who were worlng at LTC
facilities but would have been identified and likely excluded had the Act been in place and nonCNA employees had been subjected to the Act. Al 17 of these employees were later involved in
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hs
facilities.
tde oer
ltion.
non-Ol

aelongerplcyed by LTC
of alleged elderabuse FoUteen ofthes C
Sevenofthe CAM were teemnaed aresultof substaniatedfindin ofause, and
sbseq t to tbe abuse
aev were dismissed by tbe LTC facility or rsie
e to a non-direct resident ces position. The two
Te rmaining CA was tremployees wue tenninsted by the facility due to eider she

While te above employes we breda bdef the efetive date of the HCWBC At, it does
eefforts
.T
demonstrate the positive e t at hreld frm the States initiae in this
drould mitit e nmerm offimu abuses by not hiring prospective employees who have
criminal conaicliom Howe, the HCWBC Act limits LTC falities to the use of
disqualify
Mineis State Poie (S crimnal conviction data for their background chek The HCWBC
Act does nOt provide for the use of ISP est data nor does it audtheim the use of other Staes' or
national datbse Tberfore, we believe the provisions of the HCWBC Act ould be
aqanded to allow use of oter dat basesand ISP art and final disposition information.

RECOMMENDATIONS
We ae recommending that IDPH moreftilly develop incident repoets involving disciplinary
action by the facility. We are also recommending that IDPH update the CNA registry to incude
of substantiated abuse or abuse convictios and timely posting of bac ound
all ins
ceck withoue disqulifying crimes. I addition. We ae recommending tt te provisions of
de Illinois Nursing Home Care Act (INHC Act) be expanded to require registryposting ofOCA
ged abuse which was ubsta td Finally.
terminos mde by LTC filities based on
we ar recommending that the HCWBC Act be expanded to allow the LTC cidlites to use
expand the scpe of the Naground che to include all LTC
additionaicriminal dat be
staff not just direct cre sta and use ISP aet data along with final disposition informton

Ins written response dated April 3, 199,8 the IDPH officials generally agreed with our findings
andrommendations. However,theystatedthatstaffandresourceconsiderationswould limit
the extent they could implement some of our recommendations. Our recommendations and the
IDPH's comments to our draft report we included as Attachment C to this report Andwe
summarized after each finding and recommendation in the report
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INTRODUCTlON
BACKGROUND
Under the Older Americans Ac, te Sttes e lloued funds to establish long-er care
mnmbuduan programs and to develop propams for the prevention of elder abuse, neglect and
esploitsu

Specifically, the States were required to establish medhanismn to identify,

investigate arid resolve eanplais of allge abuse _ivnvlving the elderly in LTC facilities. The
IDPH and the D)OA are both sonsble for the Idetlffmitio investigation and resolution of
Tbe IDPH has the primary respon bility for the InvestigatIon and solution
alleged elder
IDOA Isresponsible for
of alleged abuse cases which we received from vious aourbes. Mme
administeing the Long-Term Care Ombudsman progran and coordinating the efforts ofits
limited number of employees and local volunteers to identify elder abuse in local LTC facilities.
Under the Illinois statute, entitled -lheAbused mad Neglected Long Term Care Facility
Residents Reporting Acte (Act), the IDPH:
..shill upon r tciving reports mande under this Act. seek to protect rcssdens and
prewntfiotherhann to the resident who wes the subject ofthe report....

The Act requires that LTC facility administrars, any physician, hospital social worker, and
field peronnel of the IDPH and Illinois Department of Public Aid must report suspected abuse to
the IDPH In addition any person who has reasonable cause to suspect abuse or neglect may
report it to IDPH The IDPH is required to initiate an investaon of all reports of alleged elder
abuse, oral or written, and to keep a continuing record of al reports including the final
detaminadon of the investigaon and the find disposition of al reports of allegedabuse. IDPH
must refer severe cases of abuse, as well as, complaints and potential criminal conduct to the ISP.
The IDOAs ombudsman program, receives reports ofalleged abuse from several sources
including the facility, residents, family members and other concerned individuals Under State
law, ombudsmen are required to report a complaint or an investigation showing suspected abuse
or neglect of a facility resident to MDPH for further development and investigation.
The IDPH categories reports of alleged abuse as complaints or incident repors Complaints are
received from concerned parties, including the ombudsman program, either in writing or through
telephone calls to the toll-free hotline. and are recorded in the central complaint registry.
_ oetgatkos we performed to determine if abuse occurred. The IDPH receives incident repors
from LTC faciles that provide the written perspective of their internal investigations of alleged
abuse. These reportsare manually recorded on the incident report log.
During the course of resolving reports of dabse IDPH determines whether the allegations ae
warranted. For the incident reports received from the LTC facility, MDPH either reies upon the
faility's written reports, requests additional information, or conducts its own investigation. If
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onofoperty occurred, they must
tapprpr
IDPH determnes that CNA abus_ neglectr
notify the mployee, the ^cllt ad the m e aide registry. TMe is given an oppotimtyso
eontest the finding ma heating before an administrative lawjudge orto suimit a written
a not contestd the MPH
respome Inlieu of thelhear in Afterthelhearingor whenfindi
on the nuse aide registry. Although the IDPH cm%after
d find
will -t the

notiying the aide, remove th aide from th registry, a a liractical mate it is not unrelly done.
Rath, the annotation in elt Invalidates th CNA's oetifLcation. Since the INHC-Adt
te findings of abuse aprecludes
rqr tt IDPH * tanQ4A registry with bst
LTC fcilities fro employing CN without first chcking the registry. removal from the
rgisyadverly affestemiployability The regtry provearcayrefereeto an
applicant ceetificaton, and isquafyn mubstanistedabuse or crminal oonvictions.
Allegain of abuse involving licensed physiciana and licensed registered and practical n--sm
are maintained separately and are handiled by the Illinois Department of Professional Regulation
(DPR).
In JulyI1995, the Illinois State Legislature passed the HCWBC Act, which required that all nonlicensed persons seeking employment in direct care position in LTC facilities after January 1,

1996, have a criminal background check Tbe Act did not include those licensed under the DPR.
ie, doctors, nurses, chiropractors and those licensed by IDPH such as emergency medica
technicias. The Act provides that individuals, expeted to have direct contact with facility
residents, may not be hired ifthey have certain criminal convictions. Convictions that would
disqualify a person from working in a LTC facility include murder, tbeft, serual assault and
criminal neglect of an elderly or disabled resident By January 1, 1997. all current employees in
direct care positions, except thos licensed by ither DPR or IDPH must have a criminal

background check initiated on their behalf by the employing facility, In Illinois, e

m

1which contain only in-state convictions. Tbe results ofthe
the ISP records
conducted agit
background chiecs, whether positive or negative, must be recorded on the CNA registry Should
the CNA seek employment elsewhee, the background checks ar valid for one year Tbereafter,
a new background chejek is requird.

SCOPE OF AUDIT
Our review was conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
The objectives of this review were to: (I) _ess the effectiveness of the procedures established
to eoeive, coordinate, investigate and resolve reporta of eder abuse in illinois LiT facilities,
(ii) evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the CNA registry to include substantiated findings
of abuse and results of bkgound checks, and (iii) determine whether alleged abusers with

undisclosed criminal backgrounds were employed in LTC facilities prior to the Illinois HCWBC
Act being implemented.

To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed applicable Federal and State laws and regulations
and the IDPH and IDOA policies and procedures related to elder abuse We also reviewed
2
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for criminal background checks related to employees ofLTC
Federal and State reaqizem
facilities for deelddly. We did not evaluate cider uiruse ulleatios resolved by the DPR.
We identified auniverse ttaling l90 abuse reportsduring thc priodJuly 1,1994 th1ugh
rene30,1996. Tese abu reports originotdfimavarietyofsourcsincldingtertesiden,
relatives, phone calls or lett by concerned individuals, ind the Lit facilities. Our universe
which were not related to elder
Included - involving develo entally diabl p
abuse We were unable to segrepte and exclude tbese cmes fiom our univers The established
universe consisted of 715 IDPH complaint 1.102 IDPH incident reports, and 163 IOA cas
not referred to IDPH. The nontrferod category included cases peviously reported to IDPH by.
sItuatIons, and withdrawn cses.
the LTC facility, resident-oa-raident ab
We selected a random sample of 160 of the 1,980 abuse reports. Our sample included 86
incident reports 64 complaints. and 10 IDOA ton-referrals. Ofthe 160 abuse reports 36 were
developmentally disabled cses, which were not included in the scope of the audit For the
remaining 124 abuse repots, we examined data developed by IDOA or IDPH to resolve the
cues. We also determined whether the CNA registry was accurate and complete, in that it
contained rsustantated abuse findings convictiona ofabuse, and background check results.
Out of the 124 abuse reports. 36 related to resident-on-resident abuse and not employee abuse of
residents. These reports were excluded ftom our scope of review. For the remaining 88 abuse
reports, we established whether the person involved in the buse was employed by a LTC facility
and bad undiselosedcrminal history. We rvewed comprehsve pofles of crim
background maintained in the Federal Bueau of Inveigation's(FBI) National Crime
(NCIC) system and the ISP criminal data base for each of the alleged
Information
abusers. For background chcks that did not contain diposition information concening criminal
arests, we obtained disposition information from county clerk of circut court offices to
the arrest resulted in conviction or acquittal.
determine wbe
The audit covered the period July 1,.1994 through December 31,1996. The field work was
performed between January 1997 through November 1997 at te IDPH and IDOA central offices
in Springfield and at the Cook County Clerk of Circuit Court Office in Chicago.

RESULTS OF AUDIT
Our audit showed that the State's procedures used to investigateand resolve instances of elder
abuse were generally effective. ThC IDOA Long Term Care Ombudsmn program performed its
role by ensuring that complaints ofelder Abuse were directed to MDPH for resolution The IDPH
ged edr buse and gnally m;tined
adequay esolved most of the repoted cases of
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&erge and complete
qirem

ofthe w

NA registy. We also found that IDOA anoIDP generally net the
of the Ste of Illinois and the Fednl regulations.

We did find, however, tat 13 of incident eport of elder abuse by CNAs, who were
disciplined or terminated frxm employment by dhe faidlities, were not fully dneboped and
resolved independently by IDPH. Since terminations based on alleged abuse were not
substantiated, the registry was not updated for a completee coyer refracice. Although
background chock with disqualilying convictions were entee on the registry in a timely
manner, those baekgmund checks that had no disqualifying convictions were entered a time
permitted. Weals found that the bacWound checks, a specified by p
State law, included
only CNAs mnd employeta in direct cea positosns excluded thoe persons licensed under DPR
dIDPH ano
w
ere d to convictiinfostion in the ISP rec
We we recommending that IDPH more fiuly develop incident reports involving disciplinary
action by the facility. We am also recommending that IDPH update the CNA regimty to incude
all instan of substantiated abuse or abuse convictions nodtmely posting of positive fidings
from background checks. In addition, we we recommending that the provisions oftheINHC Act
be expanded to rquire a registry posting for CNA termnations made by LTC facilities based on
alleged abuse which were substantiated. Finally, we as recomending that the HCWBC Act be
expanded to allow the LTC facilities to use additional criminal data baseexpad the scope of
the background diecks to include all LTC stfA notjust direct cre tafl and use ISP arest data
along with final disposition infornation. Detal ofour review ar presonted in the following
paras

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION OF REPORIT OF AUEGED ABUSE
Although IDPH adequately resolved complaints of elder abuse received though direct COtacts
orhotline refenrals, its procedures for investigating and resolving incident reperts, received from
LTC faclities, could be more effectve in protecting residents frcm abuse if tbhse cmes were
fully developed and resolved. We found 13 outof S
cases alleging physical or aexual abuse t
should have beenfurther investigated by IDPH. (See Appendix A.) These incident reporqs were
intermally investigated by the facilities and then forwarded to the IDPH for review. In its review
of these reports, the IDPH determined tht either the actions taken by the facilities were adeque
or the investigations by the facilites did not reveal sufficient evidence to proceed with a fonnal
complaint against the alleged perpenator. In other words, even though these repo
lleged
physical or seIual abuse and resulted in employee terminations ordisciplinuay actions by the
facilitis, IDPH reied pimaily on the reports;ped
by the fdlities without doing a onsite
investigation or ninting other evidence gathering procedures to determine whether the
allegations were significant enough to refer for criminal enforcement or entry on the abuse
ristry. Consequently, thee 13 CNAs can still be employed by LTC failiies. potentially
placing resadet at the risk of buse.

4
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The provissons of 42 CFR 4i.335 (a) (2), which ame incorporated into the IDPsSureyors
Gide for Complaint Ivestaon. state:

.'f there &reason to believe, either through oral or wrtten evidence that an
-

bhvidual sted by aoacillty to provie wsvcer to redents could how abused
or negleteda residnt the State mnut baelrgte t allegatlon.

Ofthe 13 employees named in the abuse reports, 10 were terminated by the facility but were not
based from subseqt employment at another facility. For the three other employees, the
au sferto another faility, probation, and aformal
faciltiies used administrative a
wamng, asdisciplinary measres. We believe dta these aco taken by the faclities for all 13
employees, along with the allegations in the reports, provide some indications that abuse ay
haw taken place. For exanple, one report saed that a CNA struck a resident on the face and
buttocks. Another report stated that a(NA threw a resident onto the bed. Although the two
CNAs Involved in these incidents were terminated, furher development was not initiated by
IDPH to establish that actual abuse had occurwed or did not occur. Although the IDPH did not
accept the facility's referral and termination or disciplinary actions as sufficient bases for
inclusion on the CNA registry, it did not have sufficient basis for dosing the cae and excluding
information from the CNA registry.
Since the terminated or disciplined employees were not charged with substantiated abuse and
hey remain employable totherLTC failities The other facility
tCAregist
entered on e,
would not have knwlede of apast hstoay of lleged abuse for these employees In our
opinion, these incident reports should have been more thoroughly investigated by U)PH If not
provided by the facility, further developnent could include information such as written
statements from witnesses, the resident's medical nd social recoeds, telephone interviews and
follow up with law enforcement officals. This information would provide additional support to
either proceed with more investigative work or close the case. On-site investigations should also
be considered when the results of additional development disclose inconsstenes between the
facility's report and the evidence gathered.
Recommendadon
We rcommend that IDPH more fuy develop incidents of alleged ab where the facilities
have taken disciplinary actions or terminated CNAs and post to the registry all substantiated
cM
IDPH Comments: The IDPH offidals agreed that facility disciplinaay action is one factor to
eensider in evaluating a cse, but they didn't believe that it should be the only factor to consider
in whether cses should be more fuly developed. They stated that they have dosed some cases
in which the facilities took disciplinary acion and, on the other hand, taken action against CNAs
action was not t-ken by the faclity. Tbey aso ted tht, because oftheir
wben diipay
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limited saa they must exercise some judgment as to which on-site investigations are likely to
result in actions taken aginst a CNA.
The IDPH officials agreed that improvements could be made to the handling of incident reports
One of the improvements which has been made is to refer all reports of employee termination for
abuse to the ISP for an independent investigation. In addition. they are evaluating other
Iroctsses to imprve, suh as, whether other evidence gatbering procedures cn be used
including conducting more onsite visits
OIG Response: We believe the proposed chges will enhance the investigation and resolution
of incident reports. However, we believe that these chntges will be effective only if IIPH
emphasizes the need for facilities to fully develop incident report ie, reports tat e aecurate
and complete and in sufficient detail so that the complaints can be resolved. While IDPH is
proposing to refer all cases of tesminations for abuse to the ISP for investigation, we believe that
because ofits workload ISP may not always have the resources to fuilly investigate these cues
We are also concerned that the ISP's efforts may be focused more on the criminal aspects instead
of on the overall aafety and well-being of the residents Therefore, IDPH needs to continue to
fuly develop these cases on its own. In addition, IDPH needs to follow up on its referrals to the
ISP for its resolution of the cases.
ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF CNA REGISTRY
Although the IDPH was adequately maintaining the CNA registry, some improvements emuld be
initiated to increase the usfilness of tbis registLy for employment scening puzposes. We noted
only one substantiated case of physical abuse and onea
cotnviction that were not recerdedon
the registry The IDPH officials confied that te omisions were inadvtent oversights In
addition, registry enhancements, such as more timely posting of positive background checks, iLe,
no confirmed disqualifying criminal history, would improve the quality of the CNA registry as an
employer reference tool. Th addition of terminations for
ated lleged abuses, discussed
in the previous section, would also improve the usefuilness ofthe registry. The registry can be a
valuable resource-by providing acrate and comprehensive information which could be used by
the LTC facilities in their hiring process However, to serve this purpose, we believe that, at a
minimum, the results of al background checks, including positive results, must be posted timely
and an indicator of prior termination of an employee for alleged abuse should be added to the
CNA registry, if substantiated. The IDPH officials stated that the INHC Act would need to be
amended to provide these enhancements to the registry.
The IDPH posted background checks with disqualifying convictions to the registry but delayed
posting background checks which did not have disqualifying convictions until time permitted.
Some of these backgroundchecks were not posted for up to nine months after the check was
completed. The IDPH officials advised that the volume of background checks, generated by
csmnpiance with the HCWBC Act, prevented the timely posting of positive background checks to
the CNA registry. We commend the IDPH for its initiatives and effort, even with limited sa
6
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ueeded to accuoplish this task in light of the volume of postings genad by the ACm Howver,
for the registry to be vluableas an employer refrece soum background check resulis need to
be posted tirely. State of Illinois 225 Compiled Statutes 46, Section 30 (b) ates:

-

The Depameant ofPublic Health shall not eeach hehh canr
ermployer bquiring as to the infonnatlon on the Statfe trfs aide
registry of the date ofthe mnv akid'J lowt UCU crimidlhistory
the records
record heck If Ithas been modian oneyear s
check the health cre employer mta itiate or hae Iniiatedon
history recordchec r the morw
his or her behaf a LCIA rm
aide pursu to dds ectio T hAh carc employer meat seda
copy ofthe residis ofthe record check to the Sate ntrse aid regsry
for an cnddl employed as a ntrse aid.

The timely posting of background results would not only be valuable in the hiring process for the
LTC facilities but would also provide a record that the required background check had been
completed. In addition, timely postings would provide a savings to the LTC facility in that the
costs of performing duplicative background ceks could be avoided. Therefore, the MPH should
make a concerted effort to post the results of all background checks to the registry in a timely
manner.
, would
n
Postung prior terminations based On alleged abuse, which were subsequently
provide potential employers with the opportunity to obtain additional information about
applicants' past employment history. In order to protect the ights of the applis IDPH should
use its bearings process to notify terminated employees that referral was made and that they
nwhich they
bave an opportunity to refine the alleged abuse These persona can provide evidene
believe could rebut their negative work histories.
The registry requirements provided in 42 CFR 483.156, establish the minimum information
which must be contained in the registry, ruch as, the individuals name, date individual became
eligible for certification, documentation of the State's investigation, date of hearing, if held. etc.
These e minimum requirements and the regulations do not prohibit the State from adding
additional information to the registry. Therefore, we believe that, for the registry to be effective
as an employer reference tool, the IDPH registry Should include information related to
terminations with substantiated abuse.

Recommendadons
We recommend that IDPH update its CNA registry to include all instances of substantited abuse
or abuse convictions nd a timdy posting of bagotnd checs witu diqlifying crmina
hiatubec
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cses terminations were made in retaliation for such thing a non activities. fiig a
Woren's Compensation claim or cooperating with IDPH during an investigation.

san alternative to adding this nfomstion to the registry, IDPH bdieves this issue can be better
brmato to prospective employers.
addressed by undati tht past employees provide thi
e thatthe registry should
*A O ofthe finding to e
OIG Response We have revisdthe
through the hewing
oatiated
abuse which were u
only ube pdated for those ems ofa
e In addition. we revised our origial recommendation to state tint those tenninato
resulting from alleged shme that was substantiated. should be posted to the registy.
We do not believe that IDPWs alteative solution. i, mrandaing previous employes to provide
work history to prospectve employeis aan acceptable aproah Applicants may not share pnor
with prospce epoys, esplly if the iant s a powork
employment ref
history. Futhermore, in fear oflwvuits we believe that previous employers will not aii
employment hitory with prospective employers. In thse intances where an employee was
terminated before developing an abuse ae, te may be inadequate documentation for IDPH to
reach a decision a to whether or not abuse occered. Rather than llowing thes ca to be
d d with no outcome, rue ofthe heaing process would bring these cases to a conclusion.
EMPLOYEES WITH UNDISCLOSED CRIMINAL BACKGROUNDS PRIOR TO
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HCWBC ACT
in orderto determine wer any of the aeged instances of abuse could have been prevented
bed the Ulinels law been in effeet prir to our audit period. we peedened background uecla oa
g dperpeaors of abse inoursample We requestedbackgroundheck throughteISP
evident
ad tbe FBrs NCICsysm. Tbe posve bet of pefoning backgroun chec
8
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t wh howed tht por to te llino' adpo of teir b gW nd ecklaw
fom our
bd disq fYing criminal convictiOUS (See APPetdix B) and 13
IS CN14 and 2 other employ
ofthese allegd abusers could hae been barrd fwnm employment. if the bacgound check law
fdtheeffece date
hr bedfe
seemuploye e
had bee ineffctpriortoiouraudit. Whil
of the Ilinos' Background Check law, it does demonstrate that Illinois' initiative in this ar
iould itige e _m er of fut abuses by ot hbiing prospective employe who hae
disqcluaingerimind convictiov
Ctaied Nus Assishaata. The background checks for 15 CNAs disclosed disqualifying
coevictlons as defined by the State law. The disqualifying convictions ranged us s rity fram
retUil deft to aggravated battery to attempted murder. Had IDPH or the LTC fcilily been ware
ofthesedisqualifying criminal convictions. and bad the law been in effect. 12 CKAs associated
With 38 alleged abuse cae might not have been employed or renined employed after dislosure
ofthe disqudlfylng cnvieon, Mm remaining three instanes of ed abuse could not have
been precluded by background checks becuse the disqualifying convicos occurred o
with or subsu to the alleged abuse incident. Fourteen ofthe IS CNs are no longer
aniated
result of
empoyed by LTC facitie Seven of tbe As we teminate
finding of abuse, and the CNA registry was properly annated for consideration by future
employers. The remaining seven were dismissed by the facility or resigned subsequent to the
abus allegation. Should these CO seek future employment as diec care providers in LTC
filte the posting of bckground check results would provide infoinration to consider during
the employment screening prowess. One CNA. with a 1981 disqualifying conviaon, wa Stll
employed in October 1997. The fdcility had not requested a backgound check for this individuaL
However, during the course ofour audit. a background check was perfonred and posted to the
registry in December 1997. Tis individual was trarred to a non-direct care position in
Januy 199S.
Non-CKA Employees. Two nonnCNA employees not involved in direct cae, were accused of
elder abuse One of tbe employees was terminated by the facility. A background check showed
dha this employee had a disqualifying aggravated criminal sexual abuse convictio For the other
employee, IDPH substantiaed the abuse allegation and sanctioned the facility, and the facility
terminated the employee. Thi employee was convicted of thee disqualifying crimes, including
aggravated criminal sexual assault
Because the backgound check law is limited to direct care employees and excludes employees
licensed under DPR and IDPL. neither of these convicted felons would be subjected to a routine
background check. As a result, they would not be subiected to possible termination fron the
current facility or bared fom seeking employment at another LTC facility.
We believe that consideration should be given to expanding the provisions of the HCWBC Act to
include checks for all LTC employees. We noted that a task forme also recommended expanding
die background check to additional employees Th At requlred that task foree be established
for changes to te Act. The task foree issued its flnl report in
to make
9.
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Deember 1997. One ofthe isu the ak force addressed was whether addial employees
should have criminal history backgroind checks. The tk force's report saed that, the k
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The task force recommended ta the applicaility be expanded to include all individuals who
provide direct cae and re retained or employed by a health care employer.
Additional Screening Sources. The ISP background check information obtained by the LTC
facilities did not disclose all disqualifying convictions. However, our we of the NCIC for
background checks disclosed that one employee had a disqualifying conviction in 1981, or five
years prior to being employed. At the time of our audit fieldwork, this conviction was not
identified in the ISP records. Since Illinois law requires the LTC facilities to use ISP criminal
conviction data for background checks, information related to the stado ofIllinois rrests or
criminal convictions from outside ofIllno is not available A significant portion of minois'
population is located along neighboring State lines. The CNAs living in these reas could have
out-of-state convictions that would disqualify them frmn employment. In addition. individuals
relocating to Illinois could have disqualifying convictions elsewhere in the country. Therefore,
the provisions of the HCWBC Act should be expanded to allow LTC facilities access to a more
comprehensive data base of arrests and criminal convictions and to develop the court disposition
of arrests.
The task force also addressed the issue of requiring fingerprint-based criminal history records and
FBI checks. It recommended that FBI checks be required for a certain category of employee. For
example, FBI checks should be required for all individuals who awe riot Illinois residents or have
not been an Illinois resident for a specific period of time, e.g., 24 months, three years. The report
went on to state that.
While this procedurewould alterthe currentprocess, the FBIbackground
check would provide Information on seriousconvictions In other states that
wod nowt
be known foonry an Illinois criminalhistory were available In addition to the FBI data, other data bases, su
could be used.

aasState pol
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Although most of the backpound information that we requested from ISP contained both aest
-a. cenviton informe fne ofthe 88 cae showed r databut fial dispositionofthe
cases. Arest dispomticuweuld be needed to detrmine if ay resulted inadisqualibtog

t
for
cenviction. Weconttdth ountyceris ofcircuirtoffietoobafial _di
offense Te lastase
of disqualf
reulted mnconie
thiese es. Fourofthe fivec
n convicti. The lSP daa base does not always contain the finl
resulted ina non-duli
disposition of aest da. State law only requie that conviction inftmation on the ISP dat base
be disclosed to LTC facilides. Since the Illinois law does not require the disclosure or the
dcvelopsent ofthe disposition of arest Information, the four disqualifying convictions would not
bcve bo available on the backpound checks reteived by the LTC faclities These examples rethe need to expand the provisions ofthe HCWBC AcL
enpb
Recommendadons
We rcemendthat the Task Force consider expanding the provision of the HCWBC Act
(1) require backgundchecks for all LTCr

ot just the direct health care

providers,

(ii) inlude the use of nadonal criminal d

bases and neighbon State da base,

and

data supplemented by finl disposition

(di) autborim the fcilides access to
data from the c tilt cours.

IPH Comments to Reaommendation (1): In their response, IDPH officials stated that an
argunent could be made for requiring backgroumd chefks for all staf On the othershnd, they
exprsd concern about the Increased costs Involved for the additional staff. The IDPH agreed
that this is an issue that deserves further study and will refer it to the Chairman of the Health Care
Worker Task Force for its consideration.
OIG Response We believe that the background checka should bo expanded to include all LTC
staffand that the issue of increased costs should be balanced against the need to ensure the safety
of resident

IIPH Comments to Recommendation (U): The IDPH officials stated that the auditors had
idernified a serious weakness inthe HCWBC Act and that the issue would be referred to the Task
Force for further udy They areed that there should be some method for employers to check
for out-of-state convictions. They also sated that while the Health Cae Worker Task Force
recommended that the Act be amended to rquire such checks for relatively new residents. it also
recognidtht there may be problems with cost and availability ofthe federal checksin umal
_esa.Some contcns were also reised about the possibility that State law could authorize that
FBI chcks could be ent directly to the employer and about the accurty ofthe FBI cbecks.
II1
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APPENDIX A
INCIDENT REPORTS
NOT PROCESSED AS COMPLAINTS BY IDPH
ewdcrlnflo

Employee Outeome

Scmnle

Atiqlean

I

CNA -tapped resident an leg

Terminated

2

CNA put hand over resident's mouth

Tenminalted

4

CNA sruck resident in the chest

Employee tmskffed

11

0Q.A inappropriately trensferred resident
to bed

Terminated

30

CNA slapped resident on forearm

Terminated

35

CNA slapped resident on fce and buttocks

Terminated

55

CNA pushed resident

Terminated

66

CNA threw resident onto the bed

Terminated

72

0NA grabbed resident's wrist and yanked
her out of chair

Employee counseled and given
extended probation

76

CRA tapped resident on chest

Employ-e temporarily suspended
and given written warning

79

CNA bent resident's finger backwards

Terminated

81

CNA slapped resident

Terminated

86

CNA kissed and fondled resident

Terminated
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SCHEDULE OF ALLEGED ABUSERS WITH DISQUALIFYING
CONVICTIONS PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION OF HCWBC ACT
SAMPLE
_

DA21

10

AGGRAVATED CRIMINAL SEXUAL ABUSE

01/5

14

FELONY THEFT
BATTERY

076
09i95

I5

RETAILTHEFTMISDEIEANOR
RETAIL THEFT-FELNt

05/4
07196

17

THEFT- MERCHANDISE

1076

19

ARMED ROBBERY
ARMED ROBBERY
BURGLARY

05W5
1149
03/94

25

DOMESTIC BATTERY
AGGRAVATED BATTERY OF SENIOR CITIZEN

12194
0946

27

THEFT - UNAUTHORIZED CONTROL

0542

28

UNLAWFUL USE OF WEAPON

01/90

40

RETAIL THEFT

46

THEFT FROM PERSON

0343

48

THEFT

01/96

55

NHEFT

-

0196

0743

903'

THEFT

0944

90b

BATTERY
BATTERY
CRIMINAL POSSESSION MARIUANA
CRIMINAL POSSESSION WEAPON
ATTEMPTED MURDER

11/31
04178
03431
01/82
1241

102

THEFT

04497

105

THEFT

0645

AGGRAVATED CRIMIDAL SEXUAL ASSAULT
AGGRAVATED CRIMINAL SEXUAL ASSAULT
OF THE HANDICAPPED
AGGRAVATED BATTERY OF SENIOR CTZEN

03/97

158

Employees oher thamCKAs

0347
0347
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April 3 199S

Mr. Ross A. Anderson. Audit Manager

DHHS/O1GfOfOce of Audit Services
105 West Adams 23rd Floor
Chicago. IHinois 60603

Dear Mr. Anderson:
Encosed aedie Minois Department of Public Hehh's comments to your moat draft
repot eitded -Review of Eder Abuse Identification. nvesigation and Resohltion Procedue for
MoilnLogTenm Cae Fatifie' We aeae the tume and efort devoted by you and your sff
many oftiem into ths most recent
toward considering our pevios comments and incorp
drak

Please oonot hesitate to contact our staff should you have any questions regarding our
commuen.
Sine

.

John R LuApiin. M.D.
Director of Public Health
Enclosure

52-192 99-S
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Wile
IDPH
does not condwat omite investigations i
po
to most incident reportsit iswrong
to ugee that IDPH does not make an independent determination as to whether abuse occurred
Uased on those reports. As desaibed by the auditors, IDPH review eac report to determine
whdw to jriditem actlon agaiest the CA., seek additional infoirmation ftc. die faclity, conduct
macnoteinvestition or dose de cam IDPH ha removed approximately ISo abusive aides Acm
the woebfcue
yea fr 6c six years It has be us t pres While IDPH age that
ficifity diseiplinuy action is on for to consider inevaluating a casm IDPH has found that mich
ctdo does not necessarily mrit the we gien to It by die uditors Consequently. IPH does
dose soe cases wthout t4at action aiatte
doCAecm though the facility hs taken
disciplinary action Conversely MPH nitiaes aco
ap t CN s in ca in whicthere bas
bee no disciplinary action takbe
the aility. c when the facility vgous objects to mAcd
action being taken by IDPH

liven IDPH's limited Sai the volume ofomplaints which IDPH is required to investigate onsite
arid the voumie of Incident reports alleging abuse. IDPH must aexrdse sorme udgment as to whic
onsiteirnviggtim of incident reports
likely to reult in cases that can be sucoesfully brough
spinst a NA. IDPH wod note dt when an inciden report is reived from a faili, there is ke
of concern about facility onipliance than when a compblit is received because the faciliy repor
ta to iite
d the aly is ddressigth
bln In additi may of these reportsinove
sirgle hicidents with faw witnesse so it is questionableasto how nuch more inforaon could be
pined though an onaite inestgaion beyond the wilnesses' written statements, or deaciptions
dieeoC whc ae indided with the incident reports. There is little basis forassuin that fcilities
would not beforcoing in hese repor, since the reports cited by tde audito are ones in wich
the fclity reported tha they took disciplinary action baed on the gd ause at their fciity.
Nctwithimandn edbove, IDMPH agres t Improvements can be made to its process for handling
these rporq. One ruch Inprovement has already been made in tht all reports indicating an
enmloye waten aed for abuse being roferr to die llinoi State Police so they canmake
an independent judgment whther to inv
te for crmninl violations. IDPH maitisa dos
woici
np with the State Police, and curendy funds an IDPH cun to work there on a fuDltine ais. In addition to is iprovement. IDPH is lokn into improving its evaluation process
for incident reports, icuding; whether other evidence grtheing procedures can be used irchai
c
-om onsite investiptin

-
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IDPH awe. with ti rewoernndation hwever. IDPH would empblasie that the balog of
bacgound chicks witbout d
_squalifn
convctions had no inpact on de fhty of patients
residents or dients. Tis bacidog remitted fA the boe volume of backrund d k that came
with dth'
hI
i n of this relative new law. MPH has now caught tp with dte bakog, and
the. posting of all backgound dcek should proceed in s timely manner.
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The NHrC Act Should Be Amended So That Thoae Terminstionn And flicirinarv Act1s
Which Resulted From Afleged Abuse And The Tm
tion Reated To
These Actions Are Incuded Tn The RegstOy

IDPH agrees dhal a past termination or disciplinary action resulting from alleged abuse is one factor
fGit a prospective employer should be able to consider in making a hiring decision. IDPH also
recognizes that past employers will often not provide this information due to fear of violating certain
state and/or federal disclosure laws (eg.. Fair Cred;t Reporting Act) and possible lawsuits from
fanner employees. However. IDPH does have concerns about adding this information to the nurse
aide registry.
Based on its experience and discussions with facility representatives. MPH does not believe that a
facility's decision to temunate an employee based on allegations of abuse is a reliable indicator that
abuse occurred. It appears that a number of facilities terminate the alleged abuser regardless of the
evidence because it is the facility's belief that termination must occur in order for the facility to
protect itself At times, this occurs without the facility having even discussed the allegation with the
accused. Moreover, based on its experience and discussions with advocacy groups. IDPH believes
that there are some instances in which these terminations are actually in retaliation for such things as
union activity, filing a Workmen's Compensation claim, reporting abuse, or cooperating with IDPH
in an investigation MDPH is concerned that placing these terminations on a state-operated registry
may cause the allegations to be given a level of credibility which may not exist, and employers may
be afiaid to hire simply because the state is involved in making a recording.
IMPH agrees that any law requiring that disciplinaty actions arising from allegations of abuse be
recorded on the regstry would have to include some form ofdue process. IDPH dso recognizes that
such due process should alleviate concerns over whether there wss any basis for the disciplinary
action. However, this would in essence require MOPH to pursue all terminations in the same manner
that it pursues cases in which it has determined that sufficient evidence exists to take action against
the CNA. IDPH believes that a better use of its limited resources is to evaluate each case
individually. taking into account facility disciplinary action as just one actor in deciding whether a
case merits further action.
The auditors hove raised a very significant point regarding the absence of information for prospective
employers. However, rather than adding this information to the registry, IDPH beves this can be
better addressed by mandating that past employers provide this infoamation to prospective employers.
Any such change in the law could include protections for good-faith reporting. IDPH will refer this
issue to the Chairman of the Health Care Worker Task Force for further study.
The HCWRC Act Should Re EEmanded To Require RAdkrmlmd Checks For All
LonL-Term Care Staff Not lust The Direct Health Care Providers

The issue of whether the Act should be expanded to non-direct care workers was debted at some
length by the Health Care Worker Task Force which was appointed to study the HCWBC Act.
Clearly, an argument can be made that the law should cover all workers with direct access to patients.
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residents or cients, and not Just to direct care workers. On the other hand. questions were raised a
to whether emanding the law would bejustfied given the substantia increase in costa that would
result and the hardship on low income employees who would be put out of work during the waiver
process. In considering these Adis it should be noted that the HCWBC Act covers other health care
employers in addition to long-term care fcilities. induding hospitals.
MDPH agrees that this is an issue that deserves fwuther study, and will refer it to the Chairman of the
Health Care Worker Task Force for further study.
The HCWBr Act Should He
To rndude T1hIe e Of
Criminal Data Base And Neighboring State Data Ranes

IDPH agrees that there should be some method for employers to check for out-of-state convictions
partioulauly given the number ofemployees who come frnm other tates to work in Illinois. However.
while the Health Care Worker Task Force did recommend amending the Act to require such checks
for relatively new Illinois residents, the Task Force also recognized that there may be problems with
cost and availability of the federal checks in nural areas. In addition, it may not be possible to
authorize through state law that FBI checks be sent directly to employers and concerns were raised
about the accuracy of the FBI checks.
Clearly the auditors have identified a significant weakness in the HCWBC AcL IDPH will refer this
issue to the Chairman of the Health Care Worker Task Force for further study as to whether it is
financially and technologically feasible to implement the auditors' recommendations.
The HCWMC Act Should Re Fxpsnded To Authorize The Facites Access To Arrent Data
Supplemented By Final Disposion Data Fmm The Circuit Courts

Under current law, neither IDPH nor facilities are privy to the arrest information that was reviewed
by the auditors While IDPH agrees that following this recommendation would help alert employers
to some convictions that have not yet reached the ISP data base, IDPH believes that they may be
valid reasons why arrest information is not currently ailable Specifically. MDPH believes there are
concerns that information on arrests that did not result in convictions might be wrongly used by
employers, and that such wrongful use would have s disproportional impact on minorities.
IDPH will refer this issue to the Chairman of the Health Care Worker Task Force for further study.
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Building an the resl of our sudit inmaylad and contidering the interest exrsod by
the United Sta Senate Special Commtee an Aging, we expanded coveage to other
States. Accordingly, we audited the State of Illois visited 52 mnrsing home in 6 Stat
and performed c
aupplenetal urvey work inall the Stat. Our observations were
generally limited to mus sides woeig in musing homes However, trubgh interviews
and suve we obtained infinmation relative to other bhea cae professionals. In all
likeliod, messus needing improvant applicable to muse sdes could be considered for
applitatian to otherbht practitioners in long tam cmefacilities.
Tbere w et diversity in the wey Stateystematically identify. report, and inv gate
uspected abuse. We alao found that background chek wer usually limied to State
records and too fiqtty individuals with aiminal histries were not recorded in State
central registries for on in screening peoqpective amployees. We believe tht greater
inmance can be gmn to the protection of WIl and dqsaslent elderly if national
background checks were implemented and if padnent da frn States we provided to the
Admmiiostian on Aging to belp tm direct attention and miatance inpreventing eldody
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abuse. In considering a Federal requirement for criminal background checks. there are
important factors to take into account, such as: use of State and/or the Federal Bureau of
Investigation criminal informnation system or State registries; use of fingerprinting to ensure
accuracy of identity types of facilities andstaff to be covered; whether periodic checks of
employed staff are necessary given the indicated high turnover rates; who pays for the
checks; and whether specific crimes should exclude a person from employment after
considering such factors as rehabilitation and the nature and frequency of crimes.
We recommended that the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and the
Admninistration on Aging (AOA) work with the States to improve the safety of long term care
residents and to strengthen safeguards gainst the employment of abusive workers by elder
care facilities. The HCFA should consider establishing Federal requirements and criteria for
perfoiming criminal background checks. Also, HCFA should consider assisting in the
development of a national abuse registry and expanding the current State registries to
include all workers who have abused or neglected residents or misappropriated their
property in facilities that receive Federal reimbursement The Office of Inspector General
(OIG) suggested that legislation be enacted to allow the national abuse registry to be
included in an expanded version of the current Healthcare Integrity Protection Data Bank,
which the OIG has developed as required by the Health Insurnce Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996.
In response to our draft report, HCFA and AOA generally agreed with our findings and
recommendations and discussed their intended action.
We would appreciate your commenta and the status of any action taken or contemplated on
our recommendations within the next 60 days. If you have any questions, please contact me
or have your staff contact John A. Ferris, Assistant Inspector General for Administrations of
Children, Family, and Aging Audits, at (202) 619-1175.
To facilitate identification, please refer to Common Identification Number A-12-97-00003 in
all correspondence relating to this report.
Attachment
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We found that the States we surveyed used a patchwork ofmeasures to identify persons posing a
possible threat of clder abuse to residents in nursing homes and other long term care facilities.
Attempts to minimize and prevent patient risk are diverse throughout the States. Without a
detailed study of their approaches, we cannot state with certainty what features, if any. appear to
be more effective in protecting frail and dependent elderly from abuse ad Could be considered
for adoption by the States. However, we can sow anecdotaDy which features seen to work
effectively for certain States.
From a review of records and through discussions withbing home official the
use of background checks for applicants, as well as on board stal is hepful in
rejecting and deterring applicants and terminating employed staff with histories of
abuse and crime. Many States do require background checks ad, in general they
believe it is the most reliable source for information to consider durflt the
employment process. Although statistics are not maintained number of nursing
home officials beieve that background c hes have reduced the instances of
abuse. lhis comes at an administrative cost which appears acceptable to nursing
homes.
Screening registries of Certified Nurse Aides (CHA) can also be an effective tool
in identifying known abusers, provided that information is updated timely with
instances of substntiated (validated allegations) abusive behavior from court and
investigative findings. We found that in one of the two States reviewed, the nurse
aide registry did not always record findings of abuse and convictions of ides who
committed elder abuse. State registry officials indicated that facilities are requied
to report alleged abuse and neglect in order to initiate an investigation to
aetammne if te alleg ns are subtiatd d ten record findings in the nurse
aide registry. AD registry officials sveyed also indicated that there is uo
systematic reporting to the nurse aide registry convictions or crimea committed
outside facilities. Such information could be obtained during background checks
and reported to the registry.
Use of the Office ofInspector General Bxclusion listing, wbich idartifl
individuals and businsses meluded from participation in etatin Department of
Health and Human Services' health care programs, em make enployment se
more effective. However, none of the nursing bomes surveyed in six Statea was
awae of this database or its availability on the interat. Thb oe, o
tnitie
for identifying potential risk were not folly realizay
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At the 8 Maryland nursing homes visited, SI employees, or 5 percent of the I.O0
employees according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation records, had been
convicted for a variety ofcimes-many involved serious offenses. The
employees included CNAs, as well as staff holding jobs not subject to background
checks
Also, based on our background check of 35 individuals who were convicted of
elder abuse in Maryland, 7 had prior convictions for other types of crimes,
including those against people.

*

In Illinois, which requires State criminal bcround checks, there were a siumlar
number of convictions. Illinois is the only Stste in our survey which requires
criminal background c
on current a well as prospective employees and
records the results on the CNA Regitry The State conducted approximately
21,000 criminal
and found 5 percent had disqualifing crimes. As a result
of the checks, eimployenr for 759 CNAc were inswicted to terminate their
employment and nother 216 CNAc were granted waivers to continue working.

In some measure, within our limited review, nursing home staffhaving a criminal history arc
being identified. Also, some registries re being flagged approprately for use by current and
prospective employers. However, there is no assurance that nursing home staffwho could place
elderly residents at risk are systematically identified and excluded from employment.
RECOMMENDATIONS

We are recommending that the Heath Care Financing Administration fHCFA) and the
Adininitraton on Aging work with the States to imprve the safety of long term care residents
and to rngthen safeguards against the employment of abusive workers by elder care facilities.
The HCFA should consider establishing Federl requirements and criteria for performing
criminal background checks. Also, HCFA should consider asn in the development of a
national abuse registry and expanding the current State regis
to include all workers who have
abused or neglected residents o misappropriated their property in facilities that receive Federal
reibursement. Th 00 suggests that legislatien be enacted to allow the uaonal abuse registry
to be included in an expanded vsion of the
etHerhe Inegity Protection Daa Bank,
which the 010 has devdoped as required by the Health Inurnce Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996. More Specific
are on pages II and 12 ofthis report.

In written res
the HCFA d AoA offical gely
agreed with our findgs and
*_CO iatiom MmThe
HCFA and AM commeb to ourdrft rapoct re incuded as
AnPetiofiei D &B and e summarized after ourc
_
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BACKGROUND
Under Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) regulations, residents of nursing homes
and other long term care (LTC) facilities, have the right to reside in a safe and seawe
environment and be free from abuse and neglect Title 42. Code of Federal Regulations 483.156
requires the States to establish and maintain a registry of nurse aides that includes information on
"any finding by the State survey agency of abuse, neglect, or misappropriation of property by the
individual" involving the elderly. This Code (483.13) also requires that the LTC facility:
"...must not employ individuals who have been found guilty by a court of law or have had a
finding entered into the State nurse aide registry concerning abuse, neglect, mistreatment of
residents or misappropriation of their property." The regulations also require that nursing
facilities "report any knowledge it has of actions taken by a court of law against an employee,
which would indicate unfitness for service as a nurse aide or other facility staff to the State nurse
aide registry or licensing authorities." The HCFA does not require registries for other health care
providers, such as registered nurses (RN), licensed practical nurses (UN), or medical
practitioners.
States are encouraged to conduct national background checks of job applicants by the National
Child Protection Act, as amended by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of
1994. However, there is no Federal requirement to conduct criminal background checks of
current or prospective employees of federally assisted LTC facilities or to maintain a registry for
staff other than CNAs who work in these facilities. The Federal Bureau of Investigation criminal
history record system (FBI system) may be accessed by States, under Public Law 92-544, if
authorized by State statute. This national system, which contains records of serious crimes, is
dependent on the voluntary reporting of crime data by State and Federal courts, prosecutors, and
aresting authorities.
There is a Federal requirement that States provide criminal information to the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS), Office ofInspector General's (01G) national database which
includes individuals who have been convicted of elder abuse and neglect by the States' Attorney
General (AG) offices. Using this information, the 010 publishes a monthly Exclusion List'
which is available on the Internet.
Also, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 authorized the OIG to
develop the Healthcare Integrity Protection Data Bank (HIPDB). The HIPDB is intended to
are
w ezclnded fiam partication indwe
Medice, Medicaid, Mauirnal and ald HeRaSosex Block
Grat, and Block Gan to Sat for Social Services Prop
Thee clusions am mandated
tion
1l28(X2) oftde Act (42 us.C 1320-a-7(aX2)), and are maddition to any sanction an indiidnalbyState
my
impose utbder
die ahory of State law.
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provide a "one stop shop" data base for public information on the imposition of health care
sanctions. It includes information about health care-reted criminal, civil, and administrative
final adverse actions taken against heath care providers, suppliers, nd practitioners.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Theobjectives ofour review were to determine whether all States: (I) maintained registries for
various health care workers and ifa selected number ofthose States were properly Identifying on
their registries individuals involved with elder abuse or other crimes; and (2) required
background checks of individuals working in LTC facilities and, if so, to deteinine thespecific
provisions as well as their assessment of results obtained from doing background checks. We
obtained applicable State laws for the 33 States that require criminal background checks. In a
few selected States, we tested the accuracy of the registries in recording (flagging) individuals
who were guilty of abuse to residents in nursing homes. We determined whether States
voluntarily used their Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) tp screof Medicaid
records for potential unreported elder abuse
In Maryland, we conducted criminal background checks of all employees at eight randomly
selected nursing homes receiving Medicare and/or Medicaid funds to determine if any of these
employees had a criminal record, particularly crimes against people. We also compared the
individuals convicted of elder abuse by the Maryland Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) with
those cited in the FBI system and in Maryland's registry to determine ifthat information was
properly recorded and to determine if individuals had prior convictions. In Illinois, we
conducted criminal background checks on a selected number of individuals who had a
substantiated finding of abuse to determine ifany bad a prior crdminalrord. These efforts
required the use of the FBI system and the Maryland and Illinois district court and circuit court
systems for information on arrests and dispositions. The Maryland and Illinois reviews were
done in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards
We contacted Federd Administration on Aging (AoA) and HCFA officials, various States'
Ombudsmen, Departments of Health, Licensing and Certification offices, Boards ofNursing,
Physicians Boards, SURS units and States' AG offices to obtain information and statistical data.
We interviewed 52 State nursing home officials in 6 Sta (Illinois,Indians Maryland,
Minnesota, Ohio and Virginia) who have been conducting background checks to identify their
procedures, practices, and experiences relating to these chcs. We also interviewed State
registry officials, in these six States, a well as, Michigan and Wisconsin. Our field work was
performed from July 1996 through January IM.
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ObservadoI
STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR

CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS
Although there a no Federal requirement for criminal background checks of persons employed or
seeking employment in nursing homes and other long term care factits 33 States require such
checks, either by law (31) or regulation (2). However, there are wide diversities in the States'
requhaments concering: fcilitbs and

personnel covered, systems used for the checkState or Federal records, use of fingerpnng,
tMes of crimes which disqualify employment.
factors for determining suitability for
employment, costs. and payments for the
crimnal background check. See Appendix A
for a summary of State requirements Four
States (Nebraska, Pennslai, Wisconsin and
West Virginia) have reacted laws whinch wil
becomeeffectivein1998. Seventeen States andRqs~,,.

STATE REQUIREMENTS
CRAWL RACIGaCdD CHECKS

ss

the District of Columbia do not require criminal
background checks for LTC facilities, although
four States have either attempted to pass such legislation or will attempt to in the future.

m

Where background checks are required, the coverage vares.
Not al facilities serving the elderly are included. A majority of
the States require background checks of CNAs seeking
empoyment, but do not include current employees or other
personnel, such as owners, nurses, dietitians, and
housekeeping staff. Most States do not inchlde staff currently employed, contractor staff,
or
volunteers.
Divsiies In Backgrond
Reck Requirnemets

The sources used for the criminal background checks also vary. State records are used by 24
States. Nine States have laws permitting the use of both State and FBI records, although two
of
these States do not, in practice, use FBI records. Officials from these States infonned us that
they
prefer to use their own State system because it provides a quicker response, is less costly, and
contains crimes and disposition data that are not in the FBI system
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There are 24 States that have specified crimes which, if convicted, would automatically
disqualify a person from employment, but the disqualifying crimes vary by State. Only a few
State laws identified factors to consider in determining suitability for employment when a person
has a disqualifying conviction such as the level, seriousness, and date of the crime, the
connection between the person's criminal conduct, duties of the position to be filled, and prison,
probation, rehabilitation, and employment history of the person since the crime was committed.
As a result, nursing home officials particularly in States without disqualification laws use their
own judgment in deciding whether to employ applicants with criminal records.
Costs ofa criminal background check depend upon the type of search that is requested and
whether or not fingerprinting is used in the search. Tbe costs ranged from "no charge" to as high
as S84 which included fingerprinting and a criminal background check using State and FBI
records. Payments for the criminal background check also varied among the 33 States-in most
States the employer pays, while employees pay in 4 States.
STATE REGISTRIES
We contacted 37 States to obtain information on the registries they maintain. Al 37 States
maintain registries for CNAs, LPNs, RNs, and medical practitioners, although the CNA
registry is the only one required by HCFA regulations. The CNA registries are mostly
maintained by State officials who issue certificates to approved applicants to practice,
whereas the other registries are maintained by respective Boards which issue licenses.
Based on our survey of registry officials, we were informed ofthe following information
about the registries:
V convictions for crimes committed outside of the LTC facilities, which are
reqdired to be reported to the CNA registry as well as other appropriate licensing
authorities, are not systematically reported to the registry.

V 94 percent do not initiate criminal background checks on applicants when they
apply for certification or licnsue.
V 29 percent do not require information of prior arrest or conviction on the renewal
application.
V 13 percent did not provide for a penalty for making false statments on the
certification or license application.
V 18 percent are published on the Internt.
The majority of the registry officials stated that when an abuse complaint is fild4 an
investigation is conducted independently ofthe court system, and substantiated allegations
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disqualifying conditions as specified in the Illinois State law, are not provided to the registry
or the facility to determine if the CNA is suitable for employment In Illinois, the
disqualifying crimes are: abusetneglect of an adult or child, arson, assault, kidnaping and
abduction, murder, and theft.
We sampled 88 closed cases of alleged abuse and found that the IDPH did not substantiate,
through an independent investigation, whether 13 of these allegations occurred, although
these employees were terminated from employment or had disciplinary actions imposed.
Accordingly, these 13 cases were not annotated on the CNA registry. These terminated and
disciplined CNAs were free to seek employment at other LTC facilities or allowed to
continue their employment, which could potentially place residents at further risk.
The benefit of implementing the Illinois criminal background check law is evident from the
result of our review. The law should mitigate the number of future abuses by not alowing
nursing homes to hire prospective employees who have disqualifying criminal convictions.
We noted 15 CNAs and 2 non-CNA employees with prior disqualifying criminal
backgrounds who were currently working at LTC facilities but would have been identfied
and excluded had the Illinois law been in place before their employment and had been
applicable to workers in addition to CNAs. Al 17 of these employees were later involved in
instances of alleged elder abuse. Fourteen of the 15 CNAs are no longer employed by LTC
facilities. Seven of the CNAs were terminated as a result of substantiated findings of abuse,
and the other seven were dismissed by the LTC facility or resigned subsequent to the abuse
allegation. The remaining CNA was transferred to a non-direct resident care position. The
two non-CNA employees (who, under current Illinois law, are not subject to a background
check) were terminated by the facility due to elder abuse.
Other Selected State Registries
We compared the names of individuals contained on the OIG Exclusion List in eight States
to the appropriate nurse aide, nurse, and medical practitioner registries and fonmd that, with
the exception of Maryland, they generally flagged convictions. Only a few cases were
omitted and some ofthose were due to an administrative oversight.
SELECTED STATE EXPERIENCES WITH
CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS
We selected six States that have been performing background cheeks using State records to
determine their experiences and opinions of the process, Based on our discussions with 52
nursing home and registry officials in these six Statee, they generally are in favor of
background checks (see Appendix B). While most of these background chewk laws
contained disqualifying crimes which would bar employment, some ofthe 52 officials said
they would automatically exclude everyone with a criminal conviction. The nursing home
officials view the background check as a deterrent, although not absolute, to incidents of
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ae annotated on the registry by the respective board. According to registry officials. their
investigations are done because it may take many months or several years before the court
renders a verdict.
The HCFA regulations require that each State's nurse aide registry
includes information on convictions for elder abuse and on findings
ofabuse, neglect, or misappropriation of property. The information
-must remain in the registry prmanently unless it was in error, the
individual was found not guilty in a court of law, or the individual
dies. in addition, nursing facilities must report to the State nurse aide registry or to licensing
authorities any knowledge they have of court actions against an employee that would
indicate unfitness for service as a nurse aide or other facility staff As explained below.
these requirements were not always followed.
Test of Nurse
Test of Nurse
Ad Registries

Maryland's Nurse Aide Registry
We reportedi that the State did not maintain an up-to-date and complete CNA registry to
record elder abuse committed by nurse aides of LTC facilities. In our review of 45 alleged
abuses, there were 7 cases in which an abuse to a nursing home resident occurred. In six of
the seven cases, the CNA was terminated, and in one case the aide was suspended for 3 days
because the nursing home felt it had sufficient evidence to take action on the nurse aide's
abusive behavior. These seven cases were neither substantiated nor prosecuted and
consequently not flagged on the registry.
We also reported that many CNAs convicted for abuse by the MFCU within the Attorney
General's Office were not flagged on the registry. Of the 24 CNAs found guilty or who pled
guilty in a court of law for elder abuse, only 10 were flagged on the registry. Two others
were found guilty prior to establishment of the registry and there was no retroactive
provision to include them. The remaining 12 CNAs should have been flagged but were not
Illinob's Nurse Aide Reglirty
In our review of the Illinois Departmeat ofPublic Health (IDPH) we reported that IDPH
was adequately maintaining ihe CNA registry for ubstantid cases of abuse and the
registry was available to the LTC facilities to screen candidates during their hiring process.
Illinois is the only State which records criminal background results (both positive and
negative) to the registry. However, convictions for crimes, other than those with
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elder abuse because applicants with ahiatory of criminal offenses are either identified
through the check, or do not apply for employment because they know the background
check will disclose their crimes. We found from the responses received, that many facilities
re more comprehensive in their background checks than their State law requires. In most
cases, the State law specified certain personnel tht re subject to the background check but
many nursing home adminiaators said they check every applicant for employment.
Sotme may argue that performing background c
for al applica cn be buidensome
especia ly if the cunt employee turnover rate eontinues. A number of nursing homes in
our survey estimated that the turnover rate for nune ides averaged 63 percent, witha low of
8 percent mnda 300 percent high. However, ifthe eults of all checks, both positive and
negative, were to be posted to the registry, a Illinois does, then background checks could be
minimized for those who apply for employment in multiple facilities within a specific period
of time, Rather than esch fncility doing background check of prospective employees, the
central regsury would akeady have that information available to them.
Among the positive factors mentioned to us for initiating background checks and utilizing
resulting information were: the relatively low cost for the State background check;
identification of disqualifying crimes in the State law. motivation for the individual to be
trudifil on the employment application; State conviction data contains up-to-date
conicbtiona; and subsequent to enactment of the background check law, the administrators
told us they have experienced fewer instance of abuse Negative factors include: results of
backround checks were not always provided timely; oet outcomes were not always
included on the State system; and checks were only statewide and did not cover all
employees, such as volunteers and on-board staff
MARYLAND NURSING HOME EMPLOYEES WITH
CRIMINAL RECORDS
Using the FBI system and the list ofemployees who were on-bord at the 8 Maryland
nrsing homes we visited, we determined that at least 51 or 5 percent of the employed staff
were eonvicted of ciunes which should raie coneern over their employability Many of
these individuals were wokiong in occupations providing direct care to residents. We
believe the munber of employees with convictions isunderstated because the conviction
data available in the FBI system, as well a the State's ystem, were not recorded in more
thn half of the cases in which a crime was committed. If that information were available,
the magitude of employed individuals weing in a* sng home with a criminal
conviction could be as high a. 10 perct Illinois, the only State in our survey that requires
chaeeks on current and prospective employees, found a im r number of convictions for
mt staf Of 21,000 check conducted. S percetbhad &squad'gcrimes. As aresult
ofthese checks, employers for 759 CNAs were instructed to terminate their employment and
mother 216 CNHAs were granted waivers to cotinue woking.
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* The following is a summary of the arrest and conviction information for employees at the
eight nursing hores.
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Appendix C contains details on these 450 crimes and convictions.
Based on data from the FBI and the State systems, and as illustrated, the 51 employees had
97 convictions for such crimes as assault, child abuse, possession, manufacturing, and
distribution of illicit drugs,
51 EMPLOYEES WITH CONVICTIONS
robbery with a deadly
weapon, theft, and handgun
violations See Appendix
C for details on tle .,I,.
convictions for the 51.
nursing home employees.

:

Of the 51 employees with
Am0
0 o
0 U
a
rmomie
Ena~
N
VAN"
W,,,Of*a
did not truthfully state on
their job applications that
they had been convicted and 4 did not respond to the question. For the remaining four
employees, two appropriately indicated their convictions and two other employee
applications did not have a question regarding conviction information.
convictions, we found 43
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We found that 15 employees and I contractor staff in our sample were
arrested for S8 crimes after they had been employed by the nursing
homes. They were convicted ofcrimes such as: assault, battery,,
disorderly conduct and forgery. The employees involved were: six
nurse aides, four dietary aides, four housekeeping staff, one LPN, and
one maintenance staff. Dispositions on 28 ofthe crimes were not recorded on the FBI or
State criminal information systems.
CrImes after
Emnployuument.

Although contractor staff are not required under Maryland
law to undergo background checks, the dietary service
contractor at one nursing home allowed us to perform
background checks on all 26 contractor employees. For the
six employees hired after July 1, 1996, the effective date for
Maryland's background check law, the checks showed that five employees had no criminal
record and that one had been charged with a crime but the court records did not show the
outcome.
Crimes by Contractor
Employees

However, for the contractor's other 20 employees who were hired before July 1, 1996. we
found a different situation. Based on the FBI system, 4 of these employees had 37 rrests
for 54 crimes, as well as 18 convictions for such crimes as fourth degree sex offense, various
assault charges, battery, larceny, armed robbery, manufacturing and distribution of illicit
drugs, and handgun violations.
REPORTS ON
BACKGROUND CHECKS
A number of nursing home officials informed us that the background check laws resulted in
a decline in abuses. In the 33 States that had requirements for performing criminal
background checks, we attempted to determine if there was a rise or decline in the number
of reported cases of elder abuse by seeking national data from AoA Headquarters. However,
since AoA did not have elder abuse data for all States over several yew, we could not
perform this analysis. The AoA was only able to furnish elder abuse data from 29 State for
1995, which the States provided on a voluntary basis.
With the exception of Maryland, the remaining 32 States performing background checks did
not have data to show whether the checks were beneficiaL In Maryland, the State legislation
required the Maryland Association of Nonprofit Homes for the Aging (MANPHA) and the
Health Facilities Association of Maryland (HFAM) to report on the effects ofcriminal
background checks. These reports did not comment on the potential need and impact of
mandating national criminal records checks, but offered information indicating benefits
obtained firm performing checks.
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The MANPHA's report stated that, of the 1272 job applicants checked for 70 health
care facilities statewide in the last calendar quarter of 1996, about 19 percent had
criminal records. This was a decrease from the 22 percent in the third quarter of
1996. The report stated that it 'would appear that the new procedurea have reduced
the number of applications submitted by individuals with criminal backgrounds."
The HFAM's report, which covered such facilities as nursing homes and hospitals,
stated that during the period between July 1996 and January 1997, over 10,000
background investigations were conducted and that 22 percent of the individuals had
criminal records. 7here was no other information reported to show whether this was
a change from the prior period.
CONVICTED MARYLAND
NURSING HOME STAFF
Between 1989 and 1996, Maryland's MFCU identified 35 nursing home staffwho were
found guilty, or pled guilty in a court of law. All of these individuals were sanctioned/
excluded from participation in certain HHS health care programs by the OIG for criminal
offenses against the elderly. We found that many of these individuals' arrest and conviction
data, however, were not recorded on either the State or FBI systems. Specifically, 10 of the
35 did not have a record of either the abuse arrest or the outcome in either system. The State
criminal information system lacked data on 17 arrests and 17 convictions, and the FBI
system lacked data on 28 arrests and 33 convictions. As a result, facilities that request State
or FBI criminal history information on these individuals would not be informed of all arrests
and convictions for elder abuse. Both the State and Federal systems depend on such sources
as the arresting agency, the prosecutor, or the court having jurisdiction over the crime to
submit arrest and disposition data to the criminal information systems. We did not
determine where the breakdown in reporting occurred.
The benefit of performing background checks is again shown by further examination of the
35 nurse aides. Seven nurse aides who were convicted for elder abuse or neglect also had a
prior conviction. Since these crimes were committed before Maryland began requiring
criminal history checks, the nursing homes were likely unaware of the arrests and
convictions when the employees were hired.
SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION
REVIEW SYSTEMS
Each State is required, under HCFA regulations, to establish a SURS to asfeguard against
erroneous payments and unnecessary or inappropriate use ofMedicaid aervices. Although
there is no Federal requirement, a few SURS acrem medical records of Medicaid patients
for the purpose of identifying potential elder and child abuse and referring suspicious
findings to appropriate State offices for investigation. These States bad identified a limited
number of potential elder abuse cases, but generally information was not available to show
the overall effectiveness of the screms. However, Idaho informed us that between 10 and
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20 cses of possible child abuse were identified each week by screening medical records.
We cWuld not tell whether elderly abuse s
were equally succelss because
perfomance information was not maintained. To fwuther illustrate the likely effectiveness of
screens Oregon did not creen for elder abus but, like Idaho, this technique was effective
in identi1jing potential child abuse (22 to f cas per week). Accordingly, there is a strong
likelihood that screens of medical records could offer an opportunity for surfacing elder
abm cases for finiher investigation.

[CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS|
Criminal background chech offer LTC facilities an important measure to help safeguard
aaismt hiring persons who abused and neglected vulnerable elderly residents or have been
eonvicted of other serious crimes.
Interviews with nrsing home officials in six selected Stat indicated that they were
requesting statewide criminil bcground checks on all of their applicants, many of whorn
were not eovered by their individual State requirements. From the State officials'
perapectve. this suggests the rquirements for performing backgound chechby nursing
focilities be more inclusive Further, some persons with abusive histories were not reported
to the registry system_-system deigned to investigate alleged abuse and neglect cae and
record those with rubsatte findnr
We re recommending that HCFA
0. Ensure Stat

CNA registry.

redcor convictions for, or fiing oabse nd neglect in the

* Work with State officials to nsure that all convictions which could have an
impact upon the safety ofresdents in LTC fAcilities e properly reported to the
State and Federal law enforemn qysntey
s
* Consider developing a Federal requiraeent for criminal bound checks
Ther eremany foct to _asein estblishing this requr m, ch at e of
State andlorFBI criminal infrmation ystem or Stete rales u of
fingaspintlng to me curacy ofidedqf, type offocilitis a nursing home
and othr LTC staffto be covesed; whether periodic check of emplyed staff re
necesay iven the indicated high Ournver rse; detamine wo pays for the
checim wdmer the regisry, instead of the individual fisilities request the
chuc and whether secifecrimes should exclude or bar a person fomn
employment after considering such fictors as, rehabilitatim nature of cmime and
amequer
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* Consider assisting in the development of a national abuse registry and expansion
of the current State registries to include all workers who have abused residents in
facilities that receive Federal reimbursement. The registry, using the background
check data, should include workers whose behavior outside the facility
demonstrates unfitness for working in a health care setting. It should also
include workers who were terminated or suspended for abuse and neglect from a
nursing home and substantiated by the registry.
The OIG suggests that legislation be enacted to allow the national abuse registry
to be included in an expanded version of the current HIPDB, which the OIG has
developed as required by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996. The expanded data bank would be a Healthcare Integrity and Patient
Protection Data Bank.
Further, we are recommending that AoA require improved State reporting of abuse satistics
to better monitor national trends in the rise or decline of abuse.
HCFA Response to Recommtendedlos:
The HCFA generally concurs with our recommendations. Earlier the Administration
proposed implementing legislation which was forwarded to Congress on July 29, 1998
requiring criminal background checks, expanding State registries, and developing a national
abuse registry for nursing facility employees. However, the HCFA indicated that it must
examine further whether the expanded version of the HIPDB is the appropriate vehicle for
the national registry. It plans to continue discussions with the OIG and to coordinate
possible legislative proposals and an implementation plan for the national registry. In
addition, HCFA stated it may be useful to conduct further studies to look beyond the
perpetrators ofabuse to factors in the broader nursing home environment
AoA Response to Recommnesdrdons:
The AoA agreed to take action on our recommendation. The AoA will compile State and
national totals of abuse complaints reported by the ombudsman programs, compare the
increase or decrease of such complaints against the base year 1996, and indicate for 1996
and all subsequent year the number and percentage of total complaints made to ombudsmen
which are categorized as abuse complaints, according to the seven specific categories in the
National Ombudsman Reporting System. It will utilize the information to target assistance
to State programs showing increased instances of abuse. The MA will provide this
information to HCFA and other interested parties for comparison with data from other
sources in order to identify any national trends which might emerge over a multi-year
pepiod.
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450 CRIMES BY NURSING HOME STAFF
The 450 arrests involving 120 employees include:

CRIMES BY STAFF

E1
*

TOTAL CRIMES -*
T CR CIMES

U

EMPLOYEES
* CONVICTED

is more ha 120 becae an anploye
Note: T- leal numbe diniploeces laed
cunmined moe 1a I cie.

V

122 crimes by 52 employees were against people, such as assault, battery, child and sexual
abuse, robbery with deadly weapon, 11 employees were convicted for 13 crimes against
people;

V

87 crimes by 51 employees were against property such as burglary, robbery, theft,
trespassing and shoplifting, 21 employees were convicted for 27 crimes against property;

VI

92 crimes by 30 employees involved illicit drugs, such as possession of cocaine, heroin,
maijuana, distribution and manufacture of illicit drugs, as wen as forged prescriptins, 13
employees were convicted for 27 crimes against controlled substances;

V

33 crimes by 15 employees involved firearms, such as carrying and use of handguns, 5
employees were convicted for 5 crimes against firearms; and

b

116 other crimes by 55 employees involved forgery, welfare and unemployment benefits
fraud, resisting arrest, bad checks, and prostitution, 18 employees were convicted for 25
othe crines.
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51 Employees with Convictions
Fifty-one empoyees had been convicted of a crime based on data from both the State systems and
FBI system. They were arrested for other crimes, but the dispositions on these crimes was
unknown. The following is a list of the number of employees classified by job and the crimes for
which they were convicted.
V 27 Nurse aides were convicted of: assault; simple assault; assault common; assault
strong arm; battery; child abuse; theft; grand theft; robbery; possession of controlled
substances, such as PCP and Marijuana; possession with intent to distribute;
possession of narcotic paraphernalia; welfare fraud; forgery; conspiracy, false
pretenses; resisting arrest; driving while intoxicated; intoxication; and disorderly

conduct
V 7

LPNs were convicted of: robbery with a deadly weapon, theft, trespassing, larceny,
shoplifting, prostitution, driving while intoxicated, disorderly conduct, and possession
of narcotic drugs.

V 7

Housekeeping staff were convicted of assault, assault common, assault with a
handgun, handgun violations, robbery with a deadly weapon, possession of cocaine,
violation of probation, driving with suspended license, disorderly conduct, and
malicious destruction of property.

V 4

Dietary aides were convicted of: battery, shoplifting, forgery, possession of
marijuana or heroin, distribution of heroin and other narcotics, consuming alcohol,
bad checks, and violation of immigration laws.

V 2

Food service staff were convicted of: handgun violations, and possession of cocaine.

V I

RN was convicted of carrying a pistol without a license.

v I

Environment services staff was convicted of possession of PCP and marijuana, and
possession with intent to distribute.

V I

Laundry staff was convicted of two counts of child abuse.

v

Maintenance staff was convicted of: robbery, possession of marijuana, handgun
violation, and violation of probation

I
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To;

low Gibbs Brawn

General
FROM:

NancyA

Mm DePatfe

SUBJECT: Office of Inspectr General (010) Daft Report
Cae Rssidcnts, (A-12.97.00003)

gSafguarin
Long Term

We have reviewed dhe above~eerenced report dta eamins meamees taken_by ate to

safeguard residents fiva abmse m I1on
cme (LTC) facie. Ihe report focsed on
state requireet and upemmo of bacglan chds vqm
absr c
ly
m state , investigations ofallegd abse, a0d apenes of mzse hone
officlalL

The report recomends hdat tbe Health Cae Fman g Admnisat

(HCFA) ind the
Administrationo Aging wk collabrtivey with the states to imnrove the saft of
long-tarm car resid
andtS strengthen s
dfegzrts
aWins the employment ofabosive
wwka by elder care fackhilies. The report Fihe recommends establishing Federa
requiresl land i
for peufoning n
al background checks, expanding the
aste regies to iclde all workes who have abused residents
clts that
reCeVe Federalseimburmet. and HgFA ssist mie developent ofa national abuse
&guy
fonsing hom employee The 010 suests that legidlai
the nxionl abuse registry in an epand version of the er

ince

be emftd to
H 'es e

Integty Protection DUa Bonk (HIPDB).
The Inspectr General's conclusions echo ur own fndinfg

Nunmg home resde

and

their frmiles deserve conmpssionate caregiers. no concted ermmals and kown
Abaseus. As You
w the Presidentp n Jly21 lbcd
a widerangig itiaiv to

bee pmtec

usm g home rd

and mprve

i qu y ofcare.

bis report

shtreBtcns the case for the President's proposal to require crimiina background checks
for nursing hme wod.&and to create a national hm registry. on july 29, we

ford

poosed

take quick acODe

legslationto Congress end we hope dth members will
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SEP 2

M

To:

June Gibbs Brown
- General

From:

Assistant Secrdary for Aging

Subject:

Safeguarding Long-Tem Care Residents (A-12-97-0003)

W

mDZ

We appreciate having the opportunity to review the draft of this report and to discuss it with stsff
of the Office of Audit Services.
Regarding abuse dats collected at the Federal level, the Administu
OAging's (AoA) role
on
relative to such data and action which AoA is in a position to undertake are provided below and
are based upon the following background information.

Beginning in FY 1996, all dates submit to MA oAn long-erm care ombudsman reports which
show numbers ofcornplaints mde to the statewide ornbudnan programs in 133 specific
categories. TMe first seven of these categories re complaints which ombudsmen classify a
abuse, gross neglect or exploitation. These include physical abuse, sexual abu, verbl/mental
abus, financial exploitation, gross neglect, resident--esidCMt abuse and otie. The definition
of abuse used in the instuctions for docmenting complaints is that contained in the Older
Americans Act, which is the e definition used by the HesthCe Financing
Administration (HCFA); definitions and specific examples of types of abuse atre from HCFA's
*Survey Forms and Interpretive Guidelines for the LOng-Term Care Survey Pmrcss, April 1992.
While ombudsmen investigate and document rnu
complaints about abue, other sate
agencies, inchlding adult protective erices, the nursing home survey and certification agency,
and the Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Units also, investigate abuse compla . Thus, the data
reflected in the aute ombudsman reports provide only part of the picture of the incidence of
abuse which might be occurring in long-tam care facilities in a adt Also, many complaints
may be classified a buse which re not really abuse but are iqnuries due to accidents or
mi~hAbalimt

Te AoA will provide guidance to the sate to eliminate complaints whis may be classified as
e but may instead be uies due to accidents or
andli
AoA will coapile ae and
national tota Iof abuse
plainta reported by te obudsmn progams, compare the ise

t20D
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or decrease of such complaints against the base year 1996, and indicate for 1996 and all
subsequent year tdie number and percentage of total complaints made to ombudsmen which are
categonzed as abuse complaints, according to the sven spefic categoies in tde National
Ombudsman Rqporting System (NORS). We will utilizethe information to target assistance to
stae progrems sbowing incsed insta ofabuse AoA will provide this information to
HCFA and other iterested pates for comparison with data flca other soauCesin order to
identify any national trends which might emerge over a multi-yer perod.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important report.

,~ ~tC. Taimura
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OFFICEOF INSPECTOR GENERAL
The mision of tdieOffice of Inspector General (01G), a mandated by Public Law 95452, as n
is to pret tb inegrity of the Department of Health and Human Servaces (HHS) programs, as well as
the health andwelfare of beneiaries served by those program. Tbis startory misshn is carried not
through a nationwide network of audits, investigations. r.1 insecons conducted by the following
operating cmpot:

Ofice of AUd Servces
The 010's Offie of Audit Services (OAS) provides all auditing services for HHS. either by conducting
adt with its ownmudit resources or by overseeing audit work done by others. Audis examine the
performance of HHS progran and/or its grammes and conactors incarrying out their respective
responsibilities and are intended to provide ilnependent assessments of HHS program and operation
in order to reduce waste, alase, and Mineg ent and to promote ecomy and efficiency
th
t the Dparuet

Office of Evaluation and Inspections
The OIG's Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OE) conducts sbort-term Management and program
evaluidon (called inpecions) thdt focus on isses of coienrn to the Deparmsent, the Congress. and
the public. The findings and recommendations contained in the inpections reports generate rapid,
aceura, and up-to-date information on the efficiency, vulnerability, and effctiveness of deparumental
prograns.

Office of Investigations
The 01's Office of Investigations (01) conducts criminal, civil, and administrative investigations of
allegations of wrongdoing in HHS programs or to HHS beneficiries and of unjust enrichment by
providers. Te investigative efforts of 01 lead to criminal convitions, adminisative sanctions, or
civil monetsry penaities. The O also oversees Stste Medicaid fraud control units which investigate and
prosecute fratud and patient abuse in the Medicaid program.

O lce of Counsel to tk Inspector General
The Office of Counsel to the Inspector General (OCIG) provides general legal services to OIG, rendaing
advice and opinions on HHS programs and operations and providing all legal support in O01's internal
operations. Tbe OCIG uiposes program exclusions and civil monetary penalties on health care providers
and litigates those actions within the Department The OCIG al ro en OIG in the global
settlement of ce arising under the Civil False Claims Act, develops and moniton corporate integrity
agreemets, develops model compliance plans, reads advisesy opinions on OIG sanctions to the health
care community, and itaum frsud alerts and other iu y gmudance
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Pap 2 - ML Waid
You may also contac both Sue W. Wheato in the Administration on Aging at (202) 619-585
mad Lc Smtanke, Coordior with the Naiol Lng Tam Ce Omboduman Resource
Cete,d at (2) 332-2275. They ar availbbe to pwvde technical asistae as may be needed
in tbe qcific areas. a Whston ind;ated the am numerous models in other Sta tat may
saw You with your p
To fscilitate identification, please cite Common Identification No.
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/John

yos

A. Fame
Assistat Inspector Gera for
Adminiations of asildra, Family,
and AginU Audits
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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icing tbe Manyland LTC Omhda propram -Quarey Repq (Quaatly Reports)
subied by the loca] Ombudsn to the State Ombudinuan and by the State Ombuman to the
AAdd

on Agin (AaA)>

We nadely selected and reviewed 100tsem f the 2,130 (adjuated for duplicalca) cases
closed by the Ombudsmnu for iscal YewrFY) 1995. A closed case is one in which the
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lhe ONA Registry, maitned by the DHMHas I , does not include all the pertinut
infoR
that
dwould be needed by uring hMies in sreeng individuals during its hiring
pcom
eResyi a ca tolwhih uld p oe sent info ion e
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f
ofabasubstantiated by the musing home were not flagged anthe Registry a weo as
12 other noure aides who were convictedefae, or had the finding ofglt defared in aoat
of law. Acording oLC au edes r d mstbe flagd n the GA Registry only
when convicted of a rimethat ocwn in amursinghome. TIapositionlI inoensistent with
Federal and State requirents in that fidin of abse should be flagged on the Registry
indcpendent of the court sryst
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCPA) regulation on Resident behavior rnd fcility
practices, 42 CPR §483.13, sta that a musing facility must: (1)not use veal mental, sexual,
or physical buse, cporal punishimet or involuntay seomion. (2)not empley individual who
hae been foud guilty of absig, neglectin or mistrating resident by a court of law or have
had a finding entred into th State GNA Registry concerning abuse, neglect mistreatment of
residents ormisappropriationofeirprapeety and (3)report any bowledge ihba ofactions by
aotof law _ainam aemplo , whid
l woud indicataunfitnesf
frerviee asane ideor
other fcility staff o the State INA
Registry or
ng authorities.
The Code of Maland Regulatis (COMAR)lfle 10, Subtitle 7 aaper 2 establishesthe
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miMaylamL Th
MCO
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Appendi A). Seecasesoocrd in aming omand one cae occred in a dmiciiary
cae d.
Welininstdoamcue inwhich the reaildent assint was taerinated by the
domicaliary facility ince the Rqstry only includes aides working innuraug homes. In six of
3
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tbe seven
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behavior Thes seven eases ware unt posected mid onsequetly not fiagged an the GNA
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Regarding thMe
egt cw wher an employe was trmimited or suspended, 1&C did nofae
Wfdosudhoofeenc ndomin ach of eqe oa-Ome oftb
de eig aseared aa fcility
.wa
WFM a mush* he
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C did apee done
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oecumd befor

fndinp- ofshuse."

OIGRa~upsa
Com ing Udcight cae whre n asqioye was talnated or suqamded. i is bue utd one of
doeeigh eass ccanedad imadounslduci blrlefy for do eldery and not a 'nsngboieh
As
d,d medldesaiademlcsy em efoy rmaseImtowie
theReysarmodny I
Regpsryeqirmumist_ We
Use wbofeetummedaor aped toriddds
IsbeL&C staed Usa,
gocad or mpouued eae would not have goo on
Use RBgW asre doze bad beam aandl
acoevicton becase all eW of
Usaes
eases ocamed befire LkC was snakng dqdnt flndin of abe. As we discossed
above. doesecea were not classified as a finding by L&C, b shuld have ben declared a
Bfding and
reoetedon do Ragidy.
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PROCEDURES FOR RESOLVING CASES
Ihe local Ombudsmen did not aways foow Ose pocedures ablimed to investgate cas
Our review of 100 ca idmofied 16 conr hi which the pollee aud/or LAC were not notified to
candoctan inveslgation. UeOmibudefterdid
f
not investigeUse cae. did ao conduct a
tioelylnvaedlgado.orcould not locsto e mile for ourreview.
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with otds residnts to vui
being of the reside.

complaint, wosking wih the fcility to potot the safty and wail.

Ihe problens we note with te 16 can (
Noo
V

ds

_.

_ummarizod
in Appndis B) inclded

bdw

9 case bad no

_

sue heam pe.Ml
ta

the police wuor

In one csa6 me rnidtas family bed

ifiod.
about inrines to the

midnot Thene Ialsided Wokeni finess,
nekau
and blackeyes
heMcd
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b
Earths riet.TesMeM4
Widdnt had anlcideot2

ar tior.nidw

headyellmsat o residetfolowed by acl pingaeund
a
m Mm ade wa
- V bingtdieresidentwbilewalking do resident
back to the move.
This aifmt wassbsqutly tuninatud and tSo e was closed.
V

Icaseshadno

taon

L&Cwasnotifie

For eum pe
r was no evidence of L&C norifcation when a social
woskr was told by several
at ahoquWthat a resident had brouise
anher esa. undecanak and torso Theft
.
indicated thaan aids had

handled bar rcun* while ftensferring har.
V

S caes had no documentation tat th polioe and L&C were notited.
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ovrweighted inthe analysis. 71is s signihcant beamse probles of one county (Mointgomay)
have been used to indict the entire State ofMrybad"
OlCRPxpenase

Our tatewide amPle was stalisically selected using varous sata fun the 2,130 cas of
cmplInta. rangig from abtue, nelec, and the4 to ae gdinner without acp or glas Of
the 1OO
mea we selected 45 case. invovd abuse nd neglect. M number and kind of
problms with abuse and neglect we identified wre evammore sigificant wh related to the 45
s-mpd e Furthu Mcntgmy Ceunty may only-te.Ispecat of theState's
nusing home beds, but it constituted 27 perent of the 2,130 cas that were osed
dtatewide.
Wesandomly selected 30 cas fomn thi county which I
td 30 p ent of the
b.sampl
ASq Comm=&

Me ODA atatedbth Ofthe 19 ces identified in thePi sReport, S were cases fivn the
loca Ombu n 5apo m outid of the Mogmxy Countymbud
In bour cses: ..
(I) the polie nodfied L&C dtheOmudn ttheioetimb inc
uenmber
12 maing It
mecesmy fcr the Ombudhan to conat L&C..he Ombudnean a to notify
the police and
L&C
If it is mazecipiuat ofa suspected sbuseeret (2) case number 5 was not an abuse
ease; and (3)cem nunbayd 16 and 17 did not involve fadlitle. licesed byLAC Thus,
section 19-347 ofthe Eealth G3mcal Article ofthe Maryland Aunotated Code did not require the
Omhudnnan to cotact L&C and the police in any of these four cases (Section 19-347 caates
the standard that the Proposed Report contends was mrpeatediyviobueo
OIGRApenues

Included in the scope of our atewide review, we -idetifiedeight cases which were outside of
the lcad Ombudman prugin for Montgomey conty in wich either the reporting or
investigationwerenot andled propey. Ofthee case, fourwere m Baltimore Cty and
Baltimore Couty Ombudsmen prosrama and four were from the rmainder of the local
Ombudsnmn pogm. for the Sbtate
* For case. 16 ad 17, we agre thdt both fheiei were not liensed by L&C snd they
wer eliminated fimvthedrnport.
* For ease
Mr12, n
the abuse to L&C b a argable
L We Se
that the investgav report may ha been et to L&C by enforent officais.
Howev there
no
o
Ito show tht the Ombudanecntacted L&C to onsre
tdt theywawae ofthe reported tbuse dnd that appropriate action was being
takenlimly to reove the chuge. Also Impo-tn, the Ombudanan was not notified
ofthe buse util 22 day &fkrthe pollce b e awine of the ihd-t
* For -e nmber 1. afally m br complained tat while th resldent waa ina
n
hIng
-n.for reapite cae, the red developed deocubl ul (bed so.).
Ihe Ombudan did not consider this an abue me and threfore did not sonduct an
invstigation to dotane wehder the situation was an abuse or neglect. Itis
10
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recognized that these bed es ar often siuted to neglect and t the infectiong
the cause can be li hretunln& Neglect as well a abuse is a aiming law
violation in Maryland. TMliklihood of neglet shuld have bem suffidet to
conudct a th

veug

Agency Co-mexes
For the four

n
cn

outside of _outpamy County, the OoA stated tat -thobotto

line iu.chr were only four cees tht could in acy way gvc spport to the conchusion-In all

ur cases the local Ombudman had conducted a thwou& invediation and oncluded either
that there was no abuse or no evidence to pivc-i abuse.
OIGResponses

We believe that procedures in these four cam which wer included iour statewidecrview wer
not followed. We noted tA inthe cases the procedures were not folowed when therewas in
allged abuse. The LAC was not notified in each Caso,and frone cse, thdpolice was not
notified of the abuse. Notification to LAC provides th an obppotumity to investot the
alleged abous and ifsabstanlatd, to fBag tie Rgity.
For case number 13, the fimlly
e omplaintwas coded as so abuse ease and the
Ombudman made a ste visit the day the call was received Th family was
concerned that asdi tea on the rsiodent's am was a potential abuse. Although the
Omnbudman treated it as so abs case and investigated the cas, LC was not
noified.
- For case nember 14, the Ombudnuan treated the complaint fuen a social woker at
the nusing home's hospitel asan abuse ct, but did not notidyL&C The social
wore was told that several muses observed bruises on the resident's mma.
unda- nsi md pper toso apprxbaely 1week beore the complaint was received
bythe
mbudsman.
* For csm unuber 18. when
the zesi
daughtercomplained the ridebtehd bnse
enhere thedOmbudXan trated ias so abose es, but didne cai the law
nftorces
agcandL&C
* For case mnuber 19. areistered muretth musing
n
bome filed th complaint of
.aegd ah_ an this casoe, but the Ozbudsn did noft L&C

W co-ta
For the 11 cases in
Co
olsy .the OaA
d thbtes w nt
potentia abuse
_ass
7 cn
d
of inedenqua hte
ien, dd
.
and inadeuteer plsn,Cse 9 coeac
*
l ofinaeute miaejo ofsiddet

ooldr
concned a rlame

ttotindenng

necmpeteny, sod Ca
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O1GRuponusa

Altboug dO
the
follow pn

agreed dth seve_csuin Montgery Camty Ombudsman FrIMI did not
wie buiete tht e of ber four cses do
t a a e situaion.

* Regaring cemnuber 7, tbe patict'scorition-'serc ddeydraton, swollen
seotum, and reddened buthncs-was of u a i
t ecncarn to the hospital
encg staff at ty fonay complined to thebOmbaud
notg the
seous codition oftbepatia Thcompli sld he beeated as be
or neglect cae and do law enfacmeeentagency should have been immediately
notifid. Altlough do Ombudt
_an had bee noftifie4 they did not take aion to
ivestiga ed resobve the complaint uil 3 weeks aftRreeipt of the complait The
extent of tbe investigationwa a tel
e call to the facity wihout rany
hAder
acton or resointon of the potential abuse or negleet complaint becase the resident
had died
* For case number 9, the complaint was made and categoied a a patient to patient
abuse, ceitry to O ' contention that no abuse was reportd The rig home's
DirectofrNuaing _plained that one resident with Abheimer's hit mother
resident on thead wihhis fst and that reident ws 'Nmableto see" The
Ombudsman did not visit the facility to detemine whether the fafcility was adequately
protecting the saty and well being of the residents.
* For cane mmber 10, the Axiministrator ofthe sug fit
asked tie Ombudsman
to _ses a resident's competency because she alleged agressive seua bdeavior by
another resident but was unable to idntify the person who hissed her. In this case
the Onbudsman intended to visit the faility as annotated in th case file. However,
the file did not contain any do aion regarding a visit only telebone calls
between the Ombudsman and the ficlity were documented. Aoording to the case
file, no assement bad been done during the 10-month time period while the cme
wA op IedMe ca was closed when the compl*ant died. Agai, we believe that
the Ombudtn sbould hav visited the fcdlity to document tle possible sexual
abuse situation and to iiate as requestedn easment ofcmpety.
* For case number 11di nurzing homes social worker reportedtothe Ombudsman
that they were havigdifficulycotraollig a resdent. The complaint was coded by
gaeOmbudan uas arealdent dght
ise Howevee webelieveth itwas apousible
negleteas. TMo redt eoninuy beggpd forVaelhmn nd would leve the fty
between 3 an to4
Wam
mte socialwberfu ed thecomplaint
fa
d
d le
the nigh before and had not retsmned. A musing home official aid tbe resdent "was
competent but was depressed" and that the nursing hme 'did not want to take him
back-bEeeofobdisvioe. In reviewing cae ffle we feed tath
de
Ombudanan bad taken no action to detamie whether die resident was adequately
controlled and safegarded by tde fIciity and taent was initiated for bis benavior
during the 4-month period when the ce was received until the time the cse was
dosed-t resident was tansferred to another sing home. ee also was no
12
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A-m

Comments

In addition. the OoA stated ta 'the pr*uam was cited fquently for conducting ivestiaons
by teleph

Tbe Proposed Rept t

d

as aviolation of the

gWulaon

t requir

that

aninvsiptien include porsocal contact with he resident - on whose b lft conplaintwas
made-'Hower. OcA bas insaprated am phrase Vpasonal cct' to include a t
Conversaion. The Propose Repot a

usly construed

snal contact to require a face to

fae oconter, wbich isnot qired in evy single case. Thee ae obviously cas whre vuch
pesonal ooc would not be Q

dEcint of an Ombudnsan's limited casmurce

Whe there isapowatial abuse or neglect case wch is a iminal offasse. a visit to the facility
aswuarated to mae a thorough *iquryand detanine if abuse or oeglect did oocur, and to
idene
s to potect residents more effectively
COVERAGE OF OTH01 LONG
TEWRM CANE FACIlllES

do n monitor all required Mm of licensed long tam cae fallities in
Mhe lobca
Onbud
Maryland. Vuitaoflogtenm c lies odtethan rnusing h s we only made when
hdiamed ofa complaint Tbehceweover 120 boad and cr or odier adult loug taem cae
citiainMaryland.

The Older Am
dicans
Act of 1965, as anded (OAA). Ihe VIL aapter Z §712(aX3) states
di toe fmcton ofam Ombadsna is to identift, investigte, and resolve compaints thet ae
madeby.oroubdlfo residents T OAA fther defin resident amen an older
individual who resides in a long tem cam facility."
rudsan's
Procedures Manul rsta that the popas scope is to provide
Mm Maryland Om
7blitip
Thesei
e (I) skilled nursing
log team ewe f
ervieto residents oflicasod
fadMtihia;)ifteiace ewe
fati (3)domicilisry ee homi (4) Woup dceltred housg
requdhy lbcal rlawand
p
povidingpasnal,
msuing
brilsddad
r mid(5) eker fcilit
licse
oranodblace ftrdeeori
umdedndwividualshiss liedorlectto

by theDHMH.

Mandal alsoteliehu thdatbe Ombodan isto conduct fcility visits of all
The PI
saming hem. at lea qnultly -a visits ofdomiciliary cm hoe diculd be conducted
Iorthonhuda vmidea edas
quarterlb aipoas"
Jaddiic,fat stD
udbe iied atleastm iontlynilte itaiotn impovesand
hain eros rbeiun
mPrpam Report fr FY 1995 to AoA, tie Masyland
in taLoci TObudaan
Tam Cin
Omudrman Indicateddot
required to cow barbcd nd cam and
DarstmufehdOmbdman rqwmadadatr are noet
od sa wfloRb stk
. Thpdaoybw,1ri hssle flsdeftest
A Same
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progams do &hw gate conmplain, ref e dfrom these ter offadlities; howeuw.
routin
nftor offacdifies in these arst notpforme
To orcome th barier
wc haew dicalth needfor ina edFedarafo
fore programffran thAoA.
Addiona. w wor* dloe with the Housing Division staff within or agncy to
provide spporr and Infornatdon about inonioringtechdaque and to trasimlt rprs
that the load Otebudsnanpgrgams rcedve about theifacrfiriis.
To metd the obecives of the Ombudsman progam, the local Ombudsmen need to ensure that
complaints firm all types of long term caue ficilities ae being identified, snvestigated, and

resolved4 ad the Ombudsmon peniodically visit all tpes oflong team cae facilitres We did not
assess investigations and visits by the Division of Housing staff
Agency Comments

The OoA sreed and will take action on ourreconam dations. The OoA stated that it
"recognis that the Ombudsman Program must work to sve residents in all kinds of long tam'
care fbcilities' and that "resource problens make coverage of al types of ong tem care f&cilites
quite difflculLt

REVIEW OF LOCAL OMBUDSMEN PROGRAMS
The Stte O nbudsman has not conducted monitoring reviews in oves a ye of all the local
Ombudsman pogras. The Procedures Manual of the Maryland Ombudsman states that one of
the duties ofthe Stte Ombudsman is to :.. condt an annual review ofall loo lprogrons
inlfuding the use ofthe monioring infcnment -

-The State Ombudsman provided us with copies ofthe latest monitoring repota on file. Fifteen

of the 1993 monitoringrepot were provided after the draft audit report was issud The State
Ombudsman was only able to document 26 monitoring reports, covering a 3-year tiune span, for
the 19 local OmbudemmnprogRaIL For the period 1993 through 1995,57 reports of reviews
shonid have been prpred nd available Aftet 1993, there were no monitorig visits to 10
Ombudman progM not
that three of thm were the largest programs in the State
Qogeny County. Bati e aty, nad Batmre Cont). Of the 26 meiten repost
provided: 17 weredone hn 1993; 7rere done in 1994; nd 2warre domain 1995. Appedi C to
thi report provideasa* mary of when the last docome moiong visit oeconned.
Had monitoring visits ofthe local Ombudsmen been conducted, many of the problems noted
thug
ti report could have been identified and coect actions ULM As disnussed
earlier and shown in ArPod& B, thbe were 16 cse in which pcedues were not folowed. 14
ofthee ea were m 3 cuntiesthatdidnoth bavemotaqvitihnthe2-yearpaiod. In
dditon all seven cases in Appendix A, inwhich aides were terminated or suspended for abumse,
were fun the s
tme eoCunties.
To enmure that local programs comply with all appLicable Fedesal and State staiete and t
regulan, the State Ombdmn shud codut mnitng visits with all local O
_bdmn
Also, soe local Ombudmn offhces we visited indted they sucssul use volatn-rato
asit in theirreviewa. We encourage otharoffices to consider thislernatve becaue of the
leitd fumdin&
is
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Ihe OoA stated that"all 19 lcal progra
te 19

monitoring

were monitored in 1993. The OoA provided LSof
of th Pr

Fqocsubsequmtto thei

ed porL Te OoA aed

in 1994 and 1995 for foe nab reasn: (1) the Stae
that Mouitming Wa loss utha100 pe
til
m a bto1
m
Ombudnened in Januy of l994, (t) we we
Sqepnber of 1994; (3)eto la
t was tua od wdbl on e
n Ju of 1995 for
unsatisfayporfbomance (4) we were unable to hie anow replacentl until 1996 because in
1995 the Home of R e tves bad approved4and th nited Son Sefe waa aeiously
considein gapprvig legislation that would have decimated the Ombadan prorm When
the Ombualaan Program was der stress beame ofstaffunove and uIer at by the
House ofRepresetatives, OoA ibly focused on the Pmgm's 6owe resporbilitiem.
OIGRupeoa
Ihe OoA stated dti an119 lcal programs were moniored in 1993, but did not provide the
monitoridng rot for two visits 1993 to Arm Arndel and Calvert Counties. We adjusted
the rporttoreft the 15 mouitengrqor for l993 whihwereprovidedto us afterissance
ofthedraftrepouL Webdievethotodt m
ea ould bhve ben used by te OoA to cod
the required monitoring visits during 1994 and 1995; the OoA could baee establisked ak force
made of represnttives fom seversl of the local Ombudsman programs to Conduct the
monitoring vist and could have prioritized visits considetg potential cisui Althoughitis true
tht the House ofRepresentatives approved and the United States Sate was consideing
eistion to he liminaion of the Ombdsman pogam, the progrm ws connued. We do
not believe tht itwas prudent for OoA to prematurely discontinue its moitoring efforts.ihe
visits could have given the OoA a valuable inht into the local Ombudsnan opatious which
could be Ued to stengthen the program is we identified in our report
OTHER MATERS

The various local Ombodsm offics we visited were asoed what hy considered helpful
tcniques in manin the program. The r n they provided were silar. h ne
m moat
often
toedbythelocalOmbdn deltwithtihe Impota ofe
g alde
ose
ra
kwith the nuing em
nd odr gslto
like
lAC,tepoi anmdthe State
Odiers incd

k'

* Thesablitto ue good co
i
albs
g with oll lnterested psrd to
thln.
obtainn af68unl
8diof e nathre of the omp aintdtoreo
* EnouragingresidentstobecomebIowledgeableaboutthdrrirgtand avenus for
ing to be
nd I
by providing education to te sao
re ig ompla
moreocal abot dthir own sitation.
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* The buncn idicated th bece ofataffotagth yod dce
coverg in othe prgm auvde such as housn and guadinhi or lder
* The difficulty in evaluating the progam's effectivenss and bow outcome are
* Proble mdein tige u f
Pmocedues do na ow br d
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assistance. lam Ombodmi
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= emplo p
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in determining whds vor not to call for police
ing

or a diect accusation

ofiy

tpolle and th Obudamn will be called
do

over rose and repomblitiea between the fmily and the

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Omudzan progn plays an inportant role in die detection, ivestgaio

and reolu

pat oftheedera

ofeasesofshmbsinlongterncarfcilities. Howeverthisoly

sDen i Mayland. W ling toAe with the police and varous ote office, the
Ombudman en provido services to assit the residents of long term cu falities in protetFing
g i Mayland. Gttig tes
tir helt, saft. wel , and ights. Thi is not ways occ

ol
citative involved also allevies the burden of invesig g aled abs to
Jon the Ohbduna offie. The GCA regoy does not include al thc infomation Dtat would
be udl to the omburstien and lon tem cae fcilities. Te local Ombudunen did not alwys
fobow establised poede ininvepting eases, visiting failites, and conting snual
cvalutions
of all local Ombden.

RECOMNAUIONS
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d
Maryland OffleonaAgng
We
1. WaikwiMeDMAffl andtbe UryndOf'lsOfce oefAtmnsy

ra to inulhove tbe
GNKA regsayto nlude infubmatlnoan any fiig ofabu, nqeg , or
mbaggggpdalim ofprpury by a CAregude ifaoonvicton has been obtained.
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e- anral moniog visits of fte local Ombudsmen smsperfoand.
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SEVEN CASES OF ABUSE. WITH GNA NOT FLAGGED IN REGISTRY
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PRg I of4

SUMMARY OF 10 CASES WHERE PROCEDURES WERE NOT FOLLOWED
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Pae 2 of4
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Agency Comments
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MARYLAND OFFICE ON

C.lniegPirde. Jr .DejsCwDa.

August 19. 1997

Mr. John A. Ferr
Deartaznt of Health &Human Services
Omfice of t bspector Generl

Asitant Impector General for Administratous
of Caijdran, Family. and Aging Audits
330
1ndqpndeme
Avemue, Room 5759
Washington. D.C. 2201
Re:

Proposed Audit Report A-12"9640016

Dear Mr. Ferris:
Thank you for providing the opportunity to (and e-ending the time to) respond to the
proposed audit report enttled -Review of the State of Matyland Lnmg Tem Care Ombudmn
Program's Receipt. Investigtion and Resolution of Complaints of Elder Abuse, Neglect, and

Exploltation. The Maryland Offie an Aging (OoAA and Dqpartat oef U
an Mead
al
Hygien (-Da)
have been e ig lent to p t toe r all of Uttheta ede to.
provide a camplete piur of dt lames addressed in th proposed audit report (?roposed
Report) becuse the P od Repoet does otcavey an
rate depletion of Maylands
OmbudsmanoP
or Geriaric Nrse Aide Re y.
The second sectece of the P o Report stae, We farml that
do review and
ng netwok w the State did not provide reliable urn Ue
d mt aits of ados were
pro
rerted and resolved and tht ieOmbudsman program was adequately -ultored.
'PleasenotetathetitleoftheProp
Report is notate becauex youraudit
covered more than0t Ombudsman Program. For armmple the Geriatic Nows Aide Registry is
independent of the Ombudsman Pr
We suggest an addition sudh as: and Review ofthe
Department of Health and Menal Hygiene's Geriatric Nurie Aide Registqzy

301tV Pr
St
(410) 767-1100 FAX (4,M.7

. Sue tC07 *BMOMe. Ma)ad 21201
VYArt"#vTAnT
**''
-"' ,
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Mr. John A.Ferris
August 19,1997
Page 2

While O Program an pe
, th sweeping
.o-is
M spoCd by thefecs.
Unfimrfunely.t? ProosedRepaitwaswa
when ceslain Inbatlo
un
iabbhe or had
m been Ib- d.Ths atnmre s
o bcoajmion with v-asnsumpdoin thawe
apperently made from Ut imomaplete hctsh,led to t amoms c'ciM
rednmmer
of this letter ad forth dt fon m ad
w now of ietPr
p Rosaed
Ilos
nrc In error. The Ifoanadon set forth below
ws tefOr
dfie Pr
RepoeR

Geriati Nurse Aide Reghery
e Propod Report sharply criticdz dti Sfte's GNA Registry bnsed on te State's
alleged filure to
g' all ONA abne on the Registry. Unfortnately, dte auditors we
unaware of some cucinl ficts whtn ha

in

Ucensing and Cetification

(-L&C) by Mnryland law.

Crilicisms, Ihdudingdo

aints plned On tht

Althogh thefedcrnl regulations require di Sfte to place
ono ieRegistry,
many csm of abuse, espeelly for first-the offe
. result in a finding by Maryland mairts
of'ProbatnbeflareJuda
(PSI"). Undsya law. thi find bnot a vlon'ctn
ard therefore camwt be reported a such on th Registry. Mnnyof th cme reviewed by the
adi
we res In wbh
mu made PBJ findings. Tbe mdintorecty ammed tha
such col be considered 'onviction' for porposes of dt Regisy. In addition. se of t
ams revieed by MtlaidIt
ided convb u d
.zIdpdor to tSl ateps
ndon
of regulations establising de Regimmsy. Per c e casens
was o legal t t fLAC
to flag tses ni t T12 is,
bdldthatfl
bkfs
'cm
(a dtaIs
defined
by Muylad lw) dUt oo
ared Ut adopdon of ncsy
State reguptioe were
appropriately flVd' on the .try.

In 1990, LAC wa advied, byt OffloeofftAltorty Genral, tlt ithould not plce
'independent fin g' on Ut Registry wldmt a chnp in teMaryland stanste. Alteg
legisIt i-propolnwer
d byUeDeatnttyewrt arawto nabsochada p
Utne bills we- defeat by do L1gislatr_ Recenly, lhe Office of Ut Anzy O ueerl
revied its previos adve and has Ia11e Ita filows. LA may we a PSI finding as a
basis for making an
fning' for pose of t Registry Without a sttntoy
dsg

However. until re

y only convibm we p-ot

on Ut Rqsybece of Uth
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Mr. John A. Pea
Angin 19,1997
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Of the 19 cas

identified in the Proposed Report, 11ae

frim Montgomey County,

whose sitiution s addreued below in a separte section of this lae. Unsa, de n re ui lder
of the state only had eight cases Bagged by de aidie s. Of tbose
t cae, at lest four were
flagged aeronously by the audors: (1) de police notified L&C' ard dhe Ombudsman at the

- time in caumnber 12 nuklg itunnecessary for die Ombudan to coact L&a, (2) cas
number 15 was not an abuse case; and (3) case nmbered 16 and 17 did not Inv 6cilities
licened by 1C. Thbs, §19-347 of the Halth Gnral Article of te Maryland Annotated Code
did not require the Ombudn to cota L&C and the poice in any of these four cases.

(Section 19-347 c

te

standard that ct Proposed Report contes was repeatedly violaWt.)

The bottom Ihne is (tht outside of Montomety COuny) date wa only b- cases dta
could in u wy give support to your conclusion dot Un State did not pwide reliable
e
that instances of abuse wer propery reported and resole'
Wbile we strive for 100 percet
perfection, we do not think four qurstionable cas out of 70 is a sufficient basis for the
disparaging conclusion in the P
d Report.
This point beco
v
o apparent If you ezamuin the four questonable' cass at
issue. In all four cases the local Ombudsman bad conducted a thorough Investigation and
concluded either tdat there was no ause or no evidence to prove abuse. As you mentioued in de
Ptposed Report. some of tbe local Omibudnmn feel doIt tny lose their cradibility with the pole
and L
if every questionble case is called in as abuse Maryland's lw requ
de
th
Ombudsman and the police to conduct thdr own Investigation when dthy recev an abuse
complaint. It is understandable not every questlonilee wa n repotIed become s
people do not think that It is a good uase of meaorcs to have bo&
-eao t a
investigatio into every cse involving anuirqhimd i*uy.' O*Aph
0e_
to
_
ta
staf inluding anl local Ombud an.dot tey =nuStal CM
Ma de Muai zquk
requirenents. In to meantime, It is u
t
cto odde Am rcof7
omee O
The Ombudsman is to notify'the police and LAC if it is
suspectedabuse ,pr

cipArcle
of a

4 Duuing te time fame in question, nursn homes fet compelled to report dIes of an
unkmown origin to the Ombudsman, cven if there was no suspicion or belief tha abuse had
occurred. Te Ombudsman Progm for lack ofa btter category coded such rpos as 'A-12 Ph cl Abmuse Howv the musing homes wew not obligated to report sh
s, and tbe
Ombudsman was not legally required to report them to L&C or tbe police }ba someone
believed thee had been abuse
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State did not provide reliable assurance that hne
of abuse were properly reported and
resolved.' Ile conclusion is especially unwarranted when each of those fiur cases w
investigated by a local Ombudanan who concluded thee was no evidence to support a finding of
abuse.
Mongg==r CamDW

Montgomery County's Ombudsman Program has developed its own pragmatic way of
dealing with various types of cases. In some situations the county's approach did not strictly
comply with OoA's Ombudsman regulations or Maryland's law on reporting abuse in related
institutions, §19-347 of the Health General Artcle OoA is Instrucling Montgomery County that
It must comply with these legal requirements, even if Montgomery County thini it is impractical
to apply the requirements in all
s.
Before addressing the specifics of some of the Montgomery County cas, you should
know that the Montgomery County Ombudsman, Vivian Omagbemi is m6re that just one of our
most respected local Ombudsmen. She is ponsidered an e pert on Ombudsman issues nationwide.
Ms. Omagbemi was a member of the Committee to Evaluateithe State Long-Term Care
Ombudsman Programs commissioned by the Administration on Aging. The Committee's study
resulted in the publication of a substantial book entitled 'Real People Real Problems: An
Evaluation of the InAg-Term Case Ombudsman Programs of the Older Americans Act. It was
published by the Institute of Medicine in 1995. The book is an exellent resource for anyone
revieig the effectiveness of Ombudsman Programs.
Of the 11 Montgomery County cases flagged by the anditors, four were not even potential
abuse cases.' In addition, the program was cited frequently for conducting investigations by
telephone. The Proposed Report teated this as a violation of the regulation that requires that an
Tbis is not to excuse some ofthe Montgomery County cases where the reporting or
investigation was inadequate by any standard. The Montgomery County Ombudsman has
informed OoA that several of the cases resulted from the lack of follow-up by a volunteer who
had to be 'terminated" for unsatisfacory performance.
'Case 7 concerned complaints of inadequate hygiene, inadequate supervision,
dehydration and inadequate care plan; Case 9 concerned a complaint ofinadequate supervisiOn
of residents; Case 10 concerned a request to assist in determining a residents competency, and
Case II concerned a resident's rights issue.
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investigation include "personal ontt with the resident ... on whose behalf the complaint was
made....' COMAR 14.11.05.04.B. Howeve, OoA has interpreted the phrase "personal contact"
to include a telephone conversati.
The Proposed Report erroneously construed -personal
contact" to require a face to face acounter, which is not required in every single case. There are
obviouslY cas Where such personal contact would not be an efficient use of an Ombudsman's
limited resources'

Coverge of Other Long-Term Care Fadlities
The OoA rec izes that the Ombudsman Pgram must work to seve residents in all
kinds of long-term care facilities. We appreciate your recognition in
three on
page 12 of the Proposed Report that resource problems make coverage of all types of long-term
care facilities quite difficult.
Review of Local Ombudsmen
The monitoring of local programs has not been as scant as suggested in the Proposed
Report. The Proposed Report is based on only two monitoring reports being conducted in 1993.
However, this is mistaken All 19 local programs were monitored in 1993. The auditors only
examimed two 1993 monitoringrepor because those were not archived. Had the hpuprnce ben
communicated, we would have worked to retrieve all of the old monitoring report from our
archives. We provided a nmber of additional reports to Mr. Rnbbo during or meeting on July
23, 1997. Attached to tch ordgizl of this leter are copies of vn additonal motog rrts
for 1993.
Monitoring was less than 100 pIeret in 1994 and 1995 for four main raons: (1) Sate
te
Ombudsman resigned in Janary of 1994; (2) we were umable to hire a replacement until
September of 1994; (3) the replacement was terminated while on probation in JulY of 1995 for
unatisfctory perianance; (4) we were unable to hire a nw replace t muil 1996 because in
1995 the House of Representatives had approve

and the United States See was seriously

consideing aproving, legislation thst would have decimated the Ombudsman pogirtms. When

the -Ombudsman Program was unr stress because of staff turnover and under attack by the
House of Repesentative, OoA sensibly focased on the Program's core responsibilities.

7

"Real People Real Problems" pages 82483 (Institute of Medicine 1995).
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Ceoduson

We amec widh all of ft Rcommendations o pages 12 amd 13 of the Proposed Repot
We plan to work diligently to
dt m However, we do not agree with sonm of the
sweeping co

_lusions
in the Prmposed Repost. empeclaJly the unwarranted Concaulon that

'the
Sae did not provide reliable asnce that
butanes of abe wen property reported am!
resolved ad that th Onbenm Prom was adequately moI 'rd Tie Report woud be
mod mom lihdW
e

ifIt olfedman detailed aorem dam

_on
tOgs sch as: (1) how to

devise a risk assessmet r ;stin
(2)bow to e a vobuter propa wn the staff wbo waild
have to ove th volunteer are too overwhelmed to got wCb a program arted; or (3) how to
avoid the duplcaton of effort that owr whae bot dhe Ombudsan ad police Investigate t
am cas of alleged abse We qfpecIn-e all dt bud work you staff bas peffimned and wud
welcom any Ideas Otey have on th th knotty iases.
Sinlcercy

Drector, Office on Aging
SFW:cas

Enclosure
cc.

Judy Sand, AoA (wIo em)
Sue Wbast AoA (wo mc.)
Bdwad Olatei HCPA (wlo cm.)

Bar
Shipac, DENU (w/o c-)
Caol Ber, D E (w/o ec.)
Lawreme Triplet, DHMH (wl cc.)
llnft Shape, MPCU (wlo cm.)
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September 9, 1998
Honorable John Breaux
U.S. Senate
516 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Breaux:
Enclosed please find Louisiana law pertaining to criminal background checks for unlicensed
personnel of health care facilities. It is my understanding that there will be a Senate hearing to
consider the need for a national registry or clearinghouse for names of persons who have criminal
convictions and attempt to work in health care facilities.
Conceptually, it is a step in the right direction and we support appropriate measures to weed out the
bad elements before hire. However, the legislation should be written in a manner that is fair to
prospective employees and not onerous to employers. To ensure fairness, the Louisiana law requires
that a conviction be rendered, not just an arrest having been made. Also, there is a provision to allow
an employer to consider mitigating circumstances, in order for him to determine if the person has
been rehabilitated, i.e. age of person at the time of conviction, number of years since conviction,
restitution made by the convicted person, etc.
Louisiana lawmakers wanted to limit the criminal background checks to unlicensed personnel, for
example nursing assistants, because licensed professionals are scrutinized by Boards, such as the
Board of Nursing. It was determined that only unlicensed employees would undergo said checks in
Louisiana. This approach seems to be working well thus far.
Also, the national registry must be able to stand the scrutiny of hundreds, if not thousands, of calls
per day. Louisiana, alone, has 92,000 certified nurse aides on its registry. Dissemination of wrong
information could lead to defamation lawsuits.
Louisiana health care facilities currently use the Office of State Police for verification of a
prospective employee's background. We have found the State Police, at times, to be dilatory in
issuing reports. The law was amended last year to allow 'authorized agencies" to also perform the
checks in an effort to issue the background checks in a more timely fashion. We hope they will be
more accurate as well.
Lastly, national legislation will only work if there is an ongoing commitment to adequately fund the
national registry. Otherwise, the system will break down and potentially cause more harm than good.

I

ne

Ass

...

208
Senator, there is a real need for a national criminal background check system. Currently, the law and
federal recordkeeping do not allow tong term care facilities to obtain comprehensive background
crecks. As you know, the President has proposed criminal background check legislation as pant of its
nursing home quality package. While we support the goal, we have concerns with the structure of the
proposed system and seek to work with you on developing a national criminal background check
system for prospective long term care employees that is efficient and effective - not burdensome and
an impediment to meet the staffing and caregiving needs of our residents.
Yours tnrly,

4~z
. D~eA@4
4

Joseph A Donchess
Executive Director
cc:

David Seckman
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D. (1) If the lease .of a .trbuck steop fsWl ty, vich. a license&d est blishment, for the
operation of video draw.poker devices, epires 6oi' i teWmInatedw'wth6t'leal 'caue by tie
*lessor, then, in that event, neither the fesior'noi . fiew lesse sh'd} have the Ii to. ppy for
a video draw-poker device license.'at.he same, t-.xck, top location foi a period of ul yepa
from the date of expiration or termination of the leasem..
(2)'The former lelcensee'shal haean o
olloN
L),2'ocontin'ue operions at he ened faciity by.
ntywiththe lesoror theaw
l~essee; :...
. - ..
:.
.;^ :
;-,
:,.
.:>i;
'':..*'i:'.
(b) Te transer.the exiating license to any other new or:existng truck stop facility-which
meets all of the qualifying requirements contained in ts Part, excepti
. (i) That such former lesseejllcensee shall not be required to wait beforeemaking application
and cQmmencing video draw poker operation at: a new or. existing facility
ii) That.such former lesseellicensee shall be required to perform at the new facility any
existing sublease or other contracts with licensed device ownera/operators in effect at the
time of expiration or-termination of the lease.
' -- (3) Nothing herein ihall affec orap'ply to any tr'ck stop facility in which t)ge lessor is the
holder of- te license for the operation of video poker devices..
Approved June 15, i993 .
-
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CARE FACIiS-CRIMINAL .

HISTORY CHECKS ON NON-LICENSED PERSONS.
i: .

. -::

-

iACT..
NO. 594

.

,

,

.
-.

S.B. No. 764
AN ACT to enact Part XLlV of Chapter 5 of Title 40 of the Louisiana kevised Statutes of 195O, 4to
be comprised of R.S 40W1300.41 through 1300.46,relative to employmneni of non-licensed personi;_
to define terms; to require employers of certain nursing fadlitles, specialized facilities, and
residential care home to obtain a criminal .history check prior to employing non-licensed
peons; to autiorize such fadlitiie to obtain'criminal historv. records, to,, provide a fee; to
authorize tempo'a employment; to limit' the arrest reco'rd keport" to eertai - rmmes; to
require notification of applicants for employment of the criminal history.checle- to provide'for
. refusal to hiremor contract with and for termination of employment; -to provide for exceptions;
to provide !or a..waiver, :to provide for confidentiality of criminaldhistory records and forr
destruction of such records; to provide fortcqmpliance with pri slons ofithschis,
to provide
for an effective
to provide
pte;andfor related matters.
.
Be it enaced by the Legislature of Louuiiaiza
Section. 1.: Part XLIV of Chaptei 6 of
Wite 40 ofdte'iLouia
ifie Staitesof 195 0,
comprised of R.S. 40:1300.41ithrough 13W0.4, is herby eincted W read as folldws '- -

PART XLLVf.. CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECKS ON' NON-LICENSED PERSONS-..
Definlt-lom.
-

1104

:,A. For thepwposes of Wit Part(1) Departmentr means the Dej kt'meniof Heilth apidHsItalsl
"5(2)

~,.A Ruingh

means any.
_Employer
of the following falitie, agenes;r progm
e, as defined
in R& .. .. .
.

(b) An Intermedlate'care

ility for the mentally retre

.

,7,95-
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.(c) AD idult residental' care home, as defined In B-S. 40 2
,'.
.(d) An adult dy care center, as-defed inL& 461972L -A.. ..
.. ~(e)
A hone health akencyasDu defined In B-S.'40.009SL - '.''1..;';
:';
:
(4 A hospice, as defined in RB, 40K2s,
2.
(3) "Non~icensed person" means any person who prMdes for' compehnsation nursing care
or other health-related seivices to residents ina nursing facility Intermediate carefacility for.
the mentally retarded,'adult residential care facility;,oradult day care center, and who is -not
a licensed health provider. -Noh-licensed person".ilso mean'siany person'who provides such
services to Individuals In thelr iwn homes as an employee. or contract'provider:of.a home
health agency or hospice.
- . i
-. (4) 'Office" means the'office of state police within the Department of Public Safety.and
Corrections. .
.
* 1300A2. Employment of non-licensed persons incertain locations; mandatory criminal history' checks; temporary employment; notice to applicants --.
A. (1) Except as otherwise provided' ln'Sulsecfton C Of this Section, 'prior to any
-employer .making an'offer to employ .or to contract with a non-licensed person to provide
nursing care, health-related services, or supportive assistance to any individual, the employer
*shall request i criminal history check be conducted on the non-licensed person pursuant to
the provisions of this Section. If the employer is a facility, home, or institution which is part
of a larger complex of buildings, the requirement of a crininal history check shall apply only
to an offer of employment or contract made to inoni-eensed person who will work primarfly
in the Immediate boundaries of the facility, home, orinstitution.
(2) Except as -otherwise specified in Subsection D(1) of this Section, an employer may
obtain the criminal history record
ntained b the oee of state plice of a non-licensed
person offering to provide nursing
or anppo ye rvices tE any
individual
r Ienser i'we4 '
a5e nc A
B. (1) The employer shall request the offcS' conduct a criminal history check on the nonlicensed person and shall provide the office any relevant information required by the office o
con<u£ the check.,
; ieIt
i.Orr .I J*54..aeoc y*.
(2LIn employerfshall pay a fee of ten dollars to the office for a search of the office's
criminal history files on an applicant for employment.
'
C. An employer may iiiake an offer of temporary employment to a non-licensed person
pending the results of the criminal history check on the person.. In such instances, the
employer shall provide to the office the name and relevant information relating to the person
within seventy-two hours aftei the date the person accepts temporary employment
D. (1) The officeA slnotrvide to the employer the criminal history records of a
person being investigated unless the records relate to:
(a) A felony or misdemeanor classified as an offense against the person.
,b) A felony or misdemeanor classified as an offense.affecting the public morals.
(c) A felony or misdemeanor classified as an offense affecting the family.
(d) A felony violation of any state law intended to control the possession or distribution of a,
Schedule I through V drug pursuant to the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act
(e) A felony or misdemeanor classified as an offense against property.
(2) Within thirty dayA
of^ceiVing notification by the:'emplojer toconduci'a siminal
'histery chelcs the offi ha
ffii'gtplete.the criminal history check and report the sults of
he check to the requestingemployer.
. '
E. An employer shaU inform each applicant. for employment or each prospective contract
provider that the employer is required to.obtain a criminal history record before such
employer makes an offer of employment to, or contrctsw':ith, a non-licenszid person.
I In subpar. AM2Xc), spelling is as it appears in the
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.

f 100.
Rdeual to meor conrm
terminaU on of emaploymet;
Weedu.
:,a.,e_ .
.~.:,:'..'..
'. '-."
m'':!.. a::ea'
*A. l) Eceept ason l
pr ed in
40 1042(C if the results o a criminal
history chek reveal that the non4-elined person
aecnviced of any of te following
offenses, the employer shu1 not bire or contract ith such perhsowe
(a) Homicid,
defined in RM 14:29 throl2h31: ' (b)Assaultnd ~iiii; as "defined in'8. i4 4t9
ioi4gh
) Rape and iialittei!Y, -asdeined 1n
,
(d) Kidnapying and thnponment,
s
as defined In R.S. 14:44 through 461.
(e) Ason, a defined In R.S. 14:51 through 54.4.
'( Crinal damage to property, a defined In R8.- 14:65.
Cg) Burgbiy, as defined In 1.8 14.60 throigh 62
';
--. Cb).Robry. u defied .In1.8. 14:6t through 1
-T1FT
J
'1i<
f nRS 114
'(.1(i) Offenses Affetng se l morality, as defined in R1..14:80 through 86 and 89 and 89.1.
0) Oru.btytothe Infirm,, as defined In R.S. 14
.''
IL (1) if the rest of rimna hitory heek l that a non-licensed person hhed on
a temporary basis or any. other person who is in employee has been convicted of any of the
offenses 1sted In Subsection A of this Sectioh, the employer shall immediately terminate' the
person's eniplOYment.
.
.
::
.
.
.
.
C2) The'prioilsons d thM Subsection 'shl'not apply to in employee or contract provider

who hua been employed for tWenty-fournr months of th, preceding thirty-sixmonths,' or a
person who has received a purdon of the oonvictfon. .:
.
C;,1,-The~eDployer may lve -the prowsibaMt"'P&art.' ' ''
(I) A waiver may be granted for lititing.rumstan , which shalinld but not be
limited to:
(a) Age at which the crime was committed.
' .......
(b) Cir nc su rround !rin.g'
the 'rI'e.
(e) Length of time since the conyiction.
(d) Criminal history since the conviction.
(e) Work history.
(0 Current employment re
''-- .-(g) Chrterrence .
.Inld

0') Nurse Ide rety

riecords.

':.

'-

u-

-

-.

,

(I) Other evidence demonstrating the abilityb ofthe person to perform the employment
responq ties eumpetendy a ,nd that tbe person does not pose a threat 'o the health or saety
eopatlentaor dlea
aver.
,
(2) The grantbig of
shwdier
alil not be construed as creating an oblgation upon an
employer to 'offer permanent employmnent to sich peraon.
A0L4:
Confidentiality of criminal hlsto records
.
.
.
A. AlDcaminda history records reeived by the employer shall be confidential and shall be
reWted to the exeluuiy.use.of.the,,department and the employer. rquesting.the informaI

tloo

:

.

..-

-

-- ,

>!r

B. ' Except en court order or with the written eonsent of the person being JIvestigated, the

recerils or lm;formation p d

~e

tomor regarding the-records salnot berfleased or

.:,C.,,The.recordsshall be destroyed .one
year from the termination of employment'6f.,
the person to whom such records relate. However, upo'n rept of written qonsent by an
applicant for employment with a healt provider, the employer in recipt o a criminal history
duck may send a copy to thp employer seeking the re
l
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The department shall review the employment ifies of any facility or-agencyirquired to
obtain e'r bsyreeords to enspre hfanch.WM
re... opiaeewrth thepriops
* 130046. Ineligible for unremijoyniet conipenaatlon.
A non-licened .perso4 hjr-.on a: temporary,basis who. is termnartedlpuuaunT
provisions of ThsFarthi not iEe"
be-t
omnenati'on.

-Section 2. This.Act s1ib

b4

ei

cuve
e
on:Aguast15, 19t

to- the

-4

Approved unel5, 193.-.
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AGRICULTURAL LOANS-

LINKED DEPOSIT PROGRAM.FOR

,i..,5:*-. -

''A.;

QUALIJ ICATIONS ,FORPIARTICIPATION-FUNDS .
AVAILABLE FOR PARTICIPATION r.;-.

- S.B.

No. 766

,

. -

AN AC' to amend and reenaci RS. 49327.l(B)(iXg) and (b), (E)(2)' (Mii) (0). and (O),and to repeai
RB. 49.27.1(B)(2)(i) relative to linked deposit prbgrams; to proiide for tle iualifieations for
participation in linked deposit programsf to provide for funds available for linked deposit
participation; and to provide for related matters.
.
*
.
.
Be'it enacted by the Legisature of Louaiana;
'
.
;
Section 1. R.S. 49:327.1(BX2)(g) and (h), (EX2), (M), (0), and (P) are hereby amended and
reenacted to read as follows:
§ 327.1.

.

.

.

-*

.

Linked deposit program for low-interest agricultural production loan-s

a..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

B. As used in this Section:
(2) 'Farmer" means any person that-

.

.

(g) Has gross income from the agriculturial operation which- is at least fifty percent of his
total income;
(h) Has a positive net worth; and
*

ae '.e

-*

-

'.

E.
(2) The maximum amount which may be loaned to any farner-at any one time shall be onehundred thousand dollars.
M. Tbe treasurer and the commlissioner of agriculture and forestry shall take any and all
steps necessary to implement the linked desit' program and monitor compliance of lending
institutions and farmers with the provisions of this ,Se'eton'and the -rues 'and regulations
adopted under this Seetion;.
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Department ofPublic Safety and Corrections
Office of State Police Criminal History Background Checks on
Licensed Ambulance Personnel and Nonlicensed Persons
The Department of Public Safety and Corrections, Office of State Police, Louisiana Bureau of
Criminal Identification and Information, in compliance with and under authority ofthe Administrative
Procedure Act, RS. 49:950 et seq., and KS. 15:578 et seq., hereby gives notice of its intent to
promulgate these niles and regulations pertaining to criminal history background checks on licensed
ambulance personnel and nonlicensed persons pursuant to R.S. 40:1300.51 et seq. As outlined below:

Chapter 2.

Tide 55
PUBLIC SAFETY
Part I. State Police
Criminal History Checks on Licensed Ambulance Personnel and Nonlicensed Persons

Section 201. Statement of Department Policy
The rules contained herein are promulgated by the Louisiana Bureau ofCriminal Identification
and Information of the Department of Public Safety and Corrections, Office of State Police inorder
to set forth the policies and procedures applicable to requesting and receiving criminal history checks
on licensed ambulance personnel and nonlicensed persons pursuant to RS. 40:1300.51 et seq. by
employers and authorized agencies
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with RS. 15:578 et seq. and ILS.
40:1300.51 et seq.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Public Safety and Corrections,
Office of State Police, LR
Section 203. Definitions
For the purposes of these rules, the following words and phrases shall mean:
Applcan - a person or entity who has submitted a request to the Louisiana Department of
Public Safety and Corrections, Office ofState Police, Louisiana Bureau of Criminal Identification and
Information in accordance with these rules to be approved as an authorized agency.
Authozzdpgncy - a private entity authorized by the Office of State Police to conduct the
criminal history checks provided for in RS. 40:1300.51 et seq.
Bweaq - the Louisiana Bureau of Criminal Identification and Information within the
Department ofPublic Safety and Corrections, Office of State Police as provided for inRS. 15:572.
CrimbwlHljWyRecod- shall have the same meaning as provided for inRS. 15:570.
Employer - shall have the same meaning as provided for in RS. 40:1300.51(6).
Licensed A.rmbulice Persomuel - shall have the same meaning as provided for in RS.
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40:1300.51(5).
NonlicensedPerson- shall have the same meanng as provided for in RS. 40:1300.51(3).
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with RS. 15:578 et seq. and RS.
40:1300.51 et seq.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Public Safety and Corrections,
Office of State Police, LR
Section 205. Application to be Approved as an Authorized Agency
A. An application for a private entity to be approved as an authorized agency must be submitted
to the Bureau along with the following documents:
1. Proof of qualification to do business within the state of Louisiana as evidenced by a valid
certificate of authority issued by the Secretary of State, and designation of an agent for service of
process as required by law. If the entity is operating as a sole proprietorship, a current valid
occupational license will be accepted.
2. Proofof a SI million dollar liability insurance policy which insures the applicant for errors,
omissions, and misuse of confidential information.
3. A written agreement executed by each officer and /or director ofthe applicant, and every
employee and agent ofthe applicant who wil have access to the criminal history information provided
by the Bureau, whereby they agree to maintain the confidentiality of any and all information provided
to it by the Bureau pursuant to RS. 40:1300.51 et seq., abide by all applicable laws, rules and
regulations pertaining to receipt and use of criminal history information, cooperate in any auditing
procedure conducted by the Bureau, inform the Bureau in writing of any known violations regarding
the use of criminal history information it obtains. q rL
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4. In addition to these requimnps
oye
or agent ofthe applicant who will receive
and review criminal history information obtan pursuant to RS. 40:1300.51 et seq. must meet and
maintain the following eligibility requirements:
a. Proof of currept and valid licensure as a private investigator or private detective
in the state of Louisiana by the Louisiana State Board of Private Investigator Examiners.
b. Not currently be charged by bill of information or under indictment for, or have
been convicted of, any felony offense in this state or any other jurisdiction, and submit to a
background investigation to determine such.
B. Upon receipt of a completed application for approqval as an authorized agency, the Bureau shall
review the application and conduct whatever investigation it deems necessary to verify the
information. Upon completion of this review, the Bureau shall inform the applicant in writing of its
approval or denial of the application.
-C. Each authorized agency must maintain the eligibility requirements to be approved as an
authorized agency and each employer or agent of the authorized agency who receives and reviews
criminal history information pursuant to RS. 40:1300.5.1 et seq. shall maintain the eligibility
requirements. Failure to continue to maintain the eligibility requirements shall result in cancellation
of approval as an authorized agency.
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with RS. 15:578 et seq. and RS.
40:1300.51 et seq.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Public Safety and Corrections,
Office of State Police, LR
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Seedtn 207. Request for Criminal History Information
A. A request for a criminal history check authorized by RS. 40:1300.52 shall be made on a form
provided by the Bureau and submitted to it by an employer or authorized agency.
/
B. Each request for a criminal-history check shal be accompanied by the fee of SIO.00as
established by RS. 40:1300.52(BX2) and LAC S5:1:l01.A.
C. Each request form submitted by an authorized agency shall be accompanied by a letter of
engagement or contract with the employer as defined in RS. 40:1300.51(2) as proof that the
authorized agency may request and receive criminal history information on behalf of the employer.
The results of each criminal history check submitted by an authorized agency on behalf of an
employer will be reported to the authorized agency.
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with RS. 15:578 et seq. and RS.
40:1300.51 et seq.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Public Safety and Corrections,
Office of State Police, LR
Section 209. Receipt and Use of Criminal History Information
A. Anyemployerorauthorized agency which receives criminal history information pursuant to R.S.
40:1300.52 shall maintain the confidentiality of the records obtained.
B. The criminal history information received by an employer or authorized agency shall be used for
the sole purpose of determining the applicant's eligibility for employment with the stated employer.
C. Any authorized agency who fails to maintain the confidentiality of criminal history information
obtained pursuant to RS. 40:1300.52, or who uses such information for any purpose other than
determiningthe applicant's eligibility for employment with the stated employer, shall have its approval
as an authorized agency canceled as an authorized agency and be ineligible to receive criminal history
information pursuant to RS. 40:1300.52. Any authorized agency or employer who fails to maintain
the confidentiality of criminal history information obtained pursuant to RS. 40:1300.51 et seq., or
uses such information for any purpose other than determining the applicant's eligibility for employer
with the stated employer shall be subject to all other penalties provided by law.
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with RS. 15:578 et seq. and RS.
40:1300.51 et seq.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department of Public Safety and Corrections,
Office of State Police, LR
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Baure of Identificatdon
265 Soed PostrDrive
BUM Roage,
LA

70806

Dear LA Joihna

eU members of Louisiana Nursing Hone Association appreciate the State Police
woking so closely with our Indusry in iqementng the criminal backround check law.

In your delieration In athizing agencies topform criminal background checks, we

qiudate your ofice atending the coursy f geting our input on what credentials have
wodud for us in the pat when contracting with agencies
We understand your conwei is that those with access to your database should
maitin itS integrity and use the information only within the allowances of the law. In a
meeting held last wede, our Standards conninee, care up with six criteria that we believe
will 1) aflow our iny
accurate infomation with a faster turnaround time, 2) will lighten
the load on your agency, and 3) maintain the integrity of your cnfidential information.
lbe six criteria that we would smugst be used in authaoizing agencies ame:
1)that they maintain a Si million liabily insurce policy,
2) that they maintain a Si million earr and osson olicy,
3) that they maintain a surety bond for misuse of confidential informaiion,
4) that they agree to undergo an auditing procedure by the State Police and at the
discretion of the State Police,
5) that they be licnsed as a Private Investigative agency, and
6) that the State Police run background checks on the agency personnel conducting
the criminal background checks for the agency.
We believe tese six criteria will po a long way in assuring that reputable agencies
ar, acessirg yourd e and dat our industry geta reliable information. Again, thank
you for extending us the coutesy of getting input fromn Louisiana Nursing Home
Association.

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Donchess
Executive Dhirctor
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Statanet ofPati R Wltging
Mesulwe Vices idtt
American Halt Care Association
RK Crime Prevention InitiatIve

Immediate Release:
BOSTON (May 15, 1997)-ThenAmerican Health Care Association is pleased to
anounce that it is working widh the National Aasociation of Attorneys General (NAAG) on a
crine prevntio initiative aimed at keeping the nation's 1.5 million rrsing facility residents safe
and axcre.
Nursing facility employees care for a very fail and vlnerabile population. h ess ntal
that we have a national criminal background chock system to screen prospective employcs to
emum that they are fit to work in the long term care profession. We appreciate the leadeship of
Mssachusetts Attorney General Scott I-larabarger and tlte conmitment of NAAG in forming a
parutnersip with long term care paiders to develop such a background check sytm.
Most of the 1.3 million people working in nursing facilitiea are caring and devoted
individuals doing a very toug job. Fnding the riht people hodwill prvide omnpassionte care
haa become more difficulL With our transient society and the growing unwillLrrnss of enployers
to give useful infolmation about a former employee's character, it bas become increasingly
dillicult to obtain important infornation about prospective emrployees.
While many states have created criminal background chek systems for long term care
workers, those essocan't address one significant act: people cross state lines.
By working together, NAAG and AHCA have the necessary expertiso to develop a
comnreiensive background check system that can supply a isrsing facility wih quic, complete
and accurate informatioo asoot a prospective employce regardless ofwhete the individual has
lived in one state or nay states. Such a syitem is an essential tool to prevent people who have
committed crimes in any state from being hired by rsing fcilities.
AHCA sta is pleased that education is a major component of both grous'effort to
safeguard residents. As part of the partnership, AHCA's Massadctuetts affiliate and Attorney
General Hanibarger have developed a training program to provide additional instruction to
employes about how to prevent and report incidents of abuse and neglect Th KeepingV
PxIng
FaciltyRurienur SVee training program will be distributed to MCA'Ks
state affiliates and we
intend to make it available to 17,000 nrsing facilities nationwide an part of AHCA's professional
development curriculum.
For anybody with a loved om in a nusing facility, safety and security are primery
concerns. Masachusetts is a prime example that a partnership between long term care and the
attorneys general wrs. Abuse allegations have decreased by 20 percent since the two group
began working together. We believe that this pastneathip model will bring similar results
nationwide and Will make sming facilities safer isdent.
-30-
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Mr. Chairman,
The National Association for Home Care (NAHC) appreciates the opportunity
to
comment on the development of legislation to protect long-term care patients from
abuse. We
applaud the efforts of this Committee to protect our nation's elderly and especially
appreciate
the leadership of Senator Kohl.
The National Association for Home Care (NAHC) is the largest national organization
representing home health care providers, hospices, and home care aide organizations.
Among
NAHC's nearly 6,000-member organizations are every type of home care agency,
including
nonprofit agencies like visiting nurse associations, for-profit chains, hospital-based agencies
and
freestanding agencies. NAHC has a long history and solid track record of proactive
efforts to
combat fraud and abuse in home care. These efforts are broad and far reaching, and
include
support for federally mandated criminal background checks.
A recent spate of media attention has focused on unacceptable, but isolated, cases
of
abuse of home care clients, fueling consumer anxiety and industry concern about
the need for
better consumer protections. Although any fraud and abuse is totally unacceptable,
it's important
to note that cases of consumer abuse in home care are rare. The overwhelming majority
of home
care workers are honest and perform their duties with compassion and integrity.
Likewise, the
vast majority of home care agencies provide reputable, legitimate quality care.
Home care providers are often in a position of identifying elder abuse committed
by
others. In fact, Congressional testimony by the General Accounting Office in 1991
regarding
elder abuse indicated ...a high level of public and professional awareness was the most
effective
weapon for identifying elder abuse; inhome services was considered the most effective
factor for
both prevention and treatment of elder abuse." However, as in any growing industry,
there are
a few unscrupulous individuals who defraud and abuse the system and its patients.
As the demand for quality home care increases, it is critical that all services are delivered
with care and compassion by ethical providers. Fraud and abuse cannot be tolerated
in any form.
The care environment must be safe for both patients and caregivers and free of abuse,
fear of
abuse, neglect, exploitation and inappropriate care. Criminal background checks
are an
important component, though only one component, of ensuring consumer safety.
Support for Criminal Background Checks and a Federal Registry
NAHC believes that federal requirements for worker screening should be strengthened
to include federally funded criminal background checks for all home visiting staff.
An organized system for criminal background checks should be developed that is reasonable
in
cost and will provide up-to-date information in a timely manner. Laws should ensure
that the
rights of patients, providers, employees and job applicants are protected.
The law should ensure immunity for a health care facilities/organization that act with
reasonable
reliance on information secured through a background check.
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Although in state laws the trend is toward backgund checks for home care aides only;
NAHC believes that laws should cover all home visiting staff. There is currently no consistent
mechanism through which other home visaitig staff are checked. It is in the best interest of
consumers of home care services for all home visiting staff to be screened.
In addition, as Senator Kohl proposed last year, NAHC supports the establishment of a
national registry system listing workers who have been deemed qualified to provide home care
services or those who have been found in violation of the law or safety standards.
Finally, home care has been accompanied by both a proliferation of agencies and an
increase in the minber of independent providers-workers who provide care independent of
agencies. This trend is fueled by two factors: the desire among some people with disabilities
to exercise greater control over their own care and state policies which require or encourage
aged and disabled beneficiaries to take direct responsibility for hiring or supervising home care
workers paid with state or federal funds. The influx of workers into home care who are subject
to no standards or screening has necessarily heightened concerns about consumer safety. Rarely
are these workers subject to any training, competency testing, or professional supervision.
NAHC urges Congress to ensure that such workers are not exempt from federal criminal
background check requirements.
Beyond Criminal Background Cheeks
Criminal background checks, though valuable, cannot be relied on as the sole method
of keeping consumers safe. NAHC has provided consultation to member agencies, extensive
educational efforts to help consumers to make informed decisions, and encouraged Congress,
federal agencies, and state legislatures to mandate quality assurance standards in home care.
Although federal regulations should never be so cumbersome as to pose a barrier to care,
basic standards of care must be established to a ensure minimum levels of safety for the
consumer, the caregiver and the community. A 1995 report by the National Long Term Care
Resource Center states: 'Federal and state governments have continuing responsibilities for
establishing and enforcing the conditions under which programs can be innovative, responsive
to consumer preferences, and encouraged to exceed minimum standards.'
Quality assurance standards should be required in all federal and state funded long-term
care program. Such standards should include minimum standards of training, testing,
supervision, and practice in the delivery of in-home services. Quality and safety standards
should apply regardless of consumer, provider or payor. Such standards are critically important
in protecting consumers from neglect, abuse, and inappropriate care.
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T1e National Association for Home Care looks forward to working with this Committee
to develop criminal background check policy to help protect consumers of long term care
services from abuse.
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